At the FCC: A torrent of words about children's TV
On the Hill: Building a case against sports blackouts
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Which of these cities has the highest rate of high school dropouts?

- Philadelphia
- Chicago
- St. Louis
- San Francisco
- Los Angeles

Give New York the booby prize. Almost half its students entering sophomore year of public high school don't graduate, the highest dropout rate among these seven cities. But even Los Angeles' lowest-ranking rate is a substantial 26%.

Dropouts in these proportions cause concern. Raising such issues as whether the problem starts with the dropouts—or the schools—And because there's a CBS Owned AM radio station in each of these cities, we share the concern of 60 million people about public education today. So we try to do something about it.

New Yorkers learned from a five-part WCBS Newsradio report how a spoken dialect like Black English can be an impassable barrier between children and teachers. WBBM Newsradio in Chicago and KCBS Newsradio in San Francisco both concentrate on education news in special daily series.

WCAU Philadelphia is itself part of a school curriculum. Students come to the station for courses in broadcast communication, earning credits in English, in this effort to make studies more meaningful.


So we do our homework: To make it easier to stay dropped in on today's world.

The CBS Owned AM Stations
We feel responsible to over 60 million people.

WEEI Newsradio 99, Boston
WCBS Newsradio 88, New York
WCAU Radio 121, Philadelphia
WBBM Newsradio 78, Chicago
KMOX 1120, St. Louis
KCBS Newsradio 74, San Francisco
KNX Newsradio 1070, Los Angeles

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Chevron gas ads pass FCC muster again.

Tassaway and the TV code: Case history of not taking no for an answer.

Sports blackouts are in trouble on Capitol Hill. Pastore musters an impressive list of witnesses to say they should be abolished. Broadcasters, though wary of cable threat, would welcome change.

McGovern tries to clear a three-network half-hour as tempo, temperature of campaign take upward turn.

Hooks asks FCC to develop minority ownership criterion in considering new broadcast grants, would probe black disenchantment with media.

CBS's Stanton acts to head off a satellite curtain before there is one, urges U.S. to fight for open skies policy at UNESCO conference.

PBS's Hartford Gunn floats a new funding policy for public broadcasting.

Is it cricket for public TV to bid against commercial stations for program rights? Storer, whose Boston UHF lost a hockey match that way, doesn’t think so, asks FCC for its opinion.

More than the FCC ever wanted to hear about children’s programming.

CBS delivers the ratings turnaround it promised, takes first in second week.

FCC asks ABC, CBS to explain themselves on news rigging charges.

CBS says the Whalen bill's the best of the lot on news privilege.

MCI, Lockheed, Comsat dot their i's on domsat merger.

Translators fight to keep upper-UHF channels in standard TV sets.

A four-letter word from Woodstock brings obscenity indictment to Va. DJ.

Elmo Ellis: Courtly philosopher-businessman who’s synonymous with WSB.
In this burgeoning area - PROVIDENCE, NEW BEDFORD, FALL RIVER and other important cities and communities - be sure to use the strong voice of WTEV to carry your sales message. Count on this station to reach and deliver an unusually responsive audience.

**WTEV**
Providence—New Bedford—Fall River
Rhode Island—Massachusetts
Vance L. Eckersley, Sta. Mgr.
Serving the Greater Providence Area

**STEINMAN TELEVISION STATIONS** • Clair McCollough, Pres.
Ways out
Hot political-broadcast issue involving Senator George McGovern's post-convention four-network speech announcing selection of R. Sargent Shriver as his vice-presidential running mate is up for FCC action, perhaps this week. Republicans, who at time had not yet renominated President Nixon, demanded time on basis of so-called Zapple ruling, under which broadcasters are required to treat parties equally during campaign. Commission staff is understood to be recommending that Republicans' complaint be rejected on ground that Zapple ruling was not intended to apply to candidates.

But recommendation regarding complaints of Communist and Socialist Workers parties, which did have candidates at time McGovern's talk, is more interesting. Since Senator McGovern spent virtually all of his 16 minutes attacking Nixon administration, parties contend broadcast did not fit under Section 315 exemption concerning on-spot coverage of bona fide news event. However, FCC staff is said to feel that broadcast was exempt because it was related to Democratic convention and news-event provision applies specifically to "political conventions and activities incidental thereto."

More time with TV
Television viewing increased significantly during summer and is showing gains for year. In August average family viewing per day was up to 5 hours 26 minutes from 5 hours 9 minutes in 1971 and 5 hours 2 minutes in 1970. (June and July showed similar increases in viewer levels.) For eight-month period through August, according to Television Bureau of Advertising calculations based on Nielsen reports, this year's daily family viewing averaged 6 hours 2 minutes, up from 5 hours 56 minutes for same period in 1971 and 5 hours 49 minutes in 1970.

All but done
High-level administration committee on cable television last week held what was said to be final meeting on long-range policy recommendations it will make to President Nixon. Report itself, however, is not in final form, and probably will not be submitted to White House until after election. Committee meeting was to iron out several unresolved issues. Whether that was done to satisfaction of all members remains to be seen; one or more dissents or separate views may be filed. In any case, Clay T. Whitehead, director, director of Office of Telecommunications Policy, who is committee chairman, and his subcommittee heads, will draft, which will be circulated among members. Report is expected to follow at least general lines of early drafts: recommending that cable TV be structured as common carrier as means of increasing access to medium and eliminating most government regulation of content, but not as public utility whose rates would be regulated (Broadcasting, July 31). It is also expected to call for government loans to stimulate cable service to rural areas. Completion of report does not mean committee's demise. Same group will turn to other matters, including study of what government's role would be in test, proposed by Malarkey, Taylor & Associates, of what kind of heralded services broadband cable network could provide.

Big backers
It's better than even chance that General Foods will become first major national advertiser to participate in Radio Advertising Bureau's "research and development plan," cooperative venture that stations and advertisers would participate in funding. Miles David, RAB president, also is said to have had good response from Kroger supermarket chain after presentation to that retail advertiser in Cincinnati last week. RAB's "R&D" would work like its advertiser-participating plans that in mid-sixties helped move Sears, Roebuck from negligible spending in radio to currently estimated $30 million a year.

Plan's details, now being made available to bureau's station members, envision series of major studies to document effectiveness of spot radio for national and regional advertisers and possibly also by national retail chains, measuring before and after campaigns to determine changes in consumer awareness and attitudes and in product movement.

Home again
CBS-TV Network's search for successor to Charles S. Steinberg, who resigned as vice president, public information, to join Hunter College faculty (Broadcasting, Aug. 28) is reported to be over. CBS went outside company to reclaim former employee. He's Barrie Richardson, currently director of publicity, advertising and promotion, MGM-TV in New York. Mr. Richardson earlier had been associated with CBS in middle-echelon publicity capacities.

Orphan
NBC's attempt to provide affiliates with quality children's TV programing has been considerably less than successful— with affiliates. As of last week, only 18 stations (including five NBC owned outlets) had transit for half-hour weekend Watch Your Child series, fed to stations for local scheduling and sale. At maximum, 30 stations accepted it. NBC officials reportedly were thinking this fall of scuttling series, which began earlier this year, but decided to go ahead in hope of improved acceptance.

One and all
It looked like homecoming for ABC in London last week. In addition to ABC Inc. President Elton H. Rule and his top TV retinue on hand as guests of Associated Television Corp.'s Sir Lew Grade (Broadcasting, Oct. 2), ABC Radio brass slipped into British capital on entirely different mission—Great Britain's long-developing project for islandwide commercial radio, to compete with venerable, noncommercial BBC service.

Though ABC Radio's new president, Harold L. Neal Jr., wasn't disposed to talk, it was conceded that British authorities wanted to solicit guidance from ABC's highly successful radio operators. Among those in the Neal cadre were Tom O'Brien, vice president and director of radio news, ABC News; Rick Sklar, program director, WABC(AM) New York, and Mike Hauptman, director of planning, ABC-owned radio stations, New York. Independent Broadcasting Authority, which licenses commercial transmitters to program contractors (story, page 38), last week invited bids for commercial radio facilities, following pattern established when commercial TV was authorized to compete with BBC-TV in 1955.

FM at a price
Woody Sudbrink's chain of major-market radio properties appears to be headed for alteration. Company spokesman confirmed last week that negotiations are under way for sale of Sudbrink group's KQUP-HC (Tucumcari, N.M.), AM's and four FM's in Miami, Atlanta, Houston, Milwaukee, Chicago and Baltimore markets. Southern, which already has AM interest in Houston (it owns third of KULF), has nine stations in five states. It's also buying, subject to FCC approval, RKO General's WHBQ-FM Memphis ("Closed Circuit," June 19).

Fast starter
Next election of National Association of Broadcasters television-board members won't take place until NAB convention in Washington next March 25-28, but candidates are circulating. It be known he's candidate. He's Robert Gordon, vice president-general manager of Scripps-Howard's WCP0-TV Cincinnati.
FCC again finds F-310 not afoul of fairness

Commercial deals with product, not with controversial issue, commission finds in remanded case

FCC has reaffirmed its decision that commercials promoting Chevron F-310 gasoline do not raise fairness doctrine issue ("Closed Circuit," Sept. 25).

Commission had originally reached that decision in April 1971. Its reconsideration of case was on remand of case from U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington.

Commission had asked for remand in wake of court decision in similar case that commercials for gasoline and high-powered cars raise fairness issue. Commission said there is no evidence Chevron F-310 enlarged hazard to public health and no allegation that Chevron is more dangerous than competing products.

Commission also noted that complainants—Alan F. Neckritz and Lawrence B. Ordower, both of Berkeley, Calif.—do not urge public to abandon use of Chevron.

Commission said it held to original belief that Chevron commercials advance product efficacy, not position on controversial issue of public importance, and that licensees had acted in good faith.

Complainants presented no additional information to persuade commission to change its original position on question of licensees' public-interest obligations regarding commercials that, like Chevron, were subject to FTC complaint. Only

At Deadline

FTC and courts have jurisdiction to decide accuracy of technical claims, commission said.

However, it also noted that it is considering question of deceptive advertising and counteradvertising in its present overall review of fairness doctrine. When study is completed, it added, "we hope to be in a position to balance more intelligently likely gains to public enlightenment against the threats these gains may present to the economic base and sound administration of the commercial broadcasting system."

Commission acted on 4-to-1 vote; Chairman Dean Burch and Commissioners Robert E. Wiley, with Commissioner Benjamin L. Hooks, were in majority, and Commissioner Nicholas Johnson dissented.

'Love' means ABC is on top of MNA's in the third week

ABC-TV, paced by stunning ratings performance of "Love Story," its Sunday Movie on Oct. 1 (see page 43), led in Nielsen 70-market multinetwork area (MNA) average ratings for week ended Oct 1, third week of new season. Averages in report, out Friday (Oct. 6), gave ABC 21.7 rating, NBC 19.1 and CBS 17.7. By nights of week, NBC won Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday; ABC took Tuesday and Sunday, with ABC and NBC tied for Friday.

"Love Story" rolled up average 44.7 rating and 64% share of audience in 9-11 p.m. period, topping CBS's All in the Family and ABC's Marcus Welby in MNA top 10. NBC led networks in new-program averages (19.8 to CBS's 17.7 and ABC's 16.9). New CBS series—Bridget Loves Bernie and Maude—continued in top 10. Others in list of first 10 shows included NBC Saturday Movie ("Cactus Flower"); ABC's F.B.I and Tuesday Movie of the Week, and NBC's Sanford and Son and Ironside.

Other new shows in top-20 list in MNA's were NBC's Wednesday Mystery Movie ("Banacek") and Ghost Story; in top 40: ABC's The Rookies, Paul Lynde Show and Julie Andrews Show and NBC's Little People and Search.

Financial records safe for the time being

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has upheld FCC order denying petition by citizen group seeking disclosure of financial records of KOB-TV, KOAT-TV and KGOM-TV, all Albuquerque, N.M.

Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres sought access to data last year to help it decide whether to oppose stations' license renewals on ground that programming designed for Mexican-Americans Alianza represents was inadequate. Group later did file against KOB-TV and KGOM-TV; KOAT-TV's license has since been renewed.

Court, in brief, unsigned order accepted argument advanced by commission that issue of financial disclosure was before court prematurely. Commission had said licenses may be denied for deficient public service even without reference to stations' financial services, or disclosure might be required if licensees cited financial problems as reason for inadequate public-service programming. In any case, court added, petitioner may seek judicial review of renewal of two licenses.

But court also noted it was based and passed on substantive issue involved. It noted that Justice Department, in its brief, had said it did not feel it necessary in present posture of case "to take a position on the merits of whether reinvestment of profits into community oriented programming is a relevant public-interest factor." "This accords with our view of the matter," court said, "and our denial of the petition intimates no opinion on that question which . . . petitioner is free to raise if and when renewal is granted."

FCC gives nod to sale of NBC Cleveland O&O's

Nearly two years after NBC let it be known that its owned radio stations are for sale, FCC has approved first transaction resulting from that announcement.

Stations involved are WKYC-AM-FM Cleveland. Buyer is Cleveland sports entrepreneur Nick J. Milietti and business associate C. F. Kettering Inc., Dayton, Ohio, investment firm. Price is $5.5 million.

Sale, which commission approved on 4-to-1 vote (Commissioner Nicholas Johnson concurred and will issue statement) gives Milietti-Kettering alliance first broadcast property. Two interests, which are acquiring WKYC stations under banner of Ohio Communications Inc., have worked together on number of business ventures. Mr. Milietti has substantial ownership interest in Cleveland Indians (baseball), Barons (hockey) and Cavaliers (basketball) and as well as Cleveland arena. He will own 51% of stations and Kettering, 49%.

NBC is also selling its WJAS-AM-FM Pittsburgh, to group broadcaster Cecil Hefel for $1.8 million. That sale is still pending commission approval.

Headed off at the pass

With NBC cameras taking it all in, President Nixon will participate in World Series. Court, in brief, unsigned order accepted argument advanced by former Brooklyn Dodger star Jackie Robinson will be honored. And network will not, as result, incur equal-time obligation to other presidential candidates.
MAYBE THE BUILDING YOU THOUGHT WAS FIREPROOF IS REALLY ESCAPEPROOF.

Chances are the forty-story building you work in was designed as though it were fireproof. But due to a whole new set of fire hazards spawned by modern technology, you may well be working in a steel-and-glass firetrap. Without sprinklers. Without adequate exits. And with sealed windows.

And your home is probably not much safer.

Worst of all, many fire departments are still fighting fires the way they did fifty years ago.

It's the job of Group W's Urban America Unit to zero in on problems like this. To ask the right questions. Look for the solutions. And most important, to provoke action. That was the reason for our hour-long television documentary “Firetrap.”

It was meant to alarm people. And it did.

One Congressman used the film and an actual demonstration from it when he introduced nine new fire-prevention bills. Elsewhere, state legislators have been spurred to action.

Architects, insurance companies and fire departments use “Firetrap” in their training programs.

Putting words into action is something responsible broadcasters believe in strongly.

And television programs like Group W's “Firetrap” prove it.

Broadcasting does more with problems than talk about them.
Pollution of our air and water is a threat to our very survival.

Broadcasters are concerned and are doing something about it.
These days, ecology is a very big word. Everybody is against pollution. The trick is getting everybody to do something about it. About the smog, and the phosphates and the garbage that we're generating in such enormous quantities.

Because the experts agree: either man drastically changes the way he misuses Earth's resources, or our planet becomes poisoned by its own wastes—unable to support either life or civilization as we know it.

America's broadcasters are getting the message. And they're delivering it—loud and clear.

The Storer radio and television stations are among the leaders in the crusade to make every day Earth Day.

**WAGA-TV gives Atlanta a daily look at its pollution-filled skies.**

TV 5 was the first Atlanta station to broadcast daily air pollution reports along with the weather.

Weatherman Guy Sharpe shows viewers a daily pollution chart, as well as a stop-action sunrise to sunset film of the local skies.

WAGA-TV has also taken strong editorial stands against pollution of the Chattahooch River, and for increased budgets and personnel for the state's Water Quality Control Board.

**Cleveland's WJW-TV and WJW-Radio cover every aspect of environmental pollution.**

From "A Race Against Time," a long look at the overall pollution problems of society featuring Eddie Albert on TV8, to specific progress reports featuring local air, water and utilities officials, the Storer stations give Cleveland audiences a continuing fill-in on the fight against pollution.

Editorially, too, they've featured experiments in waste disposal and smoke elimination as well as controversial nuclear power plants.

**In Toledo, WSPD-TV and WSPD-Radio are out to clean up Lake Erie.**

An estimated 10-million people in a five-state area, including Ohio, drink water drawn from Lake Erie. So the Storer stations in Toledo have made cleaning up the lake their own pollution thing. With editorials urging a stiff clamp-down on phosphate-detergent discharge into the lake and a statewide anti-pollution agency with stiff enforcement powers.

And with many special shows, including a pollution quiz on TV 13 that was so popular it had to be aired a second time.

**WHN-Radio keeps Greater New York up-to-date on the environment.**

When WHN wants to tell its listeners the latest on the clean air and water fronts, it goes to the men who are in charge of the battle against pollution. To New York's traffic commissioner and environmental protection commissioner. To Newark's Mayor. To suburban Suffolk County's sewer commissioner.

And WHN ecology editorials leave no polluters unnoticed—from power plants, to apartment house incinerators, to mass transit busses.

**KGBS-Radio diagnoses Los Angeles' cough.**

A recent controversial "Inquiry" show suggested to Angelenos that the automobile is the real cause of the frog in their throats and the tears in their eyes.

Other "Inquiry" segments have looked into programs designed to reduce ocean pollution and revive the dying fishing industry. And "Education '71," another popular KGBS discussion show, has taken some long careful looks at the problem of mercury contamination of sea food.

**WITI-TV editorials call for stiffer laws, stiffer penalties for Milwaukee polluters.**

TV 6 has been telling viewers that the county's air pollution control laws are so weak as to be virtually ineffective.

Worse, that the air pollution control director has so little personnel and equipment that he could not cope with an air pollution emergency.

Waterwise, TV 6 reported on a special conference of Midwest governors and Canadian provincial officials dealing with Great Lakes pollution, as well as the efforts of local industries to comply with water pollution orders.

**Detroit's WDEE-Radio tells sportsmen what pollution is doing to fish and game.**

A recent Radio 15 interview show featured the editor of "Field and Stream" magazine who outlined for listeners how phosphates, pesticides and nitrates are weakening the game fish, bird and deer populations of the area.

Other ecology specials featured Michigan's US Senator Robert Griffin, the President of Michigan State University, and teachers and students of a Detroit high school involved in a River Rouge clean-up campaign.

**Concerned stations-talking to concerned citizens.**

All Storer stations get involved in the vital affairs of the communities they serve. It's a matter of policy with us, and a matter of pride for the people who staff our stations.

That's why our stations often do as routine, things that community leaders consider rather special.

We look at it this way. The more effective we are in our communities, the more effective we are for our advertisers, and the more effective we are for ourselves.
FCC, in response to NBC request for interpretive ruling that did not mention name of candidate at ceremony, to be heard. On Oct. 1, 1973, the court held that it is bona fide news event and therefore exempt from equal-time requirement of Section 315 of Communications Act. NBC, concerned about political implications of event, refused to divulge name of candidate until commission had acted.

Network, which is covering World Series, said it believed event to be exempt from equal-time requirement. And commission said it did not find that judgment to be either unreasonable or in bad faith.

CBS O&Os' requirements of political candidates held unreasonable by FCC

FCC has refused to review staff ruling that indemnification requirement at CBS-owned stations poses "unreasonable burden and restriction" of political candidates' use of broadcast facilities. CBS sought to review action by FCC, which specifically concerned network's KNX(AM)-KNXT-TV Los Angeles, on ground that policy is necessary to protect stations not only against potentially libelous comments but other causes of liability such as copyright infringement, invasion of privacy and violations of union contracts in political broadcasts.

Case stems from complaint by media director of Senator Hubert Humphrey's unsuccessful campaign for Democratic presidential nomination, objecting to CBS policy of demanding indemnification forms personally signed by candidate before time is made available.

Commission said indemnity requirement "is likely to inhibit a candidate's use of broadcast facility." And danger that it "may undermine the full and uninhibited discussion of issues by political candidates...does not appear to be balanced by an equally important need to protect the licensee." Commission said it believed courts would protect licensee from libel suits. As for cost of defense against other suits, commission said, that is part of normal cost of doing business.

Albuquerque TV's and cable come to peaceful terms

Three commercial TV stations in Albuquerque, N.M., and cable franchisee there have privately resolved dispute over cable's future in market. In brief filed with FCC last week, General Entertainment and Communications Co. (Genco), holder of Albuquerque franchisee and subsidiary of LVO Cable Inc., requested that petition it submitted month ago for revocation of station's licenses (Broadcasting, Aug. 28) be dropped.

Dispute involved cable firm's accusation that KOB-TV and KOB-TV and KTVB had ganged up against it in attempt to have franchise rescinded by public referendum. In revocation petition, Genco alleged that stations have attacked it over air and have urged citizens to support cancellation of franchise.

Longevity. Lucille Ball has signed with CBS-TV to do another group of new 'Here's Lucy' half-hours for 1973-74 season. "The longest reigning star currently performing in a network television series" is her billing at CBS, for which she's worked in TV for 22 years now.

Agreement between all four parties attached to Genco brief states following: Stations will neither support nor encourage referendum aimed at terminating Genco's franchise, and if city elects to hold vote anyway, they will pay city half of costs involved. Broadcasters also agree not to support private suit by four citizens challenging city's franchising authority and will attempt to persuade plaintiffs to drop litigation. KOB-TV and KOB-TV will drop objections they have filed at FCC to Genco's certificate-of-compliance application, and Committee for Free Broadcasting, station coalition, will be immediately disbanded. In return, Genco will drop revocation petition as well as antitrust suit it has brought against stations. In addition, system agreed to refrain from seeking waiver of program-exclusivity and nonduplication rules covering system for at least one year, and will honor any station requests for nonduplication protection after system reaches 500 subscribers.

No cash was involved in agreement.

Cummings on Moss

Barton A. Cummings, chairman of executive committee of Compton Advertising, New York, last Friday (Oct. 6) criticized recent speech of Senator Frank Moss (D-Utah), in which senator raised possibility of link between TV drug advertising and drug abuse (Broadcasting, Oct. 4).

Cummings, who is chairman of American Advertising Federation, told AAF district II conference in McAfee, N.J., that Senator Moss's speech indicated "(h)ow men in high places can influence legislation that can be extremely damaging to the business community by restrictions that are completely uncalled for and based upon pure conjecture, rumor and misstatement of fact—not to mention biased political malarky."

Prime-time waiver extended for one-time news programs

FCC has granted ABC, CBS and NBC and their affiliates in top-50 markets three-month extension of waiver of prime-time-access rule for "one-time-only" news and public affairs broadcasts.

Commission acted in response to CBS request for continuation through 1972-73 season (until Oct. 1, 1973) of waiver granted for 1971-72 season. Press of other business prevented it from considering petition and associated pleadings on the merits, commission said. It added that extension of waiver through Dec. 31 would allow such consideration.

Waiver permits network affiliates to carry "one-time" news and public affairs programs in prime time without counting them toward three hours of network prime-time material to which stations are limited under access rule.

Draft of proposed notice of inquiry and rulemaking looking to complete review and possible modification of rule has been pending before commission for past several weeks. Commission order extending three-month waiver was adopted by vote of 3 to 1, with Chairman Dean Burch and Commissioners Richard E. Wiley and H. Rex Lee in majority. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson dissented.

More fame for Fischer

Bobby Fischer's camera-shy behavior during his world championship chess match with Boris Spassky in Reykjavik, Iceland, has led to a $3.25-million suit in New York Supreme Court by Chester Fox, who had TV rights to showdown. Motions are still pending, according to Richard Stein, attorney for Mr. Fox, in $1.75-million federal suit filed against Mr. Fischer two months ago. ABC, which had contracted with Mr. Fox for film to be shown on Wide World of Sports (only two matches were shot before Mr. Fischer said no to cameras) (Broadcasting, Aug. 7) "is not a party to the suit," said Steve Berzner, ABC lawyer.

State sides with Stanton

State Department said Friday (Oct. 6) it is opposed to UNESCO's draft declaration that would prohibit television broadcasts directly into homes from satellites without specific permission from country involved. "We have serious concern," spokesman said, "about the draft declaration for the principle of the free flow of information and ideas..." (see page 32)
ANNOUNCING
THE NEW
"CHARLIE McCARTY"
SHOW

OR, HOW TO BEAT
THE LATE MOVIES
WITH A CARNATION!

Charlie is No. 1 in DMA share in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Sundays, against late-night movies.*
Everything hits the fan when carnation-sporting Charlie McCarty takes to the air with his wild new talk show! This is the super, new program that has shot up to a No. 1 position in a four-station market! — No. 1 in total audience and No. 1 in households (33%-36% share) against late movies on Sunday nights, 11 to midnight. (At 11 p.m., Charlie earned a DMA rating of 10 out of a HUT of 26!)
It's a refreshing twist on Joe Pyne — a habit-forming experience — as colorful, dry-humor Charlie challenges and taunts his uncommon guests and wrangles with his audience over today's most controversial issues.
Don't wait to check out Charlie. Maybe he and his carnation are what you need to beat the late movies.

HUBBARD PRODUCTIONS For details, write or call Chris Remington at 612-645-2724.
DIVISION OF HUBBARD BROADCASTING, INC., 3415 UNIVERSITY AVE., ST. PAUL, MINN. 55114
*Source: Nielsen, July 1972
Tassaway does some selling in order to do some selling of its feminine product

"I'd hate to sit down to dinner and have my wife, daughter and son exposed to that category of commercial." Those were the sentiments of a member of the National Association of Broadcasters code board not too many months ago. He was speaking of feminine-hygiene products. Yet this past July, the NAB Code Authority met in Washington and decided that:

"On Nov. 1, 1972, television advertisements for a number of personal and/or sanitary-protection products which have hitherto not been sanctioned on code subscriber facilities will be acceptable under television code standards for a trial period subject to review in June of 1973."

How did this change come about? What are the implications of this decision? The chronicle of events leading up to the code authority's memorandum is tied to the birth of a small company that developed a whole new way for women to deal with menstruation. Until 1969, women had their choice of napkins or tampons. The half-dozen companies making these items concentrated on women's magazines to reach their market. One or two of them had approached the code board with requests to go on TV, but had always presented their arguments on an individual product basis. The industry never got together and said that these products categorically should be on TV. One reason for this disparity was the hang-ups of the men working for the companies and another was the hang-ups of the men on the code board. Men—and some women too—seem to feel that menstruation is a private problem to be dealt with in secret, as if it really didn't exist at all. Too many men in key decision-making positions in the industry and the media don't even know the most fundamental facts about this taboo subject.

But why did Tassaway feel television to be vital to its advertising strategy? I mentioned that until 1969, there were only two types of products women could use during menstruation: napkins and tampons. After a total of eight years of research and development, Tassaway was ready to market something completely different from these products: a menstrual cup. This involved an entirely new concept that had to be communicated to women. And the one medium most suited to communicate this new concept and product was TV.

I joined the company in the spring of 1971, it was just launching the product nationally, after about two years of marketing it on the West Coast. When

Edmund Richard Brown was born and raised in Duluth, Minn. In 1950, he graduated from the University of Minnesota with a BA in business and economics. From there he went to work for Penick & Ford, an Iowa-based corn-product company. In the next seven years he spent at P&F, he went from management trainee to Midwest district sales manager. In 1956, Simoniz hired him as Midwest regional manager and, the following year, promoted him to West Coast regional manager. The Mennen Co. made him its Western regional manager in 1959. He stayed with Mennen through 1970, leaving the firm as general sales manager. In 1971, he joined Tassaway as general manager of marketing and sales.

I started with Tassaway, its advertising program was strictly magazines. After researching the product, its consumer and the marketing strategy, I proposed the use of television advertising and was very surprised to learn that it was not permitted on NAB code member stations. It hadn't occurred to me that they would ban it. Even within the company, people accepted the fact that this was a taboo subject and I should just forget about getting Tassaway on TV. I decided then and there that this should become our major objective: to lift the ban on TV advertising of feminine-hygiene products.

At that point, I launched two programs. First, J. Walter Thompson, New York, was brought in as our agency in December of '71. They produced a 30-second TV commercial that had a female presenter explain that Tassaway was a "whole new way, a better way to deal with that time of month." The commercial was shown on noncode stations in San Diego, Los Angeles and Portland, Ore., for 10 weeks last spring. Several stations, upon accepting our spot, warned us: "One negative phone call and you're off the air." The station feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Less than 5% of all comments received were negative. In fact, one noncode station in Los Angeles that had refused us time called back later and said it had seen our spot and would agree to run it in the future. Importantly, we had bought time on daytime women's programs and late-night movies. People who feared that children and men might see our spots had little to worry about because we had, and have, no intention of buying those market.

Second, Alyce Gibbons, our national director of consumer services (and a registered nurse), and I began visiting every member of the code board. We approached them from the standpoint that menstruation is a natural, basic fact of life for women; that we had a major product breakthrough that could only benefit women. Advertising done in good taste, shown at appropriate times could provide them with important product information that they had a right to know about. Many board members, when asked why they were keeping these products off the air, were unable to come up with an answer. Some of them expressed regret at having allowed vaginal sprays to go on television. They felt the commercials were in poor taste and shown at inappropriate times. At that point, we would say to them: "Well, why don't you set up procedures whereby you'll review our copy and the times we want to buy? It's in your power to do so. Perhaps you did relinquish too much control to the spray products, but you don't have to do that here." And that hadn't seemed to occur to them before.

The June meeting went well and we were called back by the NAB to its July meeting in Washington. Our presentation again stressed that the board had the power to review copy and airtimes, that our product was natural to women, not a contrived market, and that women had the right to learn about these products on TV. The NAB Code Authority agreed with us and issued the memorandum quoted above.

The implications of this decision are important ones. I think. The more basic values people know about one another, the more the man knows about woman and woman knows about man, the better. By a natural way but a natural way, the fewer frustrations there'll be among us. Television, by recognizing the maturity of its adult audience, is itself maturing. There is no reason that any legal product, if advertised in good taste and shown at appropriate times, should not have the opportunity to advertise on TV.
"WGN? If you've lived in Chicago as long as I have, you know it's as much a part of Chicago as State Street. You know what I mean?"

WGN is Chicago
Our cure for the blues works automatically.

Blue haze where blue haze shouldn't be is just one problem in color film reproduction.

There are others, too. And altogether, they're enough to depress any broadcaster. After all, you put a lot of money into film packages.

What happens is that stations get their film from a lot of different sources, and what they get varies in a lot of different ways. Some is old, some is new, some is made especially for television. And the bulk of it is 16 mm reduction print. Therefore maintaining uniform picture quality is often difficult and sometimes impossible.

But now, finally, there's a color film camera that corrects for these variations—automatically.

It's the new RCA TK-28 and it can actually improve the reproduction of the films you receive. You get more quality from your film investment, present more striking spots for your clients, and build a faithful audience for your feature films.

Exclusive new automatic color circuits in the TK-28 maintain color balance and correct for printing errors and color temperature variations from projector to projector.

Pre-selectable Chromacomp gives a boost to low saturation color films, compensates for scene-to-scene variations and corrects dye transfer errors.

Black and white levels? The TK-28 maintains them automatically and compensates for variations in film density and contrast range.

And a three-tube design (vidicon or lead oxide) helps assure a performance approaching that previously associated only with live cameras such as the TK-44B.

So if erratic color film quality is getting you down, ask your RCA representative for the cheery and profitable facts about the TK-28. Or write for new brochure. RCA Broadcast Systems, Building 2-5, Camden, New Jersey 08102.
Op ed
Editor: In your Oct. 2 editorial, "Who's fed up?" you said the FCC released a public notice "in prosaic, handout style...." You'd like maybe advocacy journalism?
—Leonard Weinel, chief, FCC office of reports and information.

Heard from a neighbor
Editor: I appreciated reading your report "Regulation north of the border," Sept. 11] and must say I am impressed that you succeeded in explaining the Canadian Radio-Television Commission's main concerns and activities in a short article.—Pierre Juneau, chairman, CRTC, Ottawa.

Mineola country
Editor: We were very pleased to read portions of your article on country music in the Sept. 18 issue. For those of us who have for years devoted enormous time and effort to country-music programming, it is rewarding to see our trade magazine recognizing the factor in the market that country music has created. ... we look forward, however, to your placing the appropriate information in Broadcasting in order that timebuyers and other media people are no longer under the impression that the only country-music station in New York is [WSUN] Franklin, N.J.] when in fact they have WTHE(M) Mineola, N.Y., less than six miles from the greater New York City border putting in a major signal to that area as well as parts of New Jersey and Connecticut.—Richard L. Winslow, general manager, WTHE.

(Broadcasting's) point was that no major New York City radio station is on a country format. Neither WTHE, nor WFAN in Teaneck, N.J., which voiced a similar complaint last week—nor WFUN—is listed in recent American Research Bureau rating books for the New York market.)

A helper, not a competitor
Editor: In the Aug. 28 Broadcasting there was a story reporting that the Texas Association of Broadcasters was complaining about competition from non-commercial institutions for rental of facilities such as video-tape and remote units. One of the schools referred to was Trinity University here in San Antonio. We have had a close relationship with them since they first designed, built and are now operating a color remote unit with three color cameras and a videotape machine.

To my specific knowledge, Trinity will not bid on any jobs in which bids from commercial broadcasters are being taken. On the other hand, by making its unit available to us, the university enables us to have mobile capabilities without the major expense of purchasing our own unit.—Edward V. Cheviot, vice president and general manager, WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.

---

Books for Broadcasters
The Technique of Television Production
Revised Edition
by Gerald Millerson
Now revised and updated throughout, and with a new section on color television, this encyclopedic textbook on the basics of TV production consolidates its position as the standard in its field.
440 pages, profusely illustrated $13.50

ORDER FROM

 Broadcasting Book Division
1735 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Send me the books I've checked below. My payment for the full amount is enclosed.

□ 113. The Technique of Television Production, $13.50
□ 104. 1972 Broadcasting Yearbook, $14.50

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip _______

---

Datebook

This Week
Oct. 8-9—Eighth Hollywood Festival of World Television. Screenings of programs representing more than 25 countries aboard Princess Italia during round-trip cruise between Los Angeles and Ensenada, Mexico.
Oct. 8-9—National meeting, Theta Sigma Phi (professional women in communications). Featured speakers: Walter Schwartz, president, ABC Television. Marriott hotel, Houston.
Oct. 8-10—Annual convention, New Jersey Broadcasters Association. Playboy Club hotel, McAllister, N.J.
Oct. 8-10—Fall convention, midwestern chapter, National Religious Broadcasters. Northwestern College, Roseville, Minn.
Oct. 9-11—28th annual National Electronics Conference and Exhibition. Communications equipment will be among items featured. Regency Hyatt O'Hare, Chicago.
Oct. 10—Annual fall outing, Federal Communications Bar Association, in association with National Broadcasters Club and Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers. Tickets, $16.50 per person, may be obtained from George V. Wheeler III, 1000 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington, 20005. Washington country club, Gahannasburg, Md.
Oct. 10—Regional sales clinic, Radio Advertising Bureau, Sheraton-Peabody, Memphis.
Oct. 11-12—Convention, Advertising Media Executives Credit Association International. Safari hotel, Phoenix.
Oct. 11-14—Annual fall convention, Tennessee Association of Broadcasters. Ramada Inn, Jackson.
Oct. 12—National strategy seminar for newspaper and broadcast newsman. "The Unstable Triangle: the USA, the USSR and China in the Coming Decade," sponsored by Ohio State University school of Journalism, National Strategy Information Center Inc., New York, and Ohio State's Division of Continuing Education, in cooperation with Ohio Newspaper Association and Ohio Broadcasters Association. Fawcett Center for Tomorrow, Ohio State University campus.
Oct. 13—Fifth annual Kansas Association of Broadcasters seminar. Theme: current problems facing the broadcasting industry and what can be done about them. Student Union, Kansas University, Lawrence.
Oct. 15-17—Meeting, Mississippi Cable TV Association. Broadwater Beach hotel, Biloxi.
Oct. 15-17—Third National Symposium on Children
Major meeting dates in 1972-73


Nov. 12-16 - Annual seminar, sponsored by Broadcasters Promotion Association, Statler Hilton hotel, Boston.


Nov. 15-18 - Sigma Delta Chi national convention, Statler Hilton, Dallas.

Nov. 20-22 - Annual meeting, Association of National Advertisers, Carromar Beach hotel, Deerfield Beach, Puerto Rico.

Dec. 8 - 10 - Annual convention, Radio Television News Directors Association, Nassau, Bahamas.


When you slip, it hurts . . .

And when you fall, it's a disaster.

That's what so many of our clients who are in Number One in their markets retain us year after year—they want to keep from slipping.

It's so easy to get a little bored or a little careless when the ratings look good. Even when the ratings drop a few points, somehow it can be rationalized; then suddenly, your station is in trouble. When you finally know it, the reaction is often panicky, and the changes that are made accelerate the decline.

If you study your audience in depth every year, you know just what's going on and, we harass you to make sure you don't get careless, that the corrective action you take will be productive.

For other clients who are second, third, or even fourth in their markets and heading for Number One, their ability to always move constructively, with a sound knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of their station and every other station in town, makes the difference. Our use of social scientists for basic information helps immeasurably to keep decisions out of the personal opinion area.

It also helps that the big leader in town usually sleeps while he slips. It's unfortunately not just a game, but a deadly serious business, and mistakes can be worth millions. If you want to find out more about getting to be Number One or about staying there, please call us for a no-obligation presentation.
WCCO Radio draws the biggest crowd around. Bigger than TV in the Minneapolis/St. Paul market, because WCCO has all the right attractions. This market's top news, weather, sports and farm reporting. Major league sports coverage, humor, music, good company provided by the Twin Cities most popular personalities. It's a combination that really draws a crowd. Latest ARB figures* show WCCO Radio leading at the AQH audience gate again. For the fourth year in a row! Delivering more people 12+, more adults, more men and more women all day long... seven days a week. Winning 15 out of 16 points of comparison. Among them, WCCO Radio's massive morning drive time crowd includes more adults than the prime TV audience of any Twin Cities station. It's time your client's message was introduced to the WCCO Radio crowd. The bigger-than-TV crowd.

Broadcasters. Chase Park Plaza hotel, St. Louis.


Nov. 20—Fall meeting, National Association of Broadcasters. Radio code board. Regency-Hyatt House, Atlanta.

Nov. 21—Fall conference, National Association of Broadcasters. Regency Hyatt House, Atlanta.


Nov. 27-Dec. 3—National Broadcast Editorial Conference, held this year in connection with Radio Television News Directors Association convention. Contact: NABE Chairman Dillon Smith, editorial director, WMAG-TV Chicago 60654, Paradise Island, Nassau, Bahamas.


Dec. 30—1st annual meeting, Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, board of directors. Cerronar Beach hotel, Puerto Rico.


December

Jan. 8—Joint board meeting, National Association of Broadcasters. Canyon hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.


February 1973

Feb. 9-11—Annual convention of New Mexico Broadcasters Association, La Fonda, Santa Fe.

Feb. 11-22—Legislative meeting, Texas Association of Broadcasters. Broadcasters House, Austin, Tex.


WHO CARES ABOUT UNIONVILLE?

WE DO!

Some people didn't like our Unionville documentary. It denied that Unionville was a ghetto. It showed that Unionville was a neighborhood of families with close relationships and a crime rate far below the city average.

So the urban renewal program that would have leveled Unionville has been changed. Streets will be paved, storm sewers installed, impacted housing thinned out, substandard housing improved.

Even if some officials didn't like our documentary, the people in Unionville did.

So did we!
Sports may face end of era of TV blackouts

Pro leagues virtually alone at Hill hearing; trial ban suggested; broadcast interests say they need protection against cable, pay-TV

Legislation to lift the television blackouts imposed on home games by professional sports organizations was vigorously opposed at a Senate hearing last week by the commissioner of the National Football League and representatives of other organized sports. But they were alone in left field by virtue of testimony from nearly everyone else that the public's right to see home games on TV when they are sold out at the stadium transcends the proprietary interests of the sports leagues. It became clear that if organized sports, the NFL in particular, fail to agree soon on at least a trial embargo on blackouts, Congress—with the weight of the Nixon administration behind it—is prepared to legislate a permanent ban.

The three days (Oct. 3-5) of Senate Commerce Committee hearings, over which Senate Communications Subcommittee Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) presided, focused on two bills designed to eliminate or modify the antitrust exemption Congress enacted into law in 1961 for professional sports. The exemption permits football, baseball, basketball and hockey teams to pool their television rights and sell them as a league package to the networks. It also gives sports leagues the statutory authority to prohibit the local telecasting of home games without being held in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. In imposing blackouts, professional sports organizations have usually defined a local team's home territory as being within a 75-mile radius of the home city.

Senator Pastore's blackout bill (S. 4010), co-sponsored by Senator Robert Griffin (R-Mich.) and 11 other senators, would remove the antitrust exemption when tickets to home games are sold out 48 hours before game time. Another measure (S. 4007), introduced by Senator Griffin, would repeal the exemption for the four sports to permit a re-examination of the practice of blackouts.

During 1971 football season, Senator Pastore said in his opening statement, an average of 95% of seats in NFL stadiums was sold—and in many cases games were completely sold out. And, since the NFL imposes the blackout restriction on the TV networks as a condition of acquiring television rights to the games, he said, those unable to buy tickets were also unable to watch the games on TV.

“While there may have been full justification for this [blackout] restriction when professional football was struggling to survive, a serious public-interest question is raised when the practice continues even though most games are nearly sold out, and professional football has fully matured and prospered,” Senator Pastore said.

“The administration supports a modification of the practice, in connection with package sales of television rights by professional sports leagues, of prohibiting the telecasting of home games in the towns of other leagues and individual teams, he said, and the question is whether there is sufficient public interest that should override the interest of sports leagues in the blackout rule. “I think it is unlikely that the proponents of continued antitrust immunity can support the burden which they must bear to outweigh public demand,” Mr. Kauper said.

In rebuttal to an NFL suggestion that it is unfair to permit the telecast of games on “free” television because some pay to see it live, Mr. Kauper said that TV is not really “free” and the consumer pays for products advertised on telecasts.

He also noted that in many areas teams play in stadiums built with tax dollars.

NFL's primary argument in favor of blackouts is that gate receipts will be adversely affected if the antitrust exemption is repealed, he said. Mr. Kauper said this fear is "exaggerated" but, if
THE WORKS
THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE
ROSE BOWL
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IF A TV NETWORK CARRIED ALL
IN A LEAGUE BY ITSELF, RIGHT?

Plus Major League Baseball (and the All-Star Game), NFL Football (and the AFC Championship), NHL Hockey, the Bob Hope Desert Classic, the Dean Martin Tucson Open and World Championship Tennis. NBC—the only network with major events in every major sport!

NBC SPORT
AS IT ALL HAS IT ALL

REMINDER: The World Series starts Saturday at 12:45 pm. Eastern Daylight Time, with the second game on Sunday at the same time. And next week, NBC Sports brings you at least two (and maybe three) World Series night games, with Curt Gowdy and Tony Kubek.
Support for blackout elimination but concern over cable-TV or pay-TV incursions into sports programming carried by free television were also voiced by CBS/Broadcast Group President John Schneider, ABC Sports President Roone Arledge, National Basketball Association/Broadcasters President Vincent Wasilewski and in a statement submitted by the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters.

Mr. Schneider: "We . . . recommend that this committee, as a condition to continuing the antitrust exemption granted professional sports leagues, provide for the selling of television rights to any games, including the previously blacked-out home games, to cable, pay-cable or subscription-television interests." This clarification of the intent of the legislation would guarantee the rights of free-TV viewers, he said.

AMST and Mr. Wasilewski suggested that the bill make clear that when some games are sold out 48 hours in advance, they are to appear only on over-the-air television. (Mr. Wasilewski's support of the bill was indicated in a letter he sent last week to Representative Harley O. Staggers [D-W. Va.], whose House Investigations Subcommittee is conducting an inquiry into the practice.)

In a statement submitted to the committee, NBC suggested that the conflicting considerations [of sports leagues and fans] could best be accommodated by removing the antitrust exemption for the major sports events such as playoffs, conference championships and Super Bowls. Since these games are always sold out there would be no concern about protecting gate receipts, NBC said, and it is the blackout of these games that provokes most public resentment. "Similar legislation for the removal of the exemption for regular-season or 'non-major' sports events can then be considered after experience has been developed" with removing it for major events, NBC said.

David Foster, president of the National Cable Television Association, said the organization supports blackout ban legislation and that the FCC needs "congressional direction" to prevent it from implementing proposed sports-blackout regulations on CATV systems more stringent than those practiced by sports leagues and the TV networks.

Under the committee's proposition, Mr. Foster noted, cable systems in the home territory of a sports team would be prohibited from carrying any game of the same sport not locally televised on the day when the home team is playing at home. "NCTA's position is that if the FCC permits a cable system to carry the signal of a TV station, it must include the right to carry that station's sports programing," said Mr. Foster. The FCC's purpose is to protect the gate receipts of home teams, by extending the antitrust statute to impose a blackout on cable systems, Mr. Foster said. But "NCTA maintains that this is power only Congress can exercise."

The cable association "enthusiastically supports S. 4007" to abolish the sports-blackout exemption, Mr. Foster said. "Such legislation would relieve television stations of the statutorily permitted blackouts and would also provide clear direction to the FCC to alter its present approach on the cable television sports blackout." In the alternative, Mr. Foster suggested Senator Pastore's bill be modified to counter the intent of the FCC's proposal by prohibiting blackouts for other games of the same sport when the home game is sold out.

"If S. 4010 is enacted as drafted, even with a sellout, cable systems, through the proposed FCC rules, and television stations, though a change of heart by the sports leagues, will still be able to black out the Miami Dolphins-Minnesota Vikings game in Washington when the Redskins-Cowboys game is sold out here," Mr. Foster pointed out.

The Pastore bill came in for strong criticism when NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle testified. And backing up Mr. Rozelle's prediction that lifting blackouts could be disastrous for professional sports were National Basketball Association Commissioner Walter Kennedy; Robert Carlson, president of the American Basketball Association; and Vice President of the National Hockey League, and Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.

Mr. Rozelle, who said his comments had the support of NFL's 26 member clubs, told the committee that the legislative proposals do not deal with a blackout issue at all. He pointed out that NFL home territories are no longer blacked out on Sunday afternoons, even when the home team is playing at home: that two or three other NFL games are telecast in each home territory every Sunday.

"This proposal merely does not deal with blackouts—it is an effort to pre-scribe by statute which NFL game must be telecast in what area on what occasions," he charged.

When Mr. Rozelle contended that the blackout policy has never presented any antitrust issues—"any more than a similar decision by the Kennedy Center, the Barnum & Bailey Circus, or the promoters of a boxing match would"—Senator Pastore reminded him that those are not package-deal situations.

Mr. Rozelle then tried to clear up what he called some "misconceptions as to the predictable effects of this bill" and as to the existing situation in football. He said football differs from other sports because it cannot be played often, and with 14 regular-season games an NFL club must maximize attendance. Every possession factor is also taken into this small schedule, he said, including stadium rentals, concessions and parking.

Fans in each NFL home territory have access to all of the away games of their
home teams, as well as an average of 74 NFL games, he said. He expressed concern "that the game is already overexposed and that there is a real risk of football following the path of professional boxing, which killed itself by TV oversaturation. And now Congress is proposing to enact a statute making it mandatory that we invade this last precinct of non-telecasting. . . ."

"A major contributing factor to the current interest in professional football has been our television policy—regional telecasts of the away games of each home team (which is not the most economic method of presenting games on television), outside games of other teams liberally offered, and a firm restraint with respect to telecasts which are or may be competitive with the actual game being played locally," he said.

Describing the bill as "self-defeating," Mr. Rozelle predicted: "It would virtually assure that in a period of a few years' time there would be no such thing as a sellout and therefore no local television."

Ticket sales would plunge under the 48-hour provision, said Mr. Rozelle, because "when people are accustomed to having something free they are not likely to be enthusiastic about paying for it on other occasions."

He also predicted the bill would place many NFL member club radio contracts in jeopardy. "Metromedia Radio . . . indicated to me that if blackouts were lifted it might cause a situation where the club would have to purchase time from the stations to get the broadcasts on the air," he said.

Senator Pastore repeatedly suggested that NFL should lift blackouts on a trial basis. "Give it a try," he said. "If it doesn't work, you've made your case." Reluctantly, Mr. Rozelle said he would consider such a proposal.

"I do not see how you can come before us in a cavalier manner and say you are entitled to protection of gate receipts from television," said Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) to Mr. Rozelle. "I am inclined to say that maybe we ought to go ahead and take over and give the money from the television rights to public broadcasting," he added.

President Nixon said last week that he wants a blackout-ban bill passed before Congress adjourns, and Senator Pastore pointed that out to Mr. Rozelle, indicating that there was a vehicle readily at hand for the purpose. The senator was referring to the ABA-NBA merger bill, which is on the Senate's agenda. Already attached to that bill is an amendment that would prevent local TV blackouts
of bowl games and playoffs of the four major sports when the games are sold out (Broadcasting, Sept. 11). At one point in the hearing, the senator stated: "Unless Mr. Rozelle comes up with an answer in a week, this [bill] may be added as an amendment to some bill." Later, in an informal press conference, he expressed doubt that both houses could pass legislation on blackouts before Oct. 14, Congress's target date for adjournment. But he indicated that Congress may reconvene after the election and that action could be taken then.

Baseball, which imposes blackouts to a more limited extent than football, is guided by what Mr. Kuh called the "economic regulator factor." Because of competition from other sports, he explained, baseball must televise enough games on networks in purchasing rights, will resist any efforts to prevent them from televising home games.

Mr. Kennedy suggested the FCC undertake a statistical analysis of the financial impact. Mr. Ruck said the NFL's experiments with lifting blackouts have indicated a pattern of loss in gate receipts but perhaps Congress should consider a controlled experiment of lifting blackouts under the aegis of the FCC.

FCC Chairman Dean Burch, however, maintained it is the prerogative of Congress to consider the over-all effects of the legislation on professional sports interests. "The commission has no expertise in this area," he said, and Senator Pastore seemed inclined to agree. The FCC supports the blackout bills as a means of broadening the range of programming available to stations and the public, Chairman Burch said, and "should the Congress adopt one of the amendments now under consideration, our proposed [CATV blackout] rule would automatically reflect this new situation."

Rozelle, Saints' Gordon wary of stadium replays

An official of the Superdome project in New Orleans thinks the economic advantages of having stadium television screens for showing instant replays outweigh objections raised by National Football League Commissioner Peter Rozelle and New Orleans Saints Vice President Dick Gordon.

Mr. Rozelle has said he is opposed to use of screens in stadiums except at halftime and after games. He and Mr. Gordon have said an instant replay of a controversial incident could result in "undesirable fan actions."

However, William Connor, secretary-treasurer of the stadium commission, pointed out that two stadiums already have such facilities and "it opens up areas for theatrical productions, closed-circuit prize fights and things of that nature."
Banyon; Saturday, NBC's Emergency; Sunday, NBC's Mystery Movie.

The buying went on as feelings ran high among McGovern campaigners over the content of some Nixon commercials.

The McGovern campaign organization is seriously considering filing a complaint with the Fair Campaign Practices Committee and the FCC against a Democrats for Nixon 60-second spot shown for the first time on NBC last Tuesday night (Oct. 3), according to Kirby Jones, campaign press secretary.

The spot shows toy soldiers, boats and planes. As the narrator discusses the defense plan proposed by Senator McGovern, a hand sweeps away a portion of the toys. According to the commercial, Mr. McGovern "would cut the Marines by one-third, the Air Force by one-third. He'd cut Navy personnel by one-fourth. He would cut interceptor planes by one-half, and carriers from 16 to 6. Senator Hubert Humphrey had this to say about the McGovern proposal: 'It isn't just cutting into the fat. It isn't just cutting into manpower. It's cutting into the very security of this country.'" At this point President Nixon is shown on board an aircraft carrier. "President Nixon doesn't believe we should play games with our national security. He believes in a strong America to negotiate for peace from strength."

A spokesman for the McGovern organization said that the senator's defense plan called for reducing the Marines by 29%, not one-third; that Navy personnel would be cut by 21%, not 25% as the spot says. He charged the statement on aircraft carriers was misleading in that only five of the 16 now-existing carriers are on active duty, while the senator advocates keeping half a force of six on active duty.

The "toys" spot is one of three completed by Democrats for Nixon. Another features a photograph of Senator McGovern in profile, on a placard. The face is facing screen left when the narrator begins: "In 1967, Senator George McGovern said he was not an advocate of this 60-second spot, "Welfare," is a product of Democrats for Nixon. It is one of a series of three. The narrator states that Senator McGovern's welfare proposals would cost $64 million yearly. He asks, "Who's going to pay?" as the camera goes close-up on a construction worker's face.

unilateral withdrawal of our troops from Vietnam." The placard turns, revealing the identical photograph facing screen right, "Now, of course, he is." The photo swings back to face left, and continues to flip left and right as the narrator presents other contrasting statements.

The third commercial deals with welfare. It shows a construction worker having lunch on a girder high over a busy street. The narrator says that if Senator McGovern's welfare program were enacted, it "would make 47% of the people in the United States eligible for welfare," and would cost $64 billion the first year. Who's going to pay for this?" The camera goes to a close-up of the worker's face.

"Well, if you're not the one out of two people on welfare—you do." Mr. Jones characterized this spot as "factually wrong."

The Nixon broadcast-advertising campaign is shaping up as a decidedly two-pronged attack. The Republicans are presenting the President in China, Russia and at work in the White House. It is a "Russia" is a November Group production for the Nixon campaign. This five-minute spot by the President's house agency, and another, "China," emphasize the President's foreign-policy achievements. Both of the commercials end: "This Is why we need President Nixon now ... more than ever."
positive approach toward the Nixon record, stressing his foreign policy. One 60-second commercial shows only his passport, the pages turning to visas of all the countries he has visited. The camera stops on a blank page and the narrator observes, "but there are still places to go and friends to be won. That's why we need President Nixon now, more than ever." In most cases the voice of Richard Basehart gives the information, and any speaking by the President is in documentary style.

There are three 60-second spots, filmed in the White House, that show him discussing busing, property taxes and air transportation. These are relatively candid sequences, President at work.

The Democrats for Nixon complement this positive approach with a hard-hitting attack on Senator McGovern, using his own words and image against him. The images are impressionistic while the narrator hammers out point after point.

In strong contrast are the McGovern spots. They show the candidate patiently explaining where he stands on various issues, whether he is a radical or not. In one five-minute spot, "Small-Business Men," Senator McGovern is in a restaurant, trying to explain his questions, or just generally complaining about what the McGovern people characterize as "the quality of life." Voice: "We have a plant here that builds typewriter parts. Now, this large manufacturer of typewriter parts has put a plant in Mexico and they're hiring women for $3 a day, $15 a week, turning out the same parts and our American people are being laid off here in Menomonee Falls." Senator McGovern: "Incredible as it sounds, they get a tax break that's more favorable to them investing overseas than they do investing here at home. We need to encourage surplus capital to invest here ..." Voice: "And this is in no way fair ... and I believe you have a lot of small-business men who are holding this all in and not putting it out. The congressman is the one that's going to take over." Senator McGovern: "There has been a steady concentration of more and more economic power in the hands of fewer and fewer conglomerates. That's really what the ITT case was all about." Voice: "Now you talk about tax loopholes. Can you specify what some of those loopholes are?" Senator McGovern: "Well, I certainly think we ought to repeal those accelerated depreciation increases that were added last year. You really can't justify that ... Also, on the oil-depletion and mineral-depletion allowances, I think we've carried that too far ... and I really think that the people in this room are probably paying a heavier tax burden because we have too many loopholes." To the point, the McGovern attack is always shown in a small, informal group.

The McGovern organization is at a turning point in its media strategy. Mr. Jones said: "We may see in the next week or two some spots about Mr. Nixon." Liz Stevens, media coordinator for Senator McGovern, added: "I'm not saying we wouldn't take a specific attack and do a so-called 'negative' spot on that. For example, there's the wheat deal. The early stage of our campaign had to be acquainting the voters with the candidate. Then we will get into some issues.

Haste makes waste

Nixon campaign outfit sends out promotional news clip to TV's but forgets to indicate source; wary stations won't run it

A mailing mixup may have cost the Committee for the Re-Election of the President some broadcast exposure and caused it some embarrassment.

The problem arose as committee staff members were hastening to distribute to some 35 television stations 90-second filmclips of an advertisement for Congressman Gerald Ford (R-Mich.). The promotional interview, which was arranged by the committee, contained statements by the congressman opposing Senator George McGovern's criticism of the Nixon administration's grain deal with the Soviet Union. But in their hurry to get the film clips in the mail, the staffers neglected to include letters identifying the source of the material. What's more, the film itself did not include any reference to the committee or any indication that the program was produced under the auspices of the Nixon campaign committee.

Stations that received the package were bewildered as to its source. An official of at least one, KRPR-TV Houston, became concerned that the film might unintentionally get on the air. This, he noted, would violate the FCC's sponsorship-identification rules since no credit was given to the committee.

A spokesmen for the committee readily conceded the omission but stressed that it had not been intentional. He said a staff member has been assigned the task of tracking down the stations to which a copy of the film had been sent and advising them as to the source of the program. But, the spokesman admitted, the damage has probably already been done.

Animation and live action for the Yellow Pages

The fingers do the walking for Bugs Bunny in 30-second spots

Bugs Bunny is the newest star of AT&T's commercials for the Yellow Pages. A new series of TV spots, which began last week, show the animated character in a talk-show format with comedians Pat Carroll, Robert Clery, Rose Marie, Carl Ballantine, Johnny Brown, Stanley Myron Handelman and Norm Crosby. The ads will end with the familiar "walking fingers." The sponsor's criteria.

The schedule includes a scatter plan in prime time, with most of the sponsorship on NBC in such programs as the "Sunday Mystery Movie, Saturday Night at the Movies and Laugh-in." Other network use includes NCAA football on Saturday and NCAA basketball highlights on Sunday, both on ABC. The four 30-second commercials will also be used by the 15 associated Bell Telephone companies.

Cunningham & Walsh, New York, is the agency. The spots were filmed by MPO Productions in Hollywood, and MPO's Peridot subsidiary provided the animation.
Business Briefs

November again. Democrats for Nixon has designated The November Group, New York, to handle all its advertising activities in conjunction with its original agency, JFP & Associates, Duluth, Minn. The November Group will now be buying time for both Democrats for Nixon and Finance Committee for the Re-Election of the President. Change, formally authorized Sept. 27, was made to enable closer coordination of advertising activities between two groups.

From U.K. British Leyland Motors appointed Bozell & Jacobs, New York, to handle advertising of new Austin Marina to be launched this fall. Agency has handled advertising for company’s MG since 1963, Jaguar since October 1970.


New in barter, media buying. The Media Stock Exchange has been formed by John F. Small Inc., New York agency, to handle media buying, TV syndication and arrangement of barter agreements. President of subsidiary is Zetelle Guerra, with associations included media direction at Shaller Rubin and Solow-Wexton, both New York. Subsidiary has same address as parent firm: 477 Madison Avenue, New York 10022; (212) 933-9810.

Pushing snowmobiles. U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp., Santa Fe Springs, Calif., through Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, is introducing 1973 snowmobile models via 14-week, $1.25-million campaign that got underway Sept. 11. Campaign, which is making use of spot TV, newspapers and special interest magazine inserts, is running throughout what FCB terms “snowbelt states.” There are three 30-second TV spots, each featuring hockey star Bobby Hull as spokesman. Included in spots are five-second dealer tags.

Carrolls appointed Manoff. Carrolls Development Corp., Syracuse, N.Y., appointed Richard K. Manoff, New York, to handle advertising for its chain of fast-food hamburger restaurants. Carrolls expects to bill between $1 million and $2 million. Advertising had previously been handled direct.

Aperitif hits spot. In reported first use of spot television, Twenty One Brands, New York, for Blackberry Julep (imported Italian aperitif) is using four selected markets: New York, St. Louis, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh. Commercial plays on Southern belle who learns from Italian gentleman that aperitif is different than jujube her daddies drink. Aperitif, through Cunningham & Walsh, New York, is using about 14 spots weekly for 10 weeks (11 weeks in St. Louis) with Oct. 16 starting date in all markets except Pittsburgh (Oct. 2 there).

C&W Detroit opens. Cunningham & Walsh was to move into its new Detroit office last week. Manager is Donald W. Williamson, vice president. Bud Allen, account supervisor of AMC (American Motors Corp.) National Dealers account handled out of C&W's San Francisco office, will also be in Detroit office, 26555 Evergreen Road (Robbins Tower Center), Southfield, Mich., 48076. (313) 653-1190.

Burnett, Motown. Leo Burnett's Detroit office has been moved from General Motors building to 26555 Evergreen Road, Southfield, Mich. 48076.


From Wall Street. New York-based stock brokerage firm, Hayden, Stone Inc. is preparing a new advertising campaign that will include its first use of television. Report comes from Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove in New York, newly appointed by Hayden, Stone to handle its adverti-

BAR reports: television-network sales as of Sept. 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Total minutes week ended Sept. 17</th>
<th>Total dollars week ended Sept. 17</th>
<th>1972 total minutes</th>
<th>1972 total dollars</th>
<th>1971 total dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>Sign-on-10 a.m.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>$473,800</td>
<td>2,683</td>
<td>$15,944,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>10 a.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>6,744,600</td>
<td>35,675</td>
<td>247,210,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>Sign-on-6 p.m.</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>5,833,600</td>
<td>11,203</td>
<td>130,828,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1,801,400</td>
<td>3,486</td>
<td>61,709,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>380,800</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>10,399,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td>7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>22,901,700</td>
<td>14,536</td>
<td>638,390,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td>11 p.m.-Sign-off</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>1,975,300</td>
<td>5,580</td>
<td>69,223,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,081</td>
<td>$40,111,200</td>
<td>73,653</td>
<td>$1,173,705,700</td>
<td>$1,069,670,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Broadcast Advertisers Reports network-TV dollar revenues estimates.

Goldsboro show is new approach for General Mills
A company usually associated with children's programs plans adult-oriented syndication effort

General Mills Corp., Minneapolis, has extended its program-ownership activity beyond children's shows for the first time. It has produced the initial three shows in a new prime-time access period series, The Bobby Goldsboro Show.

Projected as a weekly half-hour, the program is to be placed in at least the top-100 markets in the country on a barter basis. It will be available for airing in mid-January of next year.

The barter arrangement will be the standard one with General Mills taking two minutes out of the half-hour, while leaving up to four minutes at station option. General Mills plans to promote under this arrangement include Hamburger Helper, Buckwheats cereal, Betty Crocker cake and frosting mixes, Betty Crocker potato products and Chitos.

Package of the show, owned by General Mills, is Show Biz Inc., subsidiary of Holiday Inn Inc., Memphis. Show Biz, which already syndicates five weekly country and western programs, put the new program together with Hal Tulchin Productions, New York and Hollywood. Mr. Tulchin is producer and distributor.

Ninety-Two Hundred Advertising, house agency for General Mills, is the agency of record for the program. Placement of the program in the top-10 markets in the country, however, will be handled by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc. Show Biz will handle placement in the rest of the country, except for selected markets that will be the personal responsibility of Ellis Veech, manager of broadcast media for General Mills.

In all, General Mills will offer 19 originals and 16 repeats of The Bobby Goldsboro Show, beginning in January and running through to the start of the fall 1973 season. If a second season of the series is made available it's likely that General Mills will go to a standard 26 originals and 26 repeats.

The first three half-hours were taped at CBS Television City in Hollywood. The concept for the program is to have one guest star with Mr. Goldsboro each show and to have them perform musically with full band arrangement.

"This show is in no way a country show," Mr. Veech says. "We'll be doing music that either the guest star has made popular or songs with which the public is familiar. The emphasis is on music."

Guests on the initial shows include Jim Nabors, The Lennon Sisters, and Mac Davis. The only regular on the series in addition to Mr. Goldsboro is Calvin the Italian gentleman. The announcer, a hand puppet that appears in the program, is the program's answer to the cookie-begging bear on the one-time NBC-TV The Andy Williams Show.
ing. Agency spokesmen said TV plans have not been completed, but that commercials were expected to start in New York area first, then probably expand elsewhere. Hayden, Stone has 27 offices in 10 major cities.

More for Manoff. National Car Rental System, Minneapolis, has appointed Richard K. Manoff, New York-based agency, to handle three divisions of company: E-Z Haul, truck rental and leasing, and automobile leasing. Manoff has been handling advertising for car rental division since November 1971.

Exit Ex-Lax. Ex-Lax, division of General Cigar, New York, and Grey Advertising, which handled part company after 10-year association for chocolate tablets, unflavored pills and instant mix. Advertising has been consolidated at Ogilvy & Mather, New York, one of Ex-Lax's other agencies.

For all accounts. Agency Service Corp., New York, will handle pre-air screening of commercials for all accounts for which McCann-Erickson is agency of record. Assignment covers all day-parts. ASC will also provide on-air monitoring of commercials for selected McCann clients.

Air lift. Emery Air Freight is promising companies with high priority items—that would include TV commercial prints—one-day service in moving them between 12 key U.S. cities, called "VIP" service. Cities are Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, St. Louis, San Francisco and Washington. Emery has set premium rate schedule.

Goodrich appointment. B. F. Goodrich Tire Co., Akron, Ohio, has named Grey Advertising, New York, to handle its national passenger-tire advertising program. This had been handled by Griswold-Eshleman, Cleveland, which will continue to service most of company's other product lines.

C&A moves. Collins & Aikman, New York, will be placing its account with Needham, Harper & Steers, New York, as of December, agency is Gannor & Ducas, New York. Company is major producer of specialty products for apparel, home furnishings and industrial markets. Its 1972 billings with G&D will be around $1.3 million. Gannor & Ducas has switched two TV campaigns for Collins & Aikman for this season: 60-second corporate spot ("A Special Kind of Company") and 30-second spot for Imperial wall coverings. Latter campaign begins this month in 47 cities. Scheduling for corporate commercial has not yet been set.


Any volunteers? Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has produced public-service package for National Center for Voluntary Action, Washington. It includes two 60- and 30-second TV spots, scripts for 10-, 30- and 60-second radio spots, four print ads for newspapers and magazines and other material. Theme of campaign: "Somebody out there needs you."


Chapin, Hulbert hit Gravel's conclusions in article on drug ads

Senator's piece in 'Playboy' comes under separate but similar fire from NAB executives

An article by Senator Mike Gravel (D-Alaska), attacking broadcast advertising of nonprescription drugs, has drawn sharp rebuttals from the broadcasting business.

Richard W. Chapin, board chairman of the National Association of Broadcasters, said last week that Senator Gravel had failed to offer "a shred of evidence" for his contention, expressed in the September issue of Playboy, that advertising of such drugs should be barred from television and radio.

And in a letter to Playboy, James Hulbert, NAB's executive vice president for public relations, launched a similarly worded attack on what he called the senator's "unfair and unwarranted conclusion."

Mr. Chapin used the meeting of the Illinois Broadcasters Association as his forum. He reviewed the Gravel article, which opens by calling television commercials "the most visible examples of the [drug] companies' crusade to legitimate the casual use of drugs" but acknowledges that the drugs are not harmful. The article then launches into a long diatribe against the advertising of prescription drugs in medical journals. At its conclusion, however, Senator Gravel returns to the subject of broadcasting long enough to urge the ban of non-prescription advertising on the air.

"Without offering a shred of evidence —without even mentioning radio and TV—he pulls that recommendation out of a hat," Mr. Chapin said.

In a longer discussion of the conclusion, Mr. Hulbert told Playboy: It is a complete non sequitur. The senator describes no arguments which would warrant so drastic an action. He presents no research support or other documentation, because no relationship between the advertising of common over-the-counter remedies and hard-drug usage has ever been established.

In his speech to the Illinois broadcast-ers, Mr. Chapin sounded a call for action to combat this kind of logic and its potential consequences. He said NAB will do "everything within its power at the Washington level."

Reid seeks tax penalty for deceptive advertising

His bill would bar deductions for expenses incurred by any sales pitch found deceptive by FTC

A bill introduced by Representative Ogden R. Reid (D-N.Y.) would prohibit companies that engage in false advertising from taking tax deductions for expenses incurred in the production or publishing of that advertising.

According to a spokesman for Mr. Reid, the measure (H.R. 16781) applies to both broadcast and print advertising that the Federal Trade Commission finds deceptive. However, it would not apply to advertising that is a subject of FTC cease-and-desist orders (which are not admissions of guilt on the part of advertisers), he added.

Mr. Reid feels that the "slight inconvenience" for advertisers subjected to FTC sanctions for false advertising is more than offset by the sale of products resulting from past advertising, the spokesman explained, and the bill is designed as an incentive for advertisers to be more honest in their ad claims.

In a statement on the bill, Mr. Reid pointed out that the business expenses companies take result in higher taxes for the public and "I see no reason why the public should have to pay to be lied to."

A similar bill (H.R. 16887) has been introduced by Representative Bella S. Abzug (D-N.Y.).

MMT, growing rep

MMT Sales, New York-based station representation firm, is opening offices Oct. 30 in five additional cities and has appointed sales manager in each: Atlanta—Norman Hayes, formerly Post-Newsweek stations in Atlanta; Chicago—Doug Bologh, who was account executive in Chicago for John Blair Co.; Detroit—Tom Rice, formerly Detroit sales manager, Katz Television; Los Angeles—Bob Dickenson, formerly account executive, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Los Angeles; San Francisco—Sid Gurkin, formerly account executive, John Blair & Co., New York.

TLK gets two big ones

Tatham-Laird & Kudner's Chicago office is replacing Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, of the highly sought after $3.5-million Kitchens of Sara Lee account. Sara Lee, a subsidiary of Consolidated Foods, is in Deerfield, Ill. Meanwhile, TLK's New York office has won the Continental Can, New York, account (budget is about $2.5 million in advertising).
Hooks starts delivering on his commitment to blacks

Commissioner, while concurring in Orlando decision, says FCC should assign minority preference to cases involving renewal applicants.

In a number of speeches since joining the FCC as its first black member, Commissioner Benjamin L. Hooks has stated his determination to treat the nation's minorities—particularly blacks—as his constituency. Last week he began demonstrating what that means.

In one proceeding, he urged the commission, as a matter of policy, to assign a "preference" for black ownership in deciding among competing applicants in a comparative proceeding involving a new facility. He said this is essential "in view of the dearth of minority ownership of broadcast facilities."

And in a separate matter, he dissented from the commission's renewal of four radio and television stations, whose renewal applications had been opposed by a group of local blacks on grounds of discriminatory employment practices and failure to provide programming that met the needs of minority groups ("Closed Circuit," Oct. 2). "Somebody, some day soon, must get to the source of black dissatisfaction with the media," he said in a dissenting opinion in which he called for a hearing on the license renewal applications. "Orlando is as good a place as any to start."

Commissioner Hooks's call for a "preference" for black ownership in deciding comparative hearings was in a concurring opinion. In connection with the commission's decision affirming a review-board decision granting Mid-Florida Television Corp.'s application for channel 9 Orlando, Fla. ("Closed Circuit," Sept. 18). And of the two statements, it is likely to attract greater attention.

He was careful to state that the proposed "preference" for black ownership should be computed along with the other criteria normally employed by the commission and that his proposal was limited to cases involving "a new facility where no license is lost and no existing owners displaced—black or white." However, as he noted at one point, court precedents would "technically require" the extension of his minority preference to cases involving renewal applicants.

Mid-Florida, whose grant was affirmed by the commission, originally won the authorization to operate on channel 9 in 1957. However, the case was one of those tainted by ex parte scandal, and has been before the commission and the courts ever since.

In the proceeding's present configuration, Mid-Florida faced four competing applicants: One—Comint Corporation—lists two blacks as stockholders; each owns about 7%. And it was the holding of the administrative law judge and the review board that Comint was not entitled to a preference because of the fact of black ownership that prompted Commissioner Hooks's concurring opinion.

He said that although the commission's policy statement on the criteria to be considered in such hearings does not specifically call for a preference for black ownership, it does state that diversification of ownership of mass media is a matter of "primary significance."

Accordingly, he said the administrative law judge and the review board, given "the latitude expressed in the policy statement, could have taken notice of the agitated yearnings of minority groups for inclusion in the broadcast media and applied the term 'diversification' literally by awarding a preference in the face of a propensity to the commission: black ownership of a television station."

He said the institution of a preference for applicants proposing substantial minority ownership—that is, in excess of 5%—"is a necessary and legitimate goal of real diversification and equitable distribution" of broadcast facilities.

In asserting his proposal is limited to cases involving new facilities only, he said "reality" forces him to recognize that a renewal applicant "has such a potential advantage anyhow" that he is "virtually impervious" to challenge, "absent a bad track record."

The petition to deny filed by the Omaha blacks—the Black Identity Education Association—was directed at KETV (TV), KFAB-AM-FM, KGBI-FM, KCLG-AM, KMTV (TV), KOIL-AM-FM, KCOO-AM, KYNE-TV, WOW-AM-TV, and KPMX-FM. The commission deferred action on the renewal applications of KOIL-AM-FM and KCLG pending the outcome of other proceedings involving their licenses.

In rejection of discriminatorily employment practices, the commission said they are based "almost exclusively" on statistical data; they compare the number of minority persons employed with the total workforce.

But the commission said that this is not sufficient grounds for a hearing in the absence of specific instances of discrimination or a conscious policy of exclusion. It also noted that most of the stations have minority-group employees and said that indicated that "fully proportional employment of minority groups is required" by its rules.

In disposing of the other major complaint, the commission said each renewal application discloses that the station has featured programs relevant to community problems and that the proposed programming will adequately serve the uncertain needs and interests of its service area.

BIA had also claimed that the stations discriminated against black artists by refusing to play their records. But the commission said it was reluctant to consider that issue since the choice of musical selections is a matter of licensee discretion.

Commissioner Hooks's dissenting opinion, in which Commissioner Nicholas Johnson joined, dealt almost entirely with the employment-discrimination issue, particularly as it relates to KFAB-AM-FM and KGBI-FM.

Commissioner Hooks pressed the view that they had not satisfactorily rebutted the charges against them and said that the commission has a duty to resolve, in a hearing, the conflict that remains. He said KEVT-TV did not answer the charge and that KFAB-AM-FM replied that it contacts schools and other employment sources when vacancies occur but that qualified minority-group members have not been available.

"Sharing the concern of the minority groups across this land for a better shake from the broadcast medium and a more understanding ear from the government," Commissioner Hooks said, "at a minimum, I would have looked deeper into the protestations of the minority groups."

Commissioner Hooks and his colleagues are expected to consider this week a number of other minority-group petitions to deny license-renewal applications. One was filed against WCOL-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio, by the Columbus Broadcasting Corporation; another, against WBBW-AM-FM Youngstown, Ohio, by the Black Broadcasting Coalition; a third, against WOAI-TV San Antonio, by the Bilingual Bicultural Coalition on Mass Media. Also ready for commission action is the Youngstown group's petition for reconsideration of the commission action renewing the licenses of WKEN-AM-FM-TV.

The staff is said to recommend denial of all petitions.

When do challenges become 'extortion'? Storer leads parade of broadcasters opposing reimbursement deals

"The law may favor a settlement, but it frowns on extortion."

The words are those of Storer Broadcasting Co., expressed in a pleading filed at the FCC last week. The topic was a commission proposal that would sanction negotiations between broadcast licensees and challenging citizens' groups, in which the challenger would drop its petition to deny in return for a paid "consultancy fee" or other remuneration.

That proposal has been the object of severe criticism from the broadcast industry within the past month (Broadcasting, Sept. 18, et seq.). The Storer brief not only epitomized that criticism, but suggested that it has been too mild. It noted that "other opposition comments" in this proceeding have "referred delicately to the 'possibility of abuse' inherent in consultancy contracts arising out of the negotiation process," adding that it is "high time to stop cloaking this subject in euphemism." For Storer, this is not an issue to be treated with delicacy. "Putting a true face on the matter," the firm said, "the kind of consultancy
agreement in question here is no more than a money payment extracted as the price for withdrawing a petition to deny—or for not filing one.

There were other harsh words for the proposal—and citizen groups—at the commission, notably two black broadcasters represented by the law firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson. "In a very real sense," their joint comment stated, "ambush is frequently [the challenger's] tactic of the day; confrontation, not reason, while black is a common characteristic . . . The popularity of the petition-to-denial syndrome has made the process as much an ideological joy ride as a genuine effort to improve the quality of American broadcasting."

Broadcasters were getting in their licks, two citizen organizations that have come to play a major role in the "petition to deny syndrome"—Black Efforts for Soul in Television and the National Organization for Women—were applauding the proposal as a necessary stimulus to public participation in the renewal process. They asserted in separate filings that the good-faith efforts of citizen groups to establish a working relationship with their local broadcasters hinge on the economic viability of those groups. Viability, they indicated, means money that the broadcaster can supply.

Storer was of a different opinion. "If citizens groups have a legitimate role to play in the licensing process—and no broadcaster really argues that they do—not it should not be tainted by the prospect of private gain," the firm told the commission. Based on its own experience in dealing with challengers, Storer indicated, this prospect is very real.

It recalled that in 1970, one month after the renewal application for one of its stations was filed, the station was approached by a local black public-relations firm with an offer to provide counseling on dealings with the black community. Storer said that was the name of the firm, or the station. Representatives of the firm, Storer said, "made allusions to license renewals and the fact that black groups were filing objections around the country" but "would not indicate clearly what services they would provide or how they would go about providing them."

The firm asked to be retained at a fee of $1,000 per month for 12 months with additional direct billing for "any work actually performed," Storer said. The station declined the offer and "just one month later, the firm was serving as spokesman for, and representative of, an 'ad hoc coalition' making 11 demands on all stations in the market." One of those demands was that the broadcasters "retain a black public-relations firm to give answers and guidance to matters pertaining to the black community."

Storer said that six days after it had responded to the demands—and again refused to retain a black PR firm—a petition to deny was filed against the proposed station, citing grounds that included the failure to hire such a firm.

On another occasion, Storer revealed that in attempting to seek interviews with "one minority community" it was told: "No money, no interviews."

And, the firm continued, it has not been alone in experiencing such dialogue with minority interests. Storer noted two specific cases, one in which a Denver Chicano group offered to withdraw a petition to deny against KWON-TV with certain monetary considerations in return for a direct $15,000 "contribution," and another in which a black group in Sandersville, Ga., asked the FCC to force the licensee of WSNV to reimburse it for expenses incurred in opposing the station after it had already obtained a non-monetary settlement. The commission denied both requests.

The BEST pleading also relied on specifics to document its argument. It noted that when Faith Center, the California religious institution, filed a transfer application at the FCC covering KRO General's donation to it of WHTC (TV) Hartford, Conn., its program proposal consisted of a single page and its discussion of community demographics, three pages. But after a petition to deny the transfer was filed by a local citizen coalition, BEST recalled, the center augmented its original proposal with a 102-page amendment containing eight times as much information.

The group used this case to illustrate its contention that citizen group activity in broadcast proceedings can achieve worthwhile ends. But, it continued, "the overwhelming majority of [these groups] are substantially without resources." Adoption of a ban or unreasonable restrictions on compensation to such groups "can have no effect but to continue the exclusion of groups that cannot participate in commission proceedings in the absence of some responsible provision to cover their expenses," BEST claimed.

And NOW contended that a consultancy is nothing more than a "simple contractual agreement between a broadcaster and some of its viewers," an area in which the commission is to interfere. But if the commission does elect to regulate such agreements, NOW asserted, it should also extend its jurisdiction to commercial arrangements between a broadcaster and an outside, profit-making consulting service.

Counseling on trouble

A continuing series of meetings was launched last week to acquaint noncommercial broadcasters with FCC license requirements and obligations. The meetings, organized by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, will be held over a three-year period to coincide with license renewals in various parts of the country.

The first seminar was held Oct. 5-6 in Atlanta. Among the participants were representatives of the FCC and the Washington law firms of Cohn & Marks, Schwartz & Woods, and Dow, Lohnes & Albertson. The meeting ranged from universally applicable ones such as political broadcasting and ascertainment of community needs, to those of special relevance to noncommercial broadcasters, such as the rules that govern underwriting.

Stanton opposes world censorship of incoming TV satellites

CBS vice chairman comes down hard against State Department's stance on UNESCO declaration, which says nations have the right to stop communications at borders

CBS Vice Chairman Frank Stanton urged the U.S. last week to take steps to oppose proposals that would censor international satellite broadcasts. As a first move, Dr. Stanton called upon the secretary of state to instruct the U.S. delegation to the UNESCO general conference in Paris next week to oppose a draft declaration governing satellite broadcasting.

Dr. Stanton—who is chairman of the United States Advisory Commission on Information, a presidential commission that conducts a continuing overview of the U.S. Information Agency—told a group assembled in Memphis last Thursday (Oct. 4) for the 50th anniversary of WRGC (AM) that the UNESCO draft declaration "has a demand for prior censorship of [radio-TV] broadcasts through government agreement and control." He quoted one part of the declaration as reading: "It is necessary that states, taking into account the principle of freedom of information, reach or promote prior agreement, being concerned with satellite broadcasting to the population of countries other than the country of origin of the transmission."

The practical effect of the declaration, according to Dr. Stanton, is to give "international sanction to government control of what people can see and hear in direct satellite transmissions from outside their national borders." He observed that under this draft declaration, "nobody may legitimately broadcast to the USSR without the agreement of the USSR.

"That is what UNESCO proposes, not just for the USSR but for every nation," Dr. Stanton pointed out. "And despite the inclusion of all the disclaimer, what this amounts to is clear and frightening acceptance of the very same principle which lies behind the Soviet Union's proposal to the United Nations."

This reference by Dr. Stanton was to a proposal submitted last August by the Soviet Union to the UN General Assembly, seeking an international agreement to permit satellite broadcasts to foreign countries only with the consent of the countries involved and authorizing the jamming of unwanted broadcasts (Broadcasting, Aug. 14).

Dr. Stanton said the Soviet proposal "envisages not merely jamming incoming broadcasts but also the direct attack against satellites themselves outside a receiving nation's territorial jurisdiction." Dr. Stanton asserted that such an agreement "would make censorship a principle of international law."

He was critical of the State Depart-
ment's behavior during the framing of the UNESCO draft. He said the draft was accepted by a body, which included the U.S. delegate, who "apparently expressed no reservations. For none was recorded." Dr. Stanton said that both the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy and the U.S. Information Agency are strongly opposed to the draft declaration.

"Rather than face the issue forthrightly and squarely," he continued, "the State Department's plan of action as of today presumably is merely to plead for postponement, and to vote against the draft resolution as a last resort—only if postponement is not possible.

He described the State Department's attitude as "embarrassment" over the prospect of opposing the desires of developing countries, which support the declaration. But Dr. Stanton argued that the issue transcends "this kind of diplomacy." He insisted that "we must indicate in unmistakable terms that we reject censorship today, that we will reject it tomorrow and that we will reject it whenever its head is raised."

Broyhill tells how Congress should help the broadcaster

Republican expects next session to revamp political-spending law, sees need for Hill relief on license renewals, counteracts

Representative James T. Broyhill (R-N.C.) has predicted that efforts will be made in the 93d Congress to amend the political-spending law and correct "serious inequities in its treatment of the broadcast media."

Mr. Broyhill, in a speech to the South Dakota Broadcasters Association in Brookings Sept. 30, said the media-spending limitations of the law unfairly discriminate against broadcasters. The restriction that TV and radio stations must charge candidates the lowest unit rate amounts to an "indirect subsidy" of campaign, and the provision requiring stations to provide "reasonable access" time to candidates is "unclear as well as unjust."

Since the law's enactment there has been congressional interest in changing it, Mr. Broyhill said, and "I can promise that in any such effort, those of us concerned about unfair restrictions on the broadcast industry will be working for improvements."

In the same speech, the congressman, a member of the House Commerce Committee, said it was "imperative that Congress resolve the problem of license-renewal procedure." Mr. Broyhill, who sponsored the license-renewal measure recommended by the National Association of Broadcasters (the bill now has over 100 co-sponsors), added that the problem should not be left to the FCC or the courts to decide on a case-by-case basis. He expressed hope that the House will pass legislation next year.

Mr. Broyhill told the broadcasters that the counteradvertising proposal advanced by the Federal Trade Commission "would seriously undermine the economic base of commercial broadcasting." If the fairness doctrine is expanded to include the proposal, he said, "stations will be at the mercy of all types of fringe groups" because every commercial can be considered controversial in some respect.

Even if counteradverts were limited to just a few products, the loss of revenues and time by networks and stations would be "staggering," he said.

If the FCC does not take steps to separate broadcast time for commercials from that for coverage of controversial subjects, he added, "Congress may have to step in and resolve this tangled mess."

Gunn might talk himself out of his job

Due out in NAEB journal is proposal by PBS president to decentralize programming of public broadcasting

A carefully developed, radically innovative plan to overhaul the entire national structure of public television is about to be offered by one of the system's most respected leaders.

Hartford N. Gunn Jr., president of the Public Broadcasting Service, has come up with a "market plan" for the selection and distribution of national programs. It would give local stations complete control over what national programs would be produced, and would place in their hands about 95% of the federal money devoted to purchasing or producing those programs.

The complete plan is to be presented publicly for the first time next week in Educational Broadcasting Review, a bimonthly publication of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. From industry sources, these features of the plan have emerged:

From a list of proposed national programs, one that the most stations would find helpful—by anybody—local stations would be able to choose the ones they wanted. When the number of interested stations reached what one source called a "critical mass," the proposal program would become a live project. Through a complicated process involving a station-controlled "cooperative," interested stations could then "buy" the programs as they chose.

The plan would radically diminish the role of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. What CPB now controls national programming funds, CPB would become practically a bookkeeping agent, passing money through to the stations under a predetermined formula. CPB would retain a role in long-range system planning, but its influence over national programming would be diminished.

The stations would have the responsibility for using the interconnection service, PBS, to meet their needs. Theoretically the plan could spell the end of the network, but as a practical matter PBS or something like it would remain a necessary as a matter of economics and of convenience in presenting special live public-affairs broadcasts.

The plan presupposes that public broadcasting would receive considerably more money than it does now. Present funds permit the use of $16 million for national programs.

Political influence over the system would diminish. Recent events have demonstrated that CPB and by extension, the entire system—is vulnerable to direct political control. The diminution of CPB's assigned role in national programming would alleviate that problem.

The Gunn proposal was first brought forward at a conference on public broadcasting held in August at Aspen, Colo. As developed by Mr. Gunn and his staff, the general plan is getting widely favorable reaction inside public broadcasting, with the caution that "a lot of details need to be worked out; even the present CPB staff has looked with some favor on it. The most vocal opposition is expected to come from the CPB board, which would lose its considerable power.

Can a station be a little bit noncommercial?

That's issue raised by Storer U, outbid for hockey by educational V that turned games into money raiser

A controversy over the presentation of four games of the Canada-USSR hockey series by Boston's noncommercial television station ("Closed Circuit," Oct. 2) came to a head last week when Storer Broadcasting Co., licensee of WSBK-TV (ch. 38) there, asked the FCC to determine whether its rules allow broadcasts of this nature by noncommercial, educational facilities.

In a letter to the commission Oct. 5, Warren Zwicky, Storer vice president and Washington attorney, emphasized the firm did not want the communication to be construed as "a complaint or recrimination," but rather as a request for clarification of the commission's rules pertaining to monetary-solicitation privileges of noncommercial broadcasters.

The request stemmed from a frustrated attempt by WSBK-TV, which had already broadcast the first four games of the Russia-Canada series from Canada, to obtain rights to the second half played in Moscow. Having concluded that the price the Russians were asking for primary rights was "unrealistically excessive," the station attempted to sublicense the Boston rights to the games from a New York program broker, who had obtained the U.S. rights to the series.

Although WSBK-TV offered a high bid of $25,000 and $21,500 for the Boston rights, Mr. Zwicky stated, the sublicense eventually went to the Eastern Educational Network, which offered $50,000 for the total network purchase—only $16,000 of which was allocated to Boston. WSBK-TV was denied the sub-
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license, Mr. Zwicky contended, because EEN had refused to make the network purchase unless Boston was included in the deal. The Russian games were subsequently aired on noncommercial WGBH-TV (ch. 2) Boston, an EEN affiliate.

Of WGBH-TV's coverage, Mr. Zwicky made the following critical observations: (1) The noncommercial station solicited advance underwritings of $7,500 each from two commercial interests—the American Mutual Insurance Co. and the New England Merchants National Bank of Boston—to finance the broadcasts, and publicized those grants in print and on the air; (2) WGBH-TV did not air the first game when fed by EEN, but instead broadcast it on a delayed basis against a Boston Bruins exhibition hockey game on WSBK-TV; (3) WGBH-TV cut away from the 15-minute intermissions of each game—claiming it was "unable" to bring viewers that portion of the EEN feed—and used the time for a local fund-raising campaign that netted contributions of $66,000.

Noting that the FCC has expressed concern over alleged commercialistic practices by the public-broadcasting community, Mr. Zwicky invited the agency to determine whether WGBH-TV, EEN and/or the Public Broadcasting Service "acted in commercial or noncommercial fashion" in conducting negotiations, promotions and solicitations for the hockey series. A clarification is in order, he said, "so that all parties may abide with their intent, terms and purpose."

**Changing Hands**

Announced

The following sales of broadcast stations were reported last week, subject to FCC approval:

- **KLBU-AM-TV** Yuma, Ariz.: Sold by Combined Communications Corp. to Robert Critzes and others for $550,000 (see page 38).
- **WBNY-AM** Buffalo, N.Y.: Sold by Niagara Frontier Broadcasting Corp. to McCormick Communications Inc. for $588,000. Thomas W. Tarbot is president of Niagara Frontier. McCormick Communications is headed by William McCormick. The firm is 80% owned by Technical Operations Inc., a Boston-based publicly owned investment firm. McCormick, a new subsidiary of Technical Operations, is also acquiring WJYK-AM-FM Providence, R.I., from General Cinema Corp. for about $1 million. WBNY operates on 96.1 mhz with 30 kw and an antenna 400 feet above average terrain. Broker: Hamilton-Lands & Associates.
- **KLUP-AM** and CP for a new FM, both Lufkin, Tex.: Sold by Lufkin Broadcasting Co. to John Hicks and others for $164,000. Pitser Garrison is president of the selling firm. Mr. Hicks and his associates own KLBY(AM)-KBPO(FM) Beaumont, WTAW-AM-FM College Station, KLAR(AM) Laredo, KYKX(AM) Big Spring and KRRV(AM) Sherman-Denison, all Texas. KLUP operates on 1420 khz with 1 kw, directional at night. Broker: Hamilton-Lands & Associates.
- **WGBK(FM)** Havana, Ill.: Sold by Illinois Valley Broadcasting Co. to Edwin G. Stimpson for $75,000. Mr. Stimpson is program director of WMC-AM-FM Sandy, Mich. WGBK operates on 99.3 mhz with 3 kw and an antenna 300 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates.

Approved

The following transfers of station ownership were approved by the FCC last week (for other FCC activities see "For the Record," page 54):

- **WOMC(FM)** Detroit: Sold by Sparks Broadcasting Co. to Metromedia Inc. for $1,506,500 (see page 35).
- **WJWZ(AM)** Naugatuck, Conn.: Sold by John T. Parsons and others to Frank Stisser and Roy Schwartz for $200,000. Mr. Stisser was formerly president of the C. E. Hooper rating service. Mr. Schwartz is executive vice president of Milton Whistler Associates Inc., New York sales promotion firm. Woww operates on 1380 khz with 5 kw day and 500 w night.
- **KOLE(AM)** Port Arthur, Tex.: Sold by Radio Southwest Inc. to Joseph P. Driscoll and Robert D. Hanna for $190,000. Mr. Driscoll is chairman of Michigan General Corp., a Dallas holding company for 34 firms. Mr. Hanna has interests in KVIL-AM-FM Highland Park, Tex., KRAM(AM) Las Vegas and KPTL(AM) Carson City, Nevada. KOLE operates on 1340 khz with 250 w.
- **KWYO(AM)** Sheridan, Wyo.: Sold by Big Horn Broadcasting Co. to Daniels Properties Inc. for $150,000, including a 10-year covenant not to compete within a 50-mile radius of the license city. Bill Daniels is 100% owner of Daniels Properties. He has interests in several cable systems and is president of Daniels & Associates, Denver CATV brokerage firm. KWYO operates on 1410 khz with 1 kw day and 500 w night.
- **WYAM(AM)** Bessemer, Ala.: Sold by Nesari Ertegon to Lawrence and Anthony Brandon, John H. Robinson Jr. and others for $125,000. Lawrence Brandon has interests in WYLO(AM) Jackson, Wis.; WARR(AM) Cannonsburg, Pa.; KXUL(AM) Golden Valley, Minn., and WTBE(AM) Mineola, N.Y. The other principals have no broadcast interests. WYAM operates on 1450 khz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.
- **WEXI(AM)** Arlington Heights, III.: Sold by Walter M. Mack and others to James G. Flannery for $120,000. Mr. Flannery is a Chicago businessman, having interests in two patent-exploitation firms and an electric-sign company there. He is also a director and secretary of Bass Financial Inc., Chicago savings-and-loan association. John C. DeWitt, former director, syndicated program services, CBS Owned PT's Stations, will become president of Community Broadcasters Inc., the buying firm. He will have no ownership interest in the station. WEXI is on 92.7 mhz with 3 kw and an antenna 300 feet above average terrain.
Eleven radio outlets now in Metromedia's bag

FCC grants sale of Detroit FM by Sparks Broadcasting

Metromedia Inc.'s acquisition of its 11th radio facility was approved by the FCC last week. Under delegated authority, the commission's Broadcast Bureau granted the firm's application to purchase WOCM-(FM) Detroit from Sparks Broadcasting Co. Price was $1,506,500. WOCM is the third broadcast station acquired by Metromedia in the past three months. The firm's $16-million purchase of WWTV-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul, was granted by the commission last June (BROADCASTING, June 26) and its $3-million buy of WXIX(TV) Cincinnati received approval in August (BROADCASTING, Aug. 14).

The publicly owned firm, which is headed by John W. Kugle, also owns WNEP-AM/FM-TV New York; KTVY(TV)-KLAC(AM)-KMET(FM) Los Angeles; WTTG(TV)-WASH(FM) Washington; KMBC(TV) Kansas City, Mo.; WCBM(AM) Baltimore; KNEW(AM) Oakland, Calif.; KSAN(FM) San Francisco; WIP(AM)-WMEM(FM) Philadelphia, and WMJX(AM)-WMMS(FM) Cleveland. It is selling the Cleveland outlets to Malrite of Ohio for $1.5 million. That deal, which has not yet received FCC approval, has been pending since last December.

Sparks Broadcasting is principally owned by Garnet G. Sparks, its president, and his family. The firm retains WEXL-(AM) Royal Oak, Mich.

WOCM operates on 104.3 mhz with 20 kw horizontal, 18 kw vertical and an antenna 330 feet above average terrain.

Omaha, Boston stations survive program critics

An Omaha resident who said WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha had destroyed his political aspirations by slanted reporting and had broadcast film material that appealed to prurient interests has received a negative response from the FCC to his petition asking that the stations' renewal applications be denied.

So has a student at Suffolk University Law School, in Boston, who had asked the commission to act against WBZ-TV, WWHO-FM and WNEW-TV and WNEW-FM for carrying children's programming he said contained an undue amount of violence.

The petitioner in Omaha was Albert J. Treutler. The commission said it was clear from its review of the interview, in which Mr. Treutler said his career hopes were dashed, that the licensee did not attack Mr. Treutler's honesty, integrity or character. The commission also said that since there was no extrinsic evidence of deliberate distortion or staging of news, no further action on its part was warranted.

The prurient-interest charge involved allegations that WOW-TV had broadcast provocative movies and that promotional copy in the local television guide used such words as "titillating, tantalizing and erotic." But the commission said that although some program material may be offensive to some viewers, the FCC does not have the right to remove it from the air.

The commission also found no merit in charges that the licensee had violated commission rules in failing to note in its renewal form that Mr. Treutler had sued the company for libel and that it failed to conduct an adequate survey of its service area.

The law school student, George D. Corey, contended that there is a causal relationship between the viewing of televised violence and antisocial behavior, and that children's programming containing inappropriate amounts of violence is not in the public interest.

The commission, however, said that the charges apply to all stations, and that it would be inappropriate to make a determination as to whether programming of several licensees might have a detrimental effect on children, when industrywide problems could be considered through rulemaking.

The commission noted that it is considering various aspects of children's programming in a notice of inquiry and rulemaking, and that the Foundation to Improve Television had petitioned the commission for a rulemaking to prevent the broadcast of violence or horror programs before 11 p.m.

NAB wants FCC to name names of file-checkers

Association says that if stations are to establish citizen dialogue, they should know whom to talk to

The National Association of Broadcasters feels the FCC should divulge to licensees the identities of outside parties that examine the commission's public files pertaining to their stations.

In a letter that was addressed to FCC Executive Director John M. Torbet, NAB General Counsel John Summers requested a clarification of FCC procedures concerning public examination of commission files. Noting that the commission has in past rulings encouraged the earliest possible dialogue between licensees and citizens concerned with station operations, Mr. Summers said, "it is difficult to understand why the licensee would be denied access to the very information required to carry out such an early dialogue—the names of those who have inspected the public files relative to his station." Mr. Summers indicated NAB's belief that distribution of this information is provided for by the Freedom of Information Act.

Mr. Summers noted that the commission requires all stations to maintain local public files containing the same station documents that are available at the FCC. Since the licensee "is certainly aware" of
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Lee Marvin in Point Blank. Steve McQueen in The Cincinnati Kid. Rod Steiger in The Girl and the General. Elvis Presley in Double Trouble. Alec Guinness in Hotel Paradiso. Anthony Quinn in Guns of San Sebastian. Paul Newman in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. The heroes of MGM are so well-known that most of them could be identified by their ear lobes.
the identities of persons examining the local files, "why should he be denied access to this type of information where the same files are inspected at the commission instead of at the station?" Mr. Summers asked.

He said it is NAB's understanding that commission employees maintaining the public FCC files have been instructed not to reveal the identities of persons who examine those files.

**Saboteurs dynamite Georgia AM's tower**

Federal authorities are investigating two dynamite blasts that destroyed the tower of WGA(A) in Cedartown, Ga., early in the morning of Oct. 1.

The explosions, three minutes apart, caused an undetermined amount of damage to WGA's 248-foot tower and a nearby station building. No injuries were reported at the station, which was not on the air at the time.

WGA General Manager Robert H. Bond said: "We have no earthly idea why anybody would want to bomb our tower." He noted that WGA in the past had received anonymous phone calls of a threatening nature demanding that the station refrain from airing news items about police arrests for various crimes, but Mr. Bond emphasized that no threat had been received in the past eight weeks. In each phone incident, Mr. Bond said, WGA refused to comply with the demands.

Mr. Bond reported that the station was back on the air at 6:15 p.m., less than 14 hours after the explosions, using a temporary dipole tower arrangement. He said WGA had received "wonderful cooperation" from people in the community and particularly cited the assistance rendered by the chief engineer of WRB(AM) in Carrollton, Ga., also owned by Faulkner Radio, WGA's licensee.

WGA, authorized to operate with a power of 1 kw, is presently restricted to a 250-watt signal because of the damage. Normal operations are expected to be resumed by Oct. 18.

The incident is under investigation by the Treasury Department's Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Bureau. The FBI, originally involved in the case, withdrew from the investigation after a jurisdictional dispute.

**CCC selling out in Yuma**

Group station owner Combined Communications Corp., Phoenix, announced last week that it had agreed in principle to sell its KBLU-AM-FM Yuma, Ariz., to a new firm headed by Robert Crites, the stations' general manager. The sale, subject to FCC approval, involves a consideration of $550,000.

The transfer is in conflict with the FCC's regulations, a rule which prohibits the acquisition of radio and television facilities in the same market by a single buyer. A CCC spokesman said a waiver would be requested when the transfer application is filed. The commission granted such a waiver when CCC acquired the stations three years ago. At that time, it was stipulated that in markets as small as the relatively small size of the Yuma market (approximately 35,000 TV households) coupled with extensive CATV concentration in the area justifies a joint operation of the stations.

KBLU(AM) (ch. 13), an NBC-TV affiliate, operates with 316 kw visual, 31.6 kw ural and an antenna, 1,424 feet above average terrain. KBLU is full time on 560 kwh with 1 kw, directional at night.

Three if by air. Sir Lew Grade of Associated Television Corp. Limited, playing host to some 75 U.S. television critics and editors in London last week, said he hoped to make the trip a biennial affair and turn it into a two-way exchange by taking British journalists to the U.S. as his guests every other year, starting in 1973. He held out that prospect in brief remarks Wednesday (Oct. 4) at a reception and dinner at which he was host to British as well as U.S. journalists and key ABC-TV officials who accompanied them to London (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).

**Britain takes big step to commercial radio**

Specifications from government's IBA call for three-year contracts with possible starts in late '73

Commercial radio could begin in London and three other British cities late next year or in 1974, based on specifications issued by the Independent Broadcasting Authority last week. The IBA is expected to spend about three months studying applicants' proposals before awarding the contracts for, at first, two stations in London—one news station and one entertainment station—and one station each in Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow.

Unlike the sudden-deaths contracts currently in operation in commercial television

Before and after at the NABE. Two generations of public broadcasting will be featured on the speakers' platform later this month at the National Association of Educational Broadcasters convention in Las Vegas. One will be represented by John W. Macy Jr., who resigned earlier this year as president of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting after President Nixon vetoed a generous two-year authorization bill for CPB. Another will be represented by CPB's new board chairman, Thomas B. Curtis, and possibly by its new president, Henry Loomis, both of whom came aboard with the evident blessing of the Nixon administration. Also among the featured attractions is FCC Commissioner Benjamin Hooks. The convention is to be held Oct. 29 - Nov. 1 at the Hilton International in Las Vegas. No representatives of the White House were invited to speak.

In Britain, the commercial radio contracts will be for three years. The rentals set by IBA for successful bidders varied from city to city but would escalate annually over the first three years. The successful London entertainment station bidder, for example, would pay £315,000—about $756,000 at the current rate of exchange—a first year fee could rise to $912,000 the third year, while the news station's rent would go from £85,000 ($444,000) the first year to £230,000 ($552,000) the third.

First-year rentals for the other stations were put at £180,000 for Manchester, £75,000 for Birmingham and £85,000 for Glasgow.

The rentals set by IBA were higher than expected. And the Local Radio Association (LRA), whose members include about six prospective applicants, branded them excessive. But some other provisions disclosed by IBA were considered less stringent than expected. There had been speculation that a new fee structure for recorded music might be kept as low as $10 an hour but IBA indicated the percentage might exceed 50%, up to a maximum of nine hours per day.

Successful station bidders will also pay escalating levies ranging from 10.5% of net advertising revenues the first year to 14% of net the third, with these sums being divided among the musical copyright owners, Performing Right Society, the record companies and the Musicians Union.

At least 12 applicants are expected to bid for the London contracts. They and the bidders for other cities must submit detailed program plans. The plans of the successful bidders will be published by IBA. The five stations are expected to reach approximately 15 million people, which would be about nine million reached by the London stations.

Facilities thus assigned by IBA are 1546 khz for the London general/entertainment station, which observers consider too near the end of the dial to be satisfactory although it has an advantage in being near the new Radio London BBC frequency. and the more desirable 1151 khz for all four other stations. Additional frequency assignments are to be made later. Dec. 8 was set as deadline for applications.

There is already one commercial radio station in the United Kingdom. It is on the Isle of Man.

**Media Briefs**


Entry into Canada. Data Communications Corp., Memphis, has signed ccctv Kitchener, Ont., as first Canadian customer for Broadcast Industry Automated System computer service. BIAS is on-line computerized data, traffic and accounting system that now serves 22 TV stations.

ARB moves. American Research Bureau sales staff in Midwest has new address: 1408 Tribune Tower, Chicago 60611.
Children's TV: many talk, few answers

Testimony at FCC's three days of panels follows expected lines, except that push for elimination of commercials isn't quite as hard

The FCC's three days of panel discussions on children's television programming, and what to do about it, went about as might have been expected last week. Broadcasters said children's programming was better, or at least more diverse, than ever, while advertisers said they were recognizing their responsibility to support quality programs. Citizen-group representatives, on the other hand, said children's programming was terrible and expressed concern at children being involved in the commercial equation. As for the academics, they talked of research; some were already engaged in it.

It was good news that they left the commission. The picture was out of focus. Chairman Dean Burch said the problem facing the commission was perplexing, involving social and psychological as well as regulatory questions. And how the commission would finally answer them, he said he had no idea.

But he disclosed that even after hearing the output of some 40 panelists, who had been assigned to six panels and frequently strayed from the subjects assigned them, the commission's education on the subject is not over. He said the commission will hold oral argument and provide "other forums" for all of those who want to be heard on the issue.

The announcement appeared to be in part at least a response to the renewed criticism by two public-interest group representatives who said they were rebuffered in efforts to participate in the panels (Broadcasting, Oct. 2). Warren Braren, in behalf of the National Citizens Committee for Better Broadcasting, Consumer Federation of America and the Consumers Union of the United States, and Robert Choate, of the Council on Children, Media and Merchandising, last week made public letters to Chairman Burch in which they challenged the panels' impartiality. Both also listed a number of questions they said should be considered by the panels. The oral argument, which would be open to all those who want to appear, might be held next month, officials said.

The precipitating factor behind the hearings was the rulemaking petition that Action for Children's Television, a Boston-based group of mothers, filed with the commission almost three years ago. The proposal, which has attracted widespread support—the commission has received about 100,000 pieces of mail endorsing it—would require broadcasters to carry 14 hours of children's programming weekly but prohibit them from obtaining sponsorship for any of it. Chairman Burch has indicated his sympathy for the aims of ACT—improved programming for children—if not with its specific proposals. But last week he appeared to be less than sanguine about the possibility of the commission waving its regulatory wand and promoting the kind of programming—that is, more diverse programming—that ACT and other public-interest groups said was lacking. The commission, he noted, has made an attempt at promoting diversity in programming previously—an apparent reference to its prime-time access rule—but without "overwhelming success."

If the three days of talk boiled down to any issue, it appeared to be the question of financing for children's programming. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson felt that a "radical" solution might be called for, one that involved the use of money provided by government and foundations to finance children's shows for network presentation.

Throughout the hearings, he pressed the point that programming prepared by educators, psychologists and other child experts would be different from, and, he suggested, superior to, in terms of child development, that prepared by producers who are concerned principally with profits.

He also said it made no sense to rely on jawboning to bring about desired results; a rule was required. He said it is not fair to the broadcaster who accedes to a request, since his job is to make a profit, and it gives an unfair advantage to the broadcaster who turns a deaf ear to the plea.

It was not clear, however, whether he would ban commercials entirely. None of the other commissioners indicated any interest in banning commercials from children's programs. And indeed throughout the hearings, there was not a great demand for such a flat ban, although commercials did come in for a heavy dose of criticism and there were calls for remedial action.

Even Evelyn Sarson, of Action for Children's Television, appeared to back away from the extreme no-commercials position ACT has taken on the issue. She said she "has been told" this would not be possible for some small-market stations, so she suggested a "sliding scale," under which networks would be required to give up commercials in children's shows and small stations that could not afford to would not. She said she based her comment on the report by an FCC consultant, Dr. Alan Pearce; however, the report estimated only the reduction in profits that would result from the networks' announced plan to reduce their commercial minutes in children's programming, in January, from 12 to 8½ minutes. It said CBS would be left with a profit of $10 million and ABC, $3½ million. NBC "would barely break even" (Broadcasting, July 24).

Joan Ganz Cooney, head of the Children's Television Workshop, producer of the now mythological Sesame Street and Electric Company, called children's television "a national disgrace." But even she was not categorically opposed to all advertising aimed at children, although she said she objected to "direct pitching to children and the hard sell." She suggested such advertising might bear some of the blame for the present "crime in streets" by creating in poor children a demand for things their parents can not afford.

Mrs. Cooney said she would like to see less children's advertising, and more controls based on the concept of what is good for kids, not what is good for the networks, for the stations and American business.

The U.S. probably is the only country in the world that treats its children as it does, she said. "Most other countries have taken children out of the business picture in broadcasting. Unless we realize that we're not treating children as a national treasure we won't get anywhere," she said.

But a plea that television be allowed to develop free of government interference was made by Ward Quaal, president of WON Continental Co. He described
television as "a young tree," less than 25 years old, yet one that "has grown and prospered faster than other media." He acknowledged it has problems, but said, "Give us time, Under the free-enterprise system, we'll be a lot better off if allowed to proceed without government interference."

The possibility that the commission could, if it chose, institute a test of a method of children's-program financing that might supplant the conventional advertising-supported system was held out by Bill Melody, economist of the Annenberg School of Communications, University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Melody, who is doing a study of various methods of financing that is to be released in connection with ACT's third annual symposium on children and television, at Yale University, in New Haven, Conn. on Oct. 15-17, said he is convinced that there should not be any "all-or-nothing decision now" regarding children's programing sponsorship. But, he added, he feels the switch to some other system could be made "on a phased basis." For instance, broadcasters might be required to limit children's program sponsorship to institutional advertising once a week; if successful, it could be expanded through the week. Otherwise, it could be dropped.

Al Fields, president of Health Tax Inc., a children's-clothing manufacturer which now does institutional advertising, said he would support the Melody plan if the networks "presold" the programing that would be sponsored by institutional ads. "We would get as much mileage with this as we do now," he said.

But Edmund Smarden, of Carson-Roberts Inc., Los Angeles, agency for Mattel toys, said any proposal limiting advertising to the institutional type would be "disastrous" for the advertiser. "The children's audience is not going to recognize that as a product and the parents wouldn't either—they don't watch children's television," he said. "Institutional advertising is valueless," he said. "It will cut down sales."

Another research project dealing with advertising was discussed by Stockton Helfrich, director of the National Association of Broadcasters Code Authority—a content analysis of 250 children's commercials, which he said was "the most sophisticated kind of analysis ever undertaken." Work on the NAB-sponsored study, being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Charles Winnick, of The City University of New York, is nearing completion. The report will be submitted to the NAB code board at its meeting in San Diego, beginning Oct. 16, then made public. He said the results will be submitted to the code board soon, possibly this week, then made public. He said the study was prompted by criticism by a number of consumer advocates, including Robert Choate, who has held that nutritional claims in advertising directed at children are misleading if not deceptive.

The question of what good programing or responsible advertising was one that was at least implicit in everything that was said throughout the three days. But the answer depended on one's point of view. At the opening panel, for instance, Fred Silverman, vice president in charge of CBS-TV programing, said "there is more diversity on children's programing now than ever before."

But Christopher Sarson, of noncommercial WGBH-TV Boston, producer of a highly regarded children's show called Zoom, said he found the range of diversity in commercial television narrow. And Neil Morse, of Children's Committee on Television, a San Francisco organization, said the networks present the "most outrageous programing" on Saturday morning.

Whether the programing is good or bad, the commission heard representatives of companies that are major sponsors of children's programing express a willingness to support quality programing — without particular regard for CPM's. Robert Thurston, vice president for corporate planning for Quaker Oats, said that "the role of the advertiser is to support quality programing done by the networks and some stations." He said 18% of Quaker Oats television budget last year was spent on new quality shows, and that the company had to pay a 54% premium for them. And Archa Knowlton, director of media services for General Foods Corp., said that "our companies and others like ours have become a lot more conscious of the importance and responsibility we have to improve the broadcast medium."
But the commission later heard Larry Harmon, who franchises the Bozo the Clown program, express some wonder at such statements. He said he has produced what he considers a high-quality program designed for preschoolers but has been unable to sell it to anyone despite visits to stations, advertising agencies and advertisers. He said that stations told him they could not afford to pay for a program aimed at preschoolers and that advertisers were not interested in sponsoring such a show.

The possibility of taking some of the guesswork out of developing quality programming and advertising that would be "fair" was held out by Dr. Scott Ward, of Harvard University's School of Business Administration. He said research could be designed to determine the objectives a program is to achieve and then, after it is on the air, whether it is succeeding in reaching them. As for advertising, he said research could be done on such questions as to whether children can make comparative judgments, distinguish between commercials and programs and evaluate advertising questions which troubled a number of the panelists.

But the proposal did not sit well with Peggy Charrin, another member of ACT. Mrs. Charrin, who yields no one in her opposition to commercials in children's programs, said, "There are millions of mothers out there who are not willing to wait for a lot of research. Generations of children are growing up. Research goes on for years."

It wasn't only the product of the television industry that came in for close and critical scrutiny last week, it was the manner in which the industry regulates itself. And some of the criticisms came from a major industry-establishment figure, Donald McGannon, president and chairman of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Mr. McGannon, who resigned the Group W stations from the NAB code four years ago because of a dispute over commercial time standards (he said they were too lax) and taste (he would not have been as liberal as the code), said flatly that self-regulation "doesn't work." However, he meant industry self-regulation through the code. He said the Group W stations adhere to their own standards as to areas covered by the code. And he said he does not want government intervention. "Self-regulation could work and should," he said.

The television code is a complete document, he said, requiring only limited rewriting. But he called for more public participation. If public members were added to the code board and questions asked as to what kind of service the public wanted the medium to provide, answers would be forthcoming. "The sheer public clamor is going to bring this about," he said.

He said he does not lack confidence in self-regulation, but was frustrated by the manner in which the code was implemented. He also said he had hoped Group W's resignation would make an impact. Instead, he said, it caused "hardly a ripple."

Mr. Helfrich, in defending the code against the charge that it is ineffective, made no apology for its limiting itself to reacting. "The only way work is in relation to what is articulated," he said. "To say we're not working is malarkey."

For the most part, the discussion before commission dealt with quality programming and the responsibility of the broadcaster and advertiser. But Robert Keesee, who portrays the title role in CBS's Captain Kangaroo, talked about quantity and a parent's responsibility.

He said the question is not quality but how do you get the child to stop watching television. He said Sesame Street is topped by programs like Popeye because there is "no parent advocate" supporting quality television. Parents use television "as a baby sitter," he said, adding that they should turn off their set as they do the vacuum cleaner after the rug is clean. "You don't leave it on all day long."

But it was Bozo, Mr. Harmon, who struck a responsive chord among commissioners and spectators alike. His principal concern was the new NAB code provision prohibiting code members from outlawing host selling (a direct response to a provision in the ACT petition). He said such a provision could affect him seriously, since one of the major selling points of his Bozo program is that the host does commercials.

"But don't you see any problems with host selling?" Commissioner Richard E. Wiley asked. "The problems," Bozo said, "are just being alive."

"An Error Free Traffic System for less than $1,000 a year"

A Raymar Traffic System will provide instant access to every scheduled spot on a broadcast station with the help of only one employee. This enables that employee to clear all commercial schedules and produce the daily traffic log. During the 15 months we have used the system, not one scheduling error has occurred. Our Raymar System replaced IBM tabulating equipment formerly used for traffic. Our annual costs for devices, punched cards and supplies are less than $1,000.00.

Lawrence Webb,
Executive Vice President and General Manager
Radio Station KRLA, Pasadena, California

Other Satisfied Users Include:
WHAS-TV-Louisville
WRVA-Radio, Richmond, Va.
KEZY-LA (Anahiem)
WFTV-Orlando
KSBW-TV-Salinas, Ca.  
KFOX-LA/Long Beach
KDIA-San Francisco-Oakland
KFAC-Los Angeles
KDES-Birmingham
KDES-Palm Springs
KPAM-Portland
KOST-Los Angeles

Raymar Associates Inc.
14 Christian Court, Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-2112

Instant Data Retrieval Systems for Traffic/Sales/Programming/Accounting—Clients in 25 Markets

To: Raymar Associates, Inc.
14 Christian Court, Belmont, CA 94002

Please send me more information about your system. My principal interests are:

□ Organizing salesman time & records                □ Music Scheduling
□ Traffic operations                            □ Billing and accounts receivable
□ Availability control                          □ Other systems problems

Station Name ____________________________
Address ________________________________
City ______________________ Zip __________
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Screen Gems raises fish-or-fowl question

FCC asked to precisely categorize films exposed locally through network

The FCC's prime-time access rule precludes network affiliates from showing in cleared access periods: (1) programs previously played on a network, and (2) feature films shown on a station in the market less than two years ago. This, according to the Screen Gems Stations, raises a question: What about movies that have already been on a network?

The question is raised, the firm said, in the case of its KCPT-TV Salt Lake City. That city, it noted, was not originally in the list of top-50 markets issued by the commission when the prime-time rule was issued; it was added to the list in a subsequent action. But in the interim, Screen Gems said, the station, thinking it would be excluded from the rule's restrictions, had purchased a package of 25 made-for-TV movies from ABC. Now, it continued, it appears that KCPT-TV may be prohibited from airing the material, unless the FCC grants its petition for relief.

Specifically, Screen Gems is seeking a ruling that would enable the affiliate that had originally aired a particular film off the network to show the film again locally in prime time. But it also wants to know whether films broadcast by the network should be treated as off-network material — banned from prime-time telecast by affiliates — or whether they fall under the commission's "feature-film" clause, which would preclude showings by affiliates for only two years after they were seen on the network.

If the commission lets the rule stand, Screen Gems claimed, two problems would remain unsolved. First, it said, affiliates that did not carry the film when it was originally offered by the network would apparently be prohibited from showing it locally, either for two years or forever. Second, in markets where there are no independent stations (which are not subject to the prime-time rule), viewers would not be able to see the program until such time as one of the affiliates became eligible to show it. There are 16 such markets in the top 50, Screen Gems noted.

Screen Gems pointed out that the motion-picture companies and distributors, which the rule was intended to benefit, would gain nothing from having their product blacked out in the affected markets. On the other hand, it added, the public would emerge as the "big loser."

In week two of new season it's CBS on top

NBC is second, ABC third in Nielsen's; 'Bridget' and 'Maude' rank in top 10

CBS-TV dominated the ratings in Nielsen averages for the week ended Sept. 24, the second week of the 1972-73 season. CBS led by almost two rating points, placing six of its shows in the top-10 list — of which two were new CBS shows, 'Bridget Loves Bernie and Maude.' CBS also took four nights of the week, including Tuesday — ABC's traditionally strong evening.

The CBS showing was in contrast to the first week of the season (Sept. 11-17) which was led by NBC with ABC second and CBS more than two points below ABC (BROADCASTING, Oct. 2).

In carrying the second week, CBS had an average prime-time rating of 21.2, NBC had 19.3 and ABC had 15.9. By nights of the week, CBS won four, NBC three (Monday, Thursday and Sunday) and ABC none.

CBS replaced NBC in the second week as the network with the top average for new shows, an 18.2 for CBS against NBC's 17.6 for new series and ABC's 13.8. Of the new shows, CBS's 'Bridget' was in the 40's, and its 'Maude' nearly at that share level. The new NBC Wednesday Night Movie also placed in the top 20.

Outside the top 20, CBS's Bob Newhart and M*A*S*H, ABC's Paul Lynde Show, and NBC's Little People and Search, had shares in the mid or low 30's, while ABC's The New, Julie Andrews Show and Streets of San Francisco and NBC's Banyon dropped into the low 20's and below.

In between, with shares below 30 but above the low 20's, were CBS's Sandy Duncan Show, Bill Cosby Show, Anna and the King and The Waltons; ABC's The Rookies and Temperatures Rising and NBC's Ghost Story.

Following are the national rankings for the week ended Sept. 24 (with ratings and shares presented for the top-15 shows):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All In the Family</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS Friday Movie</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Loves Bernie</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Five-O</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip Wilson</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maude</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Welby (ABC)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC Monday Movie</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanford &amp; Son (ABC)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunsmoke (CBS)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11. Cannon (CBS) 23.0 41
   CBS Thursday Movie (CBS) 23.0 40
13. Ironside (NBC) 22.6 36
   Medical Center (CBS) 22.6 34
15. Adam 12 (NBC) 32.4 37

(16) NBC Sunday Night Movie (NBC), (17) Mary Tyler Moore (CBS), NBC Wednesday Night Movie (NBC), (19) Here's Lucy (CBS),
(20) NBC Saturday Movie (NBC), (21) Mannix (CBS), (22) Bold Ones (NBC), (23) Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color (ABC),
(24) CBS Tuesday Movie (CBS), (25) ABC Sunday Movie (ABC), (26) Bob Newhart (CBS), (27) NFL Football (ABC),
(28) Paul Lynde (ABC), (29) Little People (NBC), F.B.I. (ABC), (30) Search (NBC), (31) Dick Van Dyke (CBS),
(32) The Andy Williams Show (NBC), (33) M*A*S*H (CBS), Movie of Week (Wed.), (34) The Odd Couple (CBS),
(35) Laugh-In (NBC), (36) Sand Duncan (CBS), Carol Burnett (CBS), (38) Bonanza (NBC), Doris Day (CBS),
(40) Partridge Family (ABC), Rookies (ABC), (42) Emergency (NBC), (43) Sonny & Cher (CBS), (44) Movie of Week (Tuesday),
(45) Mission: Impossible (CBS), (46) Bill Cosby (CBS), (47) Brady Bunch (ABC), (48) Mod Squad (ABC), (49) Owen Marshall (ABC),
(50) Temptations Rising (ABC), (51) Room 222 (ABC), (52) Ghost Story (NBC), (53) Night Gallery (NBC), (54) Dallas (ABC),
(55) Love, American Style (ABC). (56) Odd Couple (ABC), (57) Anna and the King (CBS), (58) Waltons (CBS), (59)
   The Men (ABC), (60) Banyon (NBC), (61) Julie Andrews (ABC), (62) Streets of San Francisco (ABC), (63) Sixth Sense (ABC),
   (64) Alias Smith & Jones (ABC), (65) NBC Reports (NBC).

1959 and 1969, Mr. Lehners asserts in his letter to Dr. Whitehead. Even in the recession year of 1970, he claims, the networks managed $50 million in profits. "The real economic facts of life," Mr. Lehners wrote, "are that network profits continue to soar in 1972."

Commenting on Mr. Wood's call to the Hollywood creative community to work to rescind the prime-time access rule, Mr. Lehners acknowledged in the letter that there is "genuine merit" in this proposition, but notes that reconsideration of the prime-time access rule and the proposal to limit reruns "are not mutually exclusive."

Previous communications to the White House were sent by John Gavin, president of the Screen Actors Guild (Broadcasting, Sept. 18, Oct. 2).

**Prime-access forensics**

Both sides state their cases at Illinois broadcasters convention

The prime-time access rule has fostered "cheap, shoddy revival programing," and should be scrapped, according to Mr. Bleier of Warner Bros. Television. The rule embodies a worthwhile principle of "opening up family-time television to diversity and opportunities for independent producers," and should be retained, says Joel Chasman of Westhouse Broadcasting Co.

The two men set forth their contrasting positions on the three-hour rule last week at a meeting of the Illinois Broadcasters Association. Both acknowledged merit in the rule's purpose; on the subject of its real and potential effectiveness, however, they parted company.

To Mr. Bleier it is "a very well intentioned rule" that had the practical effect of increasing the number of old, tired programs and the number of commercials. "Not since the Volstead Act," he said, "has any move by government been treated with so much cynicism, so much deliberate evasion" as the three-hour rule.

Mr. Chasman, vice president for programming and production, acknowledged that some "abuses" have taken place. He also said that the FCC itself has "waffled" on how the rule is to be applied and even on whether it has real validity. However, he said, the rule has opened up prime time for some new and innovative programing, and it embodies a principle that ought to be upheld. "When the network was programing from 7:30 to 11," he said, "there was precious little opportunity for the local people to see themselves, or people like them, on TV." And, he acknowledged, there still isn't much—but the access rule has helped get more of it on the air, he said, and some stations have taken advantage of it.

To Mr. Bleier, on the other hand, the rule not only led by and large to less innovative programing, but also to a loss of audience—something "our competitors have never been able to do to us." The decline has been around 10%, he said, citing figures that indicate the drop is continuing this season.

**New combatant gallops into the rerun fray**

West Coast group writes Whitehead assailing views of CBS-TV's Wood

The Film and Television Coordinating Committee, an umbrella organization of Hollywood film industry unions and guilds formed to campaign against excessive use of reruns by TV networks in prime time, is the latest participant in the rerun controversy to write to the White House. In a letter written by committee Vice President John W. Lehners to Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy, CBS-TV President Robert D. Wood is heavily criticized for a speech he made to the Hollywood Radio and Television Society in which he contended that limiting reruns is a cockeyed idea that runs counter to economic realities and viewer needs (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).

In his letter, dated Sept. 22, Mr. Lehners, who also is president of the Hollywood AFL Film Council, characterizes Mr. Wood's speech as an "apparent polemical outburst," and describes his arguments in defense of the current rerun patterns as fallacious, arbitrary and self-serving. A key portion of the two-and-a-half-page letter attempts to contrast Mr. Wood's assertion that limiting reruns "flies in the face of the economic facts of life." Network profits increased 190% in the 10 years between

Mr. Bleier speaks; Mr. Chaseman listens

*‘Love’ conquers all. ABC’s block buster movies continue to make sweet music in the New York and Los Angeles Nielsen overnights. The Sunday night (Oct. 1) showing of “Love Story” became the highest rated movie ever seen in New York (displacing “West Side Story,” which was televised last February on NBC), with a 47.2 rating and 68 share. The picture’s showing in Los Angeles drew a 43.2 rating and 62 share. ABC is banking on upcoming pictures like “Patton,” “The Ten Commandments” and “True Grit” to keep the ratings pressure on the competition and solidify its claim to the title of “the quality movie network” (Broadcasting, Sept 25).*
Zooming residuals. For first eight months of 1972, Hollywood writers received more than $5 million in residual earnings for films and television they created. According to Writers Guild of America, West, total of this year, total of $4,697,114 was received for writers from foreign and domestic residuals. Another $789,964 was paid to screen writers whose films are now playing on television. Grand total residuals for period is $5,487,078. This tops $5,203,094 collected during comparable period in 1971 by more than $200,000. Films-to-VD residuals for current eight months was up nearly 28% over last year, while residual stages showed modest 2.5% gain.

New sports offering. CBS is associating with Sports Illustrated to produce sixty-minute sports TV program CBS Sports Illustrated, beginning Sunday, Jan. 28, at 5:30 p.m. NYT. Host will be Jack Whitaker.

Bits for little bits. Kaiser Broadcasting Corp. is producing Snippets, educational vignettes for children that range in length from 30 seconds to two minutes. Kaiser himself stationed, to use equivalent of 30 minutes of Snippets spread over three-to-four hour period daily. First year's production will be 120 to 150 Snippets on such subjects as urban survival skills, race relations, health, languages, arts, etc. By February, University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Eleanor MacCoby, Stanford, and Dr. Itihe de Sola Pool, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, are serving as advisory board. Production is being done at Kaiser WKBW-TV (Cleveland).

In development. Production-creative team of Hilly-Kohan and Larry Stewart, currently responsible for half-hour syndicated series Thrillseekers, is developing three properties for 1973-74 season. Included are Seeds of Liberty, five 60-minute historical specials; "Death is a Laugh," projected as four-hour network detective film feature which will be pilot for potential series; and The Sex Goddesses, four specials dealing with sex symbols of past.

One more. NBC's Hallmark Hall of Fame has added Paul Gallico's "The Small Miracles" specials scheduled to be aired April 11, 1973 (8:30-10 p.m. NYT). Shot on Italian locations in Rome and Assisi under aegis of Foote, Cone & Belding Productions and Alan Landsburg Productions (subsidiary of Tomorrow Entertainment), film stars Vittorio De Sica and Raff Vallone.

NL playoffs on Mutual. Mutual Broadcasting System has obtained exclusive rights to coverage of National League baseball playoffs. Mutual, in association with Robert Wold Co., was to air second, third, fourth and fifth game, if necessary, over the weekend of Oct. 10-11. Network was not able to carry first game of best-of-five series because of prior obligation to broadcast Notre Dame football on that date (Oct. 7). Series matches eastern division champions Pittsburgh Pirates against Cincinnati Reds, winners from previous weekend's NL playoff action.

Secend season renewal. Syndicated children's education series, The New Zoo Revue, has been renewed for second season of five shows. Introduced as daily barbershop series last January (Broadcasting, Nov. 29, 1971), program is placed in 85 markets. It's produced in Hollywood by Funco Corp. in association with Stone/Bradhaw Productions Inc.

Opens own shop. Alan Baker, formerly director of commercial production, CBS, Philadelphia, has established Alan Baker Productions, specializing in film and videotape production. 19 Bala Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.

CTW on records. Original cast album of Children's Television Workshop's Electric Company, first nonbroadcast product of that show, will be released by Warner Bros. Records this month. Album will include book, "word wheel" as well as record, all geared to help children with reading skills. Album was produced by CTW musical director Joe Raposo.

Crimping for the Bullets. WWDC (AM) Washington will originate eight games of Bullets' 1973-74 season that will be played in Washington area during 1972-73 season. Pro team is slated to shift franchise before 1973-74 season to Largo, Md., outside Washington. WWDC's Tony Roberts will handle play-by-play with Johnny Holiday on color. Station will also be picking up 74 games this season from Bullets' network.


Trio from Poland. Beckwith Presentations, New York, has obtained U.S. distribution rights to three films produced in Poland by Telebureau of London and Barnett Film Corp., Los Angeles.
les. Two one-hour programs are Nancy Wilson in Poland and Pop at Sopot (made at annual Sopot Film Festival) and third is half hour Nika, spotlighting Nina Van Pallandt, who gained prominence during Howard Hughes - Clifford Irving controversy.

**Cartoon series sale.** 20th Century-Fox Television has placed Doctor Dolittle, Fantasia Voyage, Journey to the Center of the Earth and The Hardy Boys, into domestic syndication.

**Karp for Fox.** To bolster its representation in both network and syndication sectors, 20th Century-Fox Television has engaged Marshall Karp Co., New York, to develop new program series and help sell them for 1973-74 season. Mr. Karp had long tenure at ABC-TV as sales and program executive, his last position as vice president, daytime programs.

**New York-bound.** Terrytoons, producer of television and theatrical short subjects, will move this month from New Rochelle, N.Y., to 345 Park Avenue, New York, site of its parent company, Viacom International Inc.

**Hizzoners speak.** Suburban mayors of cities and towns in 18 counties in New York metropolitan area will be interviewed in weekly half-hour show, Meet the Mayor on WOR-TV New York. Host and interviewer will be John W. Murray, WOR's vice president for public affairs.

**Past is program.** Hollywood-based American Radio Programs has started production and sales presentation of weekly, three-hour radio "mini-special" entitled Those Were the Days. Program is pegged on nostalgia and intended to reflect people, history, human-interest events and music of last two decades. It's designed for weekend scheduling as single program or in hour or half-hour segments. Wink Martindale, air personality for KMPC(AM) Los Angeles, will be host for programs, and beyond featuring musical autobiographies of different years, will introduce broadcast actualities and sometimes interview performers involved.

**Another for the colonies.** Britain's durable Coronation Street, which has been on TV there for 12 years, makes its debut in the U.S., on noncommercial WNET(TV) New York in November. Series will be on Monday and Thursday from 10-10:30 p.m., starting Nov. 13. Program revolves around "real-life" drama unfolding on working-class street in Northern England. Coronation Street is produced by Granada Television of Britain. It has produced minute establishing question of London to introduce American viewers to program's characters and plots to familiarize them with Lancashire accents.

**High point.** Biggest audience of GOP convention was gained on Aug. 23, 10-11:30 p.m. EDT when President Nixon and Vice President Agnew delivered their acceptance speeches, according to A. C. Nielsen Co. Nationwide TV network combined audience averaged 20.3 million households. CBS-TV topped ratings among networks for three-day convention coverage (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).

**Broadcast Journalism**

**ABC, CBS asked to answer 'rigging' charges**

FCC request prompted by reports furnished by Staggers subcommittee in wake of probe earlier this year

The FCC, which has frequently said it is not the arbiter of truth and would not investigate the presentation of a broadcast story unless it had "extrinsic evidence" suggesting that the licensee was guilty of staging or distortion, is checking into allegations involving ABC and CBS that, it says, appear to rest on such evidence ("Closed Circuit," Oct. 2).

The evidence was turned over to the commission by Representative Harley O. Staggers (D.-W.Va.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee and of its Investigations Subcommittee, after hearings by the subcommittee last May, on charges by soundmen and cameramen that they had participated in staging or distortion of number of filmed news stories (Broadcasting, May 22, 29).

The commission, in its response to Representative Staggers, said that some of the allegations raise questions concerning the implementation of guidelines the network having laid down as to television news coverage and "appear to rest upon extrinsic evidence of deliberate distortion or staging." As a result, it said it was writing ABC and CBS, requesting that they furnish reports of any investigations they made of the incidents, none of which, it noted, had been brought to the commission's attention before the subcommittee's hearings.

The commission, in its letters to the two networks, said that each has firm policies against staging or distorting news stories. For instance, it quoted a Nov. 1969, memorandum of ABC's vice president and director of TV news, William Sheehan, which begins: "We are in the business of reporting what has happened or is happening, not in the business of making things happen." In its letter to CBS, it quoted a June 28, 1971, memorandum by Vice Chairman Frank Stanton, which begins by quoting from a 1963 memorandum from Richard S. Salant, CBS News president, which said, in part: "There shall be no re-creation, no staging, no production technique which would give the viewer an impression of any fact other than the actual fact, no matter how minor or seemingly inconsequential."

Besides requesting reports of any investigations of the alleged incidents, the commission asked the networks whether the employees who were involved in the alleged incidents complied with network policies, and what efforts the networks have made to assure compliance by newspeople with the policies. The commission asked for the reports within 30 days.

All told, nine alleged incidents were cited by the commission, six involving CBS and three ABC. Commission officials said these were the "most clear-cut" cases of extrinsic evidence among a number that were brought to the commission by ABC.

CBS was asked to comment on cases involving a feature purporting to show the ease with which dynamite can be purchased in Oregon (in which a scene showing a young man purchasing dynamite from a Portland, Ore., distributor was prearranged with both the "buyer" and the store owner); the "Pop Wine" story (in which supermarket customers were said to have been directed to pick up bottles of the beverage in front of the CBS cameras); the alleged use of film of Los Angeles policemen from a documentary showing them working as undercover agents in a subsequent story in which they were presented as prostitutes; an Orange County water pollution story (in which pickled specimens of sea animals were said to have been scattered on the beach as evidence of water pollution); the filming of a speech by Governor Branigan of Indiana (portions of which were said to have been filmed after the actual event, because the camera crew had been late in arriving), and Rod Serling's Wonderful World of... Prejudice (in which several examples of discrimination against a young man in hippie garb were said to have been faked).

The programs cited in the letter-to-ABC involved a feature story about Seattle police wives (in which a woman presented as the wife of a patrolman was said to have been a Seattle policewoman—

---
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The New Jersey State Lottery Commission has asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the third circuit to review a 1971 FCC ruling that stations may not broadcast results of public lotteries as part of their newscasts (broadcasting, July 26, 1971). The commission ruling turned down the request of WFM-TV, Wildwood, N.J., that those stations be allowed to broadcast New Jersey state lottery results.

High court affirms jailing of newsmen

The Supreme Court last week permitted a reporter for the now-defunct Newark (N.J.) Evening News to be jailed for allegedly withholding information revealed to him in confidence concerning a local housing scandal. The court refused to stay an Essex county (N.J.) grand-jury contempt citation against newsman Peter Bridge.

Mr. Bridge reported in a May issue of the News that a commissioner of the Newark Housing Authority had told him that he had been offered a $10,000 bribe if he agreed to vote for a certain director. When summoned by the grand jury, Mr. Bridge refused to disclose any information other than that in his story.

Justice William O. Douglas was the lone dissenter in the high-court action, for which no written opinion was offered. Mr. Bridge is in the process of appealing the grand-jury ruling.

The ruling last week came three months after the high court found that journalists do not have a constitutional privilege to withhold confidential information during grand-jury investigations (broadcasting, July 3).

Lottery ruling appealed

CBS backs Whalen bill in news privilege derby

CBS Washington Vice President Richard Jencks told a House Judiciary subcommittee last week that a "statutory commitment to the protection of unpublished information is essential" to insure the media's ability to gather and report news in depth, thereby enhancing the public's understanding of complex issues.

Testifying before Representative Robert W. Kastenmeier's (D-Wis.) Subcommittee No. 3, which last week wound up its hearings on newsmen's privilege legislation, Mr. Jencks said CBS believes the bill sponsored by Representative Charles Whalen Jr. (R-Ohio) "comes closest to a proper accommodation of the conflicting interests of protecting the independence of the news process and a court's legitimate right, in some instances, to newsmen's confidential information.

The Whalen bill (H.R. 16527), based on the recommendations of the Joint Media Committee (one of whose members is the Radio Television News Directors Association), provides "rational qualifications" to newsmen's privilege, Mr. Jencks said. He noted its protection would not apply to the source of allegedly libelatory information in a libel action when truth is asserted as a defense and that the privilege could be divested by a court only upon a showing that the information is relevant to a crime, that it cannot be obtained elsewhere and that it is "crucial to governmental interest.

"Television journalists have reason to be particularly sensitive to the burdens created by both governmental and private litigant," Mr. Jencks said. They have not only sought our reporters and their notes but also continually attempted to use our news film libraries as the source of information for all kinds of possible litigation and investigations."

Essentially the same points were made in a statement submitted to the subcommittee from ABC News President Elmer Lower.

John B. Summers, general counsel of the National Association of Broadcasters, told the subcommittee that NAB supports the thrust of newsmen's-privilege legislation but is not prepared to endorse any of the pending bills at this time. NAB, said Mr. Summers, is one of a group of organizations studying the complex questions posed by the bills. The study came to light in testimony two weeks ago by Stanford Clark, president of the American Newspaper Publishers Association (broadcasting, Oct. 2).

A subcommittee spokesman said last week that Mr. Kastenmeier is likely to continue the hearing next year.

In the convention story, the commission offered this test for determining whether there is an element of staging: Is the public deceived about a matter of significance?
lottery results without promoting the lottery at the same time. The agency claimed the distinction between the WCMI proposal and the promotional practice prohibited by law was not so implicit as to justify an affirmative ruling. That decision inspired some criticism in high places, including a condemnation from Congressman Cornelius E. Gallagher (D-N.J.) (Broadcasting, Aug. 23, 1971). The commission denied reconsideration of its ruling two months ago.

APBA goes to New Orleans
Associated Press Broadcasters Association will hold its 1973 annual meeting in New Orleans May 31 - June 2. Thad Sandstrom of WBBM-AM-FM Topeka, Kan., and Tom Frawley of Cox Broadcasting, Washington, are co-chairmen of the meeting. New Orleans was selected as the site by the APBA board of directors, which also announced the re-election of the following district vice presidents: Robert B. Gephart, Rochester, N.Y., East; Ted Hammond, WWL(AM) New Orleans, South, and Mr. Sanstrom, Central. Walter Rubens of KOBE(AM) Las Cruces, N.M., was elected a district vice president for the West.

Farther out on limb
NBC News will project a record number of 153 winners in national contests in its election coverage next month. Reuven Frank, NBC News president, reported that for the first time wholly computer-driven tote boards will be used on Nov. 7. He said that, also for the first time, NBC News will project individual winners in the U.S. House of Representatives in 50 high-interest contests. In previous years, only the total number of House seats won by each party was projected. Mr. Frank said NBC News also will project winners in all 33 Senate contests, all 18 gubernatorial and 51 presidential-elector races (in 50 states plus the District of Columbia) and the presidential total for the nation at large.

Cable
Producers back CBS in Teleprompter appeal
Brief supports complainant's charge that Fortnightly ruling does not apply in current copyright case
Motion-picture and television production industries lined up solidly last week behind CBS Inc. in its battle to set aside an earlier court ruling which denied copyright liability for cable-television retransmissions of broadcast programming.

Attorneys for the Motion Picture Association of America, the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers Inc. and eight major film studios filed an amicus curiae brief with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in New York. The court is considering CBS's appeal from an earlier decision of the U.S. Southern District in New York on a motion by CBS against five cable systems owned by the Teleprompter Corp. (Broadcasting, May 8).

In the decision last spring, Judge Constance Baker Motley decided that the ruling of the 1968 Fortnightly case still applied. That decision held that cable systems were more like "viewers" than broadcasters and therefore were not subject to copyright liability. CBS had contended that cable television's structure and operations had changed and currently were more like broadcast stations and therefore were subject to copyright liability.

In their brief, the motion-picture and television organizations claimed the district court had erred in failing to recognize that functions of cable-TV systems owned by Teleprompter are different from those performed by systems in the Fortnightly case. It stressed that the Teleprompter systems "originate substantial programing of their own" and "import distant signals." "When CATV imports distant signals, and competes with local stations for audiences," the brief said, "it ceases to be functionally a mere aid to viewers and crosses over to that side of the line which makes it functionally akin to broadcasters."

Skiatron plans another try in subscription TV
This time it'll be in cable; company re-acquires rights
It granted STV in '64 for toll TV
Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp., New York, plans to re-enter the pay-cable television field.

This follows the settlement of a three-year-old law suit against Subscription Television Inc., New York, which had held the license for the Skiatron system since 1964.

Arthur Levey, Skiatron president, said the settlement of the law suit on Sept. 29 gives back to his company the license to the Subscriber-Vision system it developed in 1963. He said he has held discussions with several major cable-TV systems and an announcement of a Subscriber-Vision test can be expected within the next few weeks.

Skiatron had granted the license to STV to conduct Subscriber-Vision in California, but a referendum there in 1964 resulted in a prohibition of pay television. The referendum was later voided in court, but by that time Subscriber Television was not in a position to continue operations.

Skiatron filed suit to regain its license in U.S. Southern District Court in New York in 1969. Mr. Levey would not disclose the terms of the settlement reached with STV.

Hotel pay-TV service is branching out
Home subscribers are next target of Trans-World Communications
Trans-World Communications, the closed-circuit television division of Columbia Pictures Inc., intends to extend its Tele/Theatre programming services to home cable TV subscribers.

Trans-World announced last week the development of a prototype CATV set-top converter designed under an agreement with Oak Electro/Netics Corp. The converter will take the four-channel Trans-World services now available in hotels to cable subscribers.

Included will be two channels for current motion pictures; another for special live and filmed events and a fourth for motion picture trailers of features on the Tele/Theatre channels as well as previews of first-run films available in theatres.

Trans-World said it will begin market viability tests shortly to determine the feasibility of using its four-part closed-circuit services on cable TV systems. These tests will be inaugurated in November in 500 subscriber homes using the Cox cable-television systems in the Atlanta area.

A spokesman for Trans-World said there will be a charge during the tests for motion pictures carried to cable TV systems. Hotel guests pay $3 for feature films shown in hotels, and the Trans-World official ventured the cost "probably would be in that vicinity."

Cable Briefs
They're standing in line. Communications Properties Inc., multiple cable system owner, has become latest group to sign agreement with Home Theaters Network Inc., Los Angeles, for pay-cable programming. If trial run is successful, service will be made available on all of CPT's more than 80 systems.

Eyeing cable. Columbia, S.C., has completed franchise ordinance and invited bids for cable system there. Bids are to be received by March 1, 1973, for a 15-year franchise. Columbia, capital of South Carolina, has population of about 113,000.

Journalism Briefs
RFK deadline. Entries have been invited by Feb. 1, 1973, for fifth annual Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Journalism Awards. Program honors outstanding coverage of problems of poverty and discrimination in America. Awards will be presented in April 1973 for work published or broadcast during 1972 in four categories: television, radio, magazine and newspaper. Broadcast entrants are required to submit one tape or film along with four copies of script and/or detailed descriptive material.

Merging domestic satellite group promises system of checks and balances

Final terms spelled out for FCC by Comsat, Lockheed and MCI; name: Space Communications Corp.

The Communications Satellite Corporation, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and MCI Communications have reached final agreement on the terms under which they would jointly own a company to provide domestic satellite communications services. The three corporations say the joint venture would have a life of its own, and would not be controlled by any of the three stockholders.

Under the agreement, copies of which were made available for FCC approval last week, each corporation would have a one-third interest in a new entity called Space Communications Corporation. This would be a restructured version of MCI Lockheed Satellite Corp., now jointly owned by MCI and Lockheed.

The three corporations would provide the new entity with a total of $1.75 million to finance initial costs and expenses. Of this, $250,000 would represent Comsat's payment for a one-third interest in MCI Lockheed; the remainder would be made up of $500,000 from each of the three corporations.

Comsat and MCI Lockheed now are among seven applicants seeking FCC approval to establish domestic-satellite communications systems. The agreement, the general terms of which were first disclosed on Sept. 8 (Broadcasting, Sept. 11), calls for Comsat to withdraw its application for a multipurpose system in favor of seeking commission approval of the system it would own with MCI and Lockheed.

But the agreement would be voided if the commission does not approve a second proposal involving Comsat—its lease agreement to provide domestic satellite communications services to AT&T. The agreement also sets a 60-day deadline, both for the parties to accommodate Comsat as a shareholder and for the commission to give its approval.

A number of competing applicants for domestic systems have opposed the Comsat-MCI agreement, in part at least on the ground that it was designed to evade the restrictions laid down in the commission order, in June, establishing policy in the domestic communications field. The commission, stating the aim of promoting competition, said it would bar the deal would not be made without action by the AT&T-Comsat order and would give Comsat the choice of either becoming a carrier's carrier—serving AT&T, among others—or an end-to-end carrier, offering direct service to customers/users other than AT&T.

Comsat, in a letter from its vice president and general counsel, David C. Acheson, and MCI, in a pleading filed in response to the opposition's, said that the agreement makes it clear that control of the enterprise would not reside in any single stockholder and that no parochial interest of any of them could dominate the interests of the remainder.

Mr. Acheson said the new corporation was designed to assure that major decisions could not be vetoed by any of the three stockholders or affirmatively forced by any of two of them. There would be a 16-member board of directors that would require the vote of 11 members to decide major issues—those involving actions regarded as fundamental to the purpose and stability of the entity. Each of the three stockholders would elect four directors, and all three would unanimously elect four independent directors. Thus, on an issue of major importance, two of the stockholders would have to carry at least three of the four independent directors. A simple majority of the board would be sufficient to decide all other actions.

In memory of General Sarnoff. RCA is making grants totaling $2 million to endow two professorships—one at the Harvard Business School and one at the Sarnoff Institute at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology—as a tribute to Brigadier General David Sarnoff, long-time chairman of RCA, who died last December. The first two educators to be named to the David Sarnoff chairs are Professor Richard S. Rosenbloom, director of the doctoral program of the Harvard Business School, and Professor Donald G. Marquis, of organizational psychology and management at MIT's Sloan School. The two educators will collaborate in a joint program of teaching and research in the management of modern technology.

Translators fight to keep high band on television sets

The other side speaks up against manufacturers' plan to wipe out channels 70-83

The National Translator Association last week expressed opposition to an Electronic Industries Association proposal that would force the majority of the UHF translators currently in operation to abandon their channels.

The association told the FCC that it would be "impossible or impracticable" for most of the affected translators to comply with the EIA proposal without substantial modifications, which many of the licensees can neither afford nor implement on their own.

The proposal, which was submitted to the commission in a rulemaking petition last July by القوات السعودية (the Saudis), would permit American television-set manufacturers to stop making receivers equipped for UHF channels 70-83 after November 1975. EIA's Consumer Electronics Group, which sponsored the petition, also wants the commission to refuse to renew the licenses of all UHF translators operating on those channels after the 1975 date. (Channels 70-83 have been reallocated to the land-mobile radio services; the commission, however, has said it would permit translators on those frequencies to continue there unless a land-mobile interest requests the channel.)

In its pleading last week, NTA noted that 877 of the 993 UHF translators now in operation are assigned to the channels in question. All would have to move to lower frequencies under the EIA proposal.

NTA's opposition was buttressed by similar pleadings last week by the commercial television stations in Albuquerque, N.M., and Salt Lake City, as well as by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. The commercial interests asserted that a significant number of translators in their respective areas would be affected by the EIA proposal—50 in Utah and 49 in New Mexico. A loss of those translators would mean a loss of all television service to the inhabitants of those remote areas, the stations said.

NAEB noted that 139 translators operating on the affected channels carry the signals of noncommercial stations and that another 45 construction permits for facility are outstanding. If the commission adopts the EIA proposal, NAEB contended, many of those facilities would be so hard pressed to effect the changes that they would be forced off the air.

Technical Briefs

International delivery. Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., which introduced its ACR-25 color broadcast cassette video-tape recorder/reproducer at 1970 National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago, has made initial international delivery of unit. According to Ampex, company has backed up 18 ACR-25 orders from international customers, amounting to estimated $3.5 million. First unit was delivered to Southern Television Ltd., Southampton, England, with second cassette recorder/reproducer scheduled for same firm later this year. First domestic order was delivered to KTWE(Tv) Tulsa, Okla., in early summer (Broadcasting, July 10).

Customer for color. Abto Inc. reports that WDNO-TV Toledo, Ohio, has bought Abto's black-and-white to color film system. It will begin use of Abto system in October for daily news coverage.

Hot off the computer. Cerro Wire & Cable Inc., Freehold, N.J., has introduced what it calls an "ultra-low-loss" aluminum-shielded CATV cable, "Styrafoam." The cable is made entirely by a computer-controlled manufacturing process, in which the computer monitors all key cable parameters and corrects minor deviations. Styrafoam is especially for CATV trunk cables and permits 20% wider spacing of trunk line amplifiers, according to company.
Announcer charged with violation of obscenity law

Progressive-rocker DJ to be tried for airing record containing classic four-letter word

An air personality on WWOI(FM) Norfolk, Va., has been indicted in federal court for uttering "obscene, indecent and profane language" by means of radio communication. The defendant, John F. Neschi, was accused of playing a record—Country Joe McDonald’s "The Fish Cheer" on the Woodstock album—that contains the word "fuck." The record was allegedly broadcast last June 8.

Mr. Neschi will be tried at his case—a trial—scheduled for Nov. 28 in U.S. District Court in Norfolk—by the Stern Community Law Firm of Washington and the Virginia branch of the American Civil Liberties Union. Challenged with violation of Section 1464 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, Mr. Neschi faces a sentence of two to 10 years in prison, a $10,000 fine, or both.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Roger Williams, who will prosecute the case, told Broadcasting that an investigation of the alleged violation was undertaken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation after complaints were received from private citizens directly and through the FCC District Five field office.

Jerry Freeman, chief engineer of the District Five office, said that he had received numerous complaints about programs on the station, including the alleged broadcast by Mr. Neschi of unmarked police-car license numbers and descriptions and a broadcast that included the time and place of a demonstration that the president of the Norfolk school board complained was a solicitation. The FCC has taken no action against the licensee of WWOI(FM).

WWOI is a progressive rock station described by Mr. Neschi as "a family-type operation. We’re not into office memos and we have no qualms about taking a stand." He is no longer working for the station, having ended his employment by mutual agreement with the station owner after he "could not promise the owner I would not say something on the air about the case," Mr. Neschi said.

Sam Buffon of the Stern law firm sees the case primarily as a test of First Amendment rights.

When the prosecuting attorney was asked why his office was pursuing a litigation against a man who had broadcast a record that other rock radio stations had played previously, Mr. Williams replied: "It was a policy determination."

ASCAP joiners

Several major songwriters have left the ranks of Broadcast Music Inc. to sign their performance rights over to the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. Warner Bros. recording artist Randy Newman ("Mama Told Me Not To Come" and "Love Story"), songwriter/producer Jerry Ragavoy and the three members of Creedence Clearwater Revival have signed with ASCAP. Also, singer-songwriter Roberta Flack has licensed her new publishing company, Black Saphire Publishing, with the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. She will retain her Broadcast Music Inc. company, Sugarfoot Publishing, as well. In addition, Motown recording artist Gladys Knight has joined the 97 writers from Jobete Music, Motown’s publishing arm, that signed with ASCAP last spring.

Breaking In

All the Young Dudes—Mott the Hoople (Columbia) * This English band has a sound as confounding as its name. The music is an amalgam of tension, emotion, obscenity, and discordance. Despite all that—or perhaps because of it—this new record is beginning to intrigue American radio audiences, especially in the Northeast. FM progressive-rock play in the U.S. has been healthy and the single is beginning its move onto AM play-lists.

After four albums—the last two self-produced—Mott has moved over to Columbia Records; this single fronts its first album on that label, "All the Young Dudes" was written by rock star David Bowie, who also arranged and produced it. This is a violent record—not so much in lyrics as with music. Ian Hunter’s plaintive lead vocal and the echoing repeated chorus ending are hammering, most durling, in their effect.

Stations on "All the Young Dudes" last week included: WOR-FM New York, WCAO(AM) Baltimore and WREO(AM) Boston.

Ventura Highway—America (Warner Bros.) * Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young started a new genre of American musical expression; it is a testament to their power and influence that so many have followed their lead. If public buying habits are any indication, America may be the most popular of the new breed. Much of that popularity may be due to the fact that America has taken the components of the CSNY appeal—intricate acoustic guitar work, searing harmonies and laid-back sensibilities—and adapted them to its own strengths.

"Ventura Highway," its newest single, is a fantasy celebration of Los Angeles life. (It was written by Dewey Bunnell, composer of "Horse With No Name," America’s first big hit.) Long vowel assonance gives this song— it has no particular story line—its dreamy quality. And it all adds up to an impressionistic tour of the people and places of L.A. ("Some people say this town don’t look good in snow . . .").

Stations on "Ventura Highway" last week (the first week of release) included: KYW(AM) Pittsburgh, KLIF(AM) Dallas and WOR(AM) Philadelphia.

Flight of the Phoenix—Grand Funk (Capitol) * Grand Funk’s first recording effort since leaving the aegis of producer Terry Knight offers glimpses of a new Grand Funk along with servings of the familiar Grand Funk. The band—with a new addition, Craig Frost on piano—is producing itself now, and recorded this album in Nashville.

The bitter fight between Grand Funk and Mr. Knight (who served as both manager and producer for the band during a rise from 1969 obscurity to an SRO
Shea Stadium concert in 1970) has cast doubts on the future success and even existence of the group. There is still a question before the courts as to who owns the name. At one point, suits and countersuits reached $55 million.

This album also includes Grand Funk's first songs of disillusionment. From "Freedom is for Children," these are very lucky 'cause they're not old enough to know... freedom is for children. Why can't it be for me?"

The single from the album, "Rock and Roll Soul," is the old Grand Funk-new-generation-save-the-world-with-rock-and-roll-jam-kicker. It is picking up some AM airplay, including (on an LP cut with limited play) WREK(AM) Boston, WMAK(AM) Nashville and WCOL(AM) Columbus. It is on others as a single as well: WPDO(AM) Jacksonville, KILT(AM) Houston and KFR(AM) Seattle.

**Weekly market summary of 129 stocks allied with broadcasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch</th>
<th>Closing Oct 4</th>
<th>Closing Sept 27</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High 1972</th>
<th>Low 1972</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Broadcasting with other major interests**

| ADAMS-RUSSELL | AAR   | A   | 5    | + 1/4 | 5.00  | 8 3/4 | 4 1/2 | 1.250 | 6.562 |
| AVCO         | AAR   | A   | 19 1/4 | 14 7/8 | + 3/8  | 2.52 | 20 7/8 | 13 7/8 | 11,497 | 175.329 |
| BARTELL MEDIA | BMC   | A   | 3     | - 1/4 | 7      | 7 3/4 | 7 3/4 | 7.771 | 9.999 |
| CHRIST-CRAFT | CCG   | N   | 5     | - 1/4 | 3.80  | 4 7/8 | 4 7/8 | 3 999 | 19.999 |
| COMBINED COMMUNICATIONS | CCA | A   | 3 3/8 | 31 1/2 | + 2 7/8 | 9.12 | 42 1/2 | 28 1/2 | 3 264 | 112.200 |
| COWLES COMMUNICATIONS | CHL | N   | 10 7/8 | 11 | + 1/4 | 1.13 | 13 1/8 | 9 1/2 | 1 162 | 51.162 |
| DUN & BRADSTREET | DBN | N   | 78    | 77 1/8 | + 7/8 | 1.13 | 81 3/8 | 63 | 12.094 | 1 005.732 |
| FODA          | FDA   | N   | 17    | 17 5/8 | - 5/8 | 3.54 | 27 7/8 | 15 5/8 | 8.282 | 140.794 |
| GABLE INDUSTRIES | SGI | N   | 23 1/2 | 23 1/4 | + 1/2 | 1.05 | 32 1/4 | 23 1/2 | 2.220 | 52.170 |
| GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER | GY   | N   | 16     | 27 1/4 | - 1/2 | 1.50 | 32 5/8 | 24 5/8 | 19.483 | 516.299 |
| GLOBETROTTER COMMUNICATION INC | GLBTA | N   | 9     | 9 | - 1/4 | 2.54 | 16 7/8 | 6 1/4 | 4.745 | 5.225 |
| GRAY COMMUNICATIONS | GLT | N   | 14 1/4 | 11 1/4 | - 1/4 | 2.54 | 16 7/8 | 6 1/4 | 4.745 | 5.225 |
| ISC INDUSTRIES | ISC   | A   | 7     | 6 5/8 | + 3/8  | 5.66 | 9 1/8 | 6 1/8 | 1.655 | 11.585 |
| KAUER INDUSTRIES | KI   | A   | 16 1/4 | 6 1/4 | - 1/4 | 3.84 | 9 5/8 | 6 1/4 | 26.948 | 168.425 |
| KANSAS STATE NETWORK | KSN | A   | 5 1/8 | 6 7/8 | - 1/4 | 4.00 | 7 7/8 | 6 1/8 | 1.621 | 10.799 |
| KINGSTPIC INC. | KTP   | N   | 12    | 12 1/2 | - 1/2 | 4.00 | 16 1/8 | 11 | 1.154 | 13.848 |
| LAMB COMMUNICATIONS | LNT | N   | 3     | 3 3/4 | - 3/8 | 11.11 | 4 7/8 | 2 | 475 | 1.425 |
| LEE ENTERPRISES | LCE   | N   | 20 1/4 | 20 3/4 | - 1/4 | 1.20 | 21 5/8 | 17 2/8 | 5.793 | 138.436 |
| LIBERTY CORP. | LC    | N   | 20 1/2 | 20 3/4 | - 1/4 | 1.20 | 21 5/8 | 17 2/8 | 5.793 | 138.436 |
| MCGRAW HILL | MHP   | N   | 15 7/8 | 15 5/8 | + 1/4 | 1.60 | 20 7/8 | 14 3/8 | 3.237 | 370.316 |
| MEDIA GENERAL INC. | MEG | A   | 32 3/4 | 33 1/4 | - 1/4 | 1.50 | 49 3/8 | 32 1/2 | 3.934 | 112.463 |
| MEREDITH CORP. | MDP   | N   | 20 3/4 | 20 1/4 | - 1/2 | 2.46 | 30 3/4 | 18 1/2 | 2.794 | 57.975 |
| METRONETRO | MET   | N   | 34 1/4 | 34 1/4 | - 1/4 | 0.71 | 39 1/4 | 27 1/4 | 5.959 | 205.585 |
| MULTIMEDIA INC. | MUX | N   | 43    | 44 1/4 | - 1/4 | 2.27 | 44 3/4 | 14 | 2.008 | 103.544 |
| OUTLET CO. | OTC   | N   | 14 1/2 | 14 3/4 | + 3/8  | 2.65 | 19 3/8 | 13 | 1.335 | 19.357 |
| POST CORP. | POST  | N   | 16 1/2 | 16 3/4 | - 1/4 | 1.49 | 30 9 | 9 42 | 15.543 |
| PUBLISHERS BROADCASTING CORP. | PUBB | N   | 2     | 2 1/8 | - 1/8 | 5.88 | 4 7/8 | 1 5/8 | 910 | 1.838 |
| ROLLINS TRANSCORP. | ROL | N   | 38 1/2 | 37 1/2 | + 5/8  | 1.65 | 43 1/4 | 35 | 12.146 | 467.621 |
| RUST CRAFT | RUS   | A   | 1 1/4 | 34 3/4 | - 1/2 | 1.63 | 39 3/4 | 31 3/8 | 81.709 |
| SAN JUAN RACING | SJR | N   | 26    | 26 7/8 | - 7/8 | 3.25 | 34 3/4 | 22 2/8 | 1.958 | 50.908 |
| SCHERING+PLUEGG | SGP | N   | 120 1/2 | 118 1/2 | + 3/4  | 1.47 | 135 8/12 | 82 5/8 | 25.471 | 3 069.255 |
| SONDORF HIERNS | SHN | A   | 14 1/2 | 12 7/8 | + 1/8 | 3.02 | 61 5/8 | 46 1/2 15.395 | 852.296 |
| TIMES MIRROR CO | TMC | N   | 45 3/4 | 53 3/4 | - 1/4  | 5.08 | 116 1/8 | 36 1/2 | 15.395 | 852.296 |
| TURNER COMMUNICATIONS | TNC | N   | 5 1/2 | 5 1/2 | - 7/8  | 13.72 | 5 1/4 | 1.528 | 7.304 |
| WASHINGTON POST CO. | WPG | N   | 32 3/4 | 33 1/4 | - 1/4 | 0.74 | 37 1/4 | 23 1/8 | 2.808 | 153.792 |

TOTAL 69.828 3319.262
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Oct. 4</th>
<th>Closing Sept. 27</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>% change in High 1972</th>
<th>High 1972</th>
<th>Low 1972</th>
<th>Approx. shares out (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Oct. 4</th>
<th>Closing Sept. 27</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>% change in High 1972</th>
<th>High 1972</th>
<th>Low 1972</th>
<th>Approx. shares out (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Standard & Poor's Industrial Average**

|               |                          | 122.86 |      |      |                          |          |         |                          |                               |
|---------------|--------------------------|--------|------|------|--------------------------|----------|---------|                          |                               |

**Broadcasting Oct 9 1972**

51
Broadcast Advertising

Stephen N. Doniger, account executive in Heublein account group, Tinker, Dodge & Delano, New York, elected VP.

Charles Alexander, account supervisor, Young & Rubicam, New York, named VP, Y&R International, and moves to Y&R’s Stockholm office to head account-management department.

Jack Hickey, account supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, named VP and account supervisor, Lincoln-Mercury Dealers account.


Michael J. Rich, VP, Leo Burnett, Chicago, elected treasurer.

Robert N. Cheyne, VP, Boston Herald Traveler Corp., Boston and VP-director of television, for former WHDH-TV, joins Provandie Eastwood & Lombardi there as senior VP in charge of new public-affairs division of agency. WTRN-TV lost its facility to WCVN-TV.

D. Richard Tonge, director of sales planning and control, CBS-TV, New York, appointed to newly created position of director of finance-sales, heading new unit to service planning, budgeting, accounting and analysis pertaining to sales.

Kevin Cox, VP and Midwest manager, Metro Radio Sales, Chicago, appointed national sales manager, RKO Radio Representatives, New York.

Arne Ramberg, assistant sales manager, Katz Radio, Chicago, named manager, Petry Radio Sales there. Ed Karluk, account executive, Petry-TV, New York, appointed group sales manager.

Sara Dempsey, associate media director, Grey Advertising, Los Angeles, joins NBC-TV as account executive handling national accounts in 12 Western states, with headquarters in Burbank, Calif.

Paul Salinger, merchandising supervisor, WGN-AM-TV Chicago, appointed director of merchandising.

NARB fills posts. Edward B. Wilson III, executive vice president and marketing director, J. Walter Thompson C, Chicago office, elected alternate advertising agency member of National Advertising Review Board. He succeeds Richard S. Lesser of McCann-Erickson. Claude Jakes, director of marketing communications, Westinghouse Electric, and John Kelley, advertising vice president, Goodyear Tire and Rubber, become advertiser members of NARB, filling unexpired terms, respectively, of W. M. Oliver (Westinghouse Electric) and Craig Muddle Jr. (formerly Armstrong Cork). NARB said board members replaced had changed their affiliations. Successor not yet named to LeRoy Collins, who has resigned as public member of board.


Marian W. Lockett, associate media manager, Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia, appointed advertising media manager.

Thomas B. Pritchard, general manager, Pritchard Grain Co., Minneapolis, joins Marschalk, New York, as new-products supervisor.

Jack Shaver, office manager, H-R Television, St. Louis, appointed resident sales manager, Tele-Rep Chicago, for KOS-(FM) Los Angeles. He was succeeded at H-R by Bob Hetherington, salesman.


Timothy W. Turner, sales manager, WWTQ(AM) Peoria, Ill., named VP, sales.

Brian Skelly, with KHVI(AM) Honolulu, joins KIKI(AM) there as sales manager.

Paul J. Cassidy, general manager of KHJ-(AM) Los Angeles, appointed general sales manager of KLOS-(FM) Los Angeles.

Wolcott (Wally) A. Ranck, sales manager, WLS(AM) Chicago, joins WCTU-TV there as general sales manager.

Toddy Holmes, local sales manager, WME-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint, Mich., appointed national sales manager. He is succeeded by Lanny Kiesh, with station.

Edward B. Newsome, local sales manager, KSD(AM) St. Louis, appointed general sales manager.

Robert D. Knapp, with WAOW-TV Wausau, Wis., appointed local and regional sales manager.

Harry Webber, senior art director, Case and Krone, New York, joins Needham, Harper & Steers, New York, as art director.

Bernard Understein, assistant sales manager, WYCA-TV Washington, joins WAVE-(AM) Baltimore as general sales manager.

Nancy Stevens and Mark Dall, copywriters, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, appointed copy supervisors.

Marie Salerno, broadcast and traffic manager, Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago, joins Clinton E. Frank there as broadcast production assistant.

Media

Emil Mogul, president, Basic Communications Inc. and Berlyke L. Frasier, VP of company, elected executive VP and VP respectively of Screen Gems Radio Stations Inc. Columbia Pictures Industries Inc. acquired Basic Communications last month and placed its stations—WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va. and WYDE(AM) Birmingham, Ala.—under Screen Gems Radio Inc.

Tom Donahue, interim general manager of KSSN(FM) San Francisco, appointed general manager and VP of parent Metromedia Radio.

Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, president and director of research, Goldmark Communications Corp., subsidiary of Warner Communications Inc., elected to WCI’s board of directors.

Carlo Anneke, general manager of KBHK-TV San Francisco, elected VP, Kaiser Broadcasting Corp., licensee of station. He continues as general manager.

Lee Schulman, general manager, WMQ-TV Chicago, NBC-owned station, elected VP.

Warren J. Johnson, manager of employe activities, New York Stock Exchange, named to newly created post of equal opportunity manager, ABC Inc., New York. He will be responsible for development and implementation of ABC’s program directed at insuring equal-employment opportunities throughout corporation.

based station group, named to Citizens' Committee on Environmental Quality, created by President Nixon in 1969. Another broadcasting figure, Arthur Godfrey, has been member of committee since June 1970.

Paul H. Hughes, general manager, WJRT-TV Flint, Mich., appointed VP and general manager, WTN-TV Albany, N.Y. He succeeds retired Pat Shannon. Mr. Hughes is succeeded by Charles A. McFadden, general sales manager, WTN-TV, who is succeeded by Mark Youngblood, local sales manager, WJRT-TV. Both are Poole Broadcasting stations.

James P. Hickey, general manager, KXIU-AM-FM San Francisco, named VP, Buckley Broadcasting, licensee of stations.

Dick Paul, VP-operations, WTN-TV Washington, N.C., named executive VP.

Thomas A. McIntyre, news director, WWTO-FM Peoria, Ill., named VP, operations.

C. C. (Bud) Larsen, sales manager, KHVN (AM) Honolulu, named VP and general manager, KIKI (AM) there.


Nat A. Sibbold, manager, WWJ (AM) Detroit, re-elected chairman, NBC Radio Affiliates Executive Committee. Other re-elected officers are Robert J. Rich, general manager WDSM (AM) Duluth, Minn., and Bruce Buchanan, general manager, WBFV (AM) Greenville, S.C., secretary-treasurer.

Lorraine Walker Levine, executive VP and general manager, KCBN (AM) Reno, re-elected president of Nevada Broadcasters Association.

Programing


Bob Shanks, president, Comco Productions Inc., New York, named to new post of VP, program development, East Coast, ABC Entertainment. Edward G. Gardner, director of business affairs, East Coast, ABC-TV, appointed director of business affairs, East Coast and Europe, ABC Entertainment.

Martin Ransohoff, formerly president of Filmways Inc., Los Angeles, signed to develop television properties for Paramount Television and to produce motion pictures for Paramount Pictures, both Hollywood. Mr. Ransohoff, who founded Filmways in 1952, resigned as president of company last month (Broadcasting, Sept. 11).

Richard L. Bloch, chairman and chief executive officer, Filmways Inc., Los Angeles, elected president, in addition to his other responsibilities.

Hugh Wallace, VP and general manager, RKO Radio Representatives, named president of RKO Sound, New York, division of RKO General. Mr. Wallace succeeds John B. Hayes, who will now handle special communications and entertainment projects for parent company. RKO Sound is commercial recording and audio tape duplicating service.


Klaus Lehmann, with sales department, Spanish International Network, New York, appointed to newly-created position of international sales manager, Metromedia Producers Corp., New York.

Bernard Wiesen, co-producer and director of last season's The Jimmy Stewart Show, joins Paramount Television, Hollywood, as program executive.

Joseph Turner, public-affairs director, WLS (AM) Chicago, joins WMAQ-TV there as program producer. Charles E. Tyler, producer-director, KEVT (TV) Omaha, appointed associate director, WMAQ-TV.

Ron King, program director, KDXA (AM) San Francisco, joins KIHI (AM) Honolulu in same capacity. Rick Shannon, programming director, KJUA (AM) Honolulu, joins KIKI in same capacity.

John B. Petry, assistant program manager, WBZ-AM-FM Charlotte, N.C., appointed program manager. He succeeds Thomas M. McMurray, owner, Thomas McMurray Ideas, which deals in station consultation, evaluation and radio syndication projects.

Big Wilson, program director, WPBG-AM-FM Washington, appointed to newly created position of sales-program coordinator. He is succeeded by Harv M. Moore, morning on-air personality.

Charles Alvey, with WZTO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., joins WPGC-TV Battle Creek, Mich., as production manager.

Tom Pry, operations manager, WNOX (AM) WFNM (FM) Naples, Fla., appointed production manager. He is succeeded by Nick Powers, music director, WAVI (AM) WDAO (FM) Dayton, Ohio.

Alvin N. Feldzamen, VP and editorial director, films and publications, Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp., Chicago, resigns.

Broadcasting Journalism

Chester Simmons, NBC director of sports, New York, appointed general manager of sports.

Stanley Sahlk, producer-reporter for UPI Audio Network, named coordinator, broadcast services, United Press International, responsible for sales and administration of UPI Audio Network and broadcast newswires.

Jim Murphy, news editor, Los Angeles Times, joins KMOX-TV St. Louis as editor.

Guillermo Restrepo, news correspondent for Spanish International Network's XMEX-TV Los Angeles, appointed news director of WXTV-TV, UHF Spanish-language station in New York.

Jose Alberto, program director, WBNX (AM) New York, joins WOR-TV New York to present daily Spanish-language news reports on special news program.

Jerry Wilson, reporter and weekend anchorman, WZTO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., joins WHQ-TV Battle Creek, Mich., as news director and anchorman.

Gil Fryer, formerly news director, WCJB-TV Gainesville, Fla., joins WRLB-TV Columbus, Ga., as anchorman-night editor.

Ron Hill, with WLEE (AM) Richmond, Va., joins local-news department, WDAI (FM) Chicago.

Marilyn Turner, with WJBK-TV Detroit, joins WXYZ-AM-FM Detroit.

Jack Fleischer, former reporter, WICC (AM) Bridgeport, Conn., appointed Washington correspondent.


Dick Yaw, with WBAF-AM-FM Fort
Worth, appointed farm and ranch director.

**Equipment & Engineering**


Richard Gall, with development laboratories, Oak Industries, Madison, Wis., appointed manager, CATV product research.

Donald R. Bronson, manager, TV picture tube plant, RCA, Marion, Ind., appointed director, international operations, entertainment tube division, RCA, Harrison, N.J.

William A. McCullough, general manager, GTE Sylvania Inc., San Juan, Puerto Rico, appointed quality-control manager for Sylvania's CATV operation, New York.

Albert L. Cavalieri Jr., with AEL Communications Corp., CATV subsidiary of American Electronic Laboratories Inc., Colmar, Pa., appointed director of engineering.

**Allied Fields**

Allen Gordon, deputy chief, FCC Cable Television Bureau, appointed commission representative on federal-state/local and cable technical advisory committees, succeeding Jacob Myer.

Alvin Achenbaum, senior VP, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, named by Anti-Defamation League, New York, as chairman of its division that deals with broadcasting, advertising and communications fields.

**Deaths**

Emilio Azcarraga, 77, pioneer radio-television broadcaster in Mexico, died Sept. 23 in Houston hospital following heart surgery. Mr. Azcarraga founded XEW (AM) Mexico City in 1930, XEX(AM) Mexico City in 1938 and XEW-TV there in 1951. He operated them under banner of Telesistema Mexicano, of which he was president. In U.S. he was shareholder in Spanish International Corp., which operates five Spanish-language TV stations, and in Spanish International Network, Spanish-language program syndicator and time-sales representative. He is survived by his wife, Laura; son, Emilio Jr., executive VP of Telesistema Mexicano, and two daughters.

Joseph W. Bailey, 61, who produced NBC-TV drama series Robert Montgomery Presents in the 1950's, died Oct. 1 of cancer in Mount Sinai hospital, New York. Mr. Bailey, an attorney, helped produce The Quaker Show and later went from Grey Advertising's television department to Eastern Production VP for Ziv, later absorbed into United Artists.

Stuart E. (Dick) Adecok, 67, former owner and founder of Stuart Broadcasting Corp., Knoxville, Tenn., licensee of WROL(AM), now WETE(AM), died Sept. 22 in Miami after long illness. He is survived by his wife, son and daughter.

Richard Crooks, 72, operatic tenor who was featured singer on network radio's The Voice of Firestone program, died of cancer Sept. 29 in Fortola Valley, Calif. Mr. Crooks performed frequently on radio in the 1930's and 1940's. He is survived by his wife, Mildred, son and daughter.

**For the Record**

As compiled by Broadcasting Sept. 27 through Oct. 3, and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: Alt.—alternate, ann.—announced, ant.—antenna, aux.—auxiliary, sus.—sustained, CATV—community antenna television. CH—cutoff hours. CP—construction permit. D.—day. DA—directional antenna. ERP—effective radiated power. kwh—kilowatthours. LS—local station. MHz—mega-hertz. mod.—modification. N.—night. PSA—presum- 

**New TV stations**

Final action

State College, Pa.—TV Networks Inc. Broadcast

EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of Radio And TV Stations • CATV Appraisers • Financial Advisors

New York—60 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017
212-687-4242

West Coast—P.O. Box 218, Carmel Valley, California 93924
408-375-3146

Bureau granted UHF ch. 29 (560-566, mhz); ERP 621 kw vis. 107 kw aud.; HAAT 1110 ft; ant. height above ground 495 ft. P.O. address: c/o Alex Woskob, 1000 Plaza Drive, State College 16801.

Estimated construction cost $130,000; revenue $150,000. Geographic coordinates 40°57'40" north lat.; 78°0'13" west long. Type trans. RCA TTU-308. Type ant. RCA TPU-36L. Legal counsel Mahley & Bernstein, Washington; consulting engineer Willis C. Beecher, Washington, Principals: Alex Helen Woskob (together 100%). Mr. and Mrs. Woskob own Bald Eagle Transmission Inc., licensees of translators W77AD, W79AN and W81AF, all State College.

They also own furniture rental service and real estate firm, both in State College. Action Aug. 22.

**Action on motion**

* Administrative Law Judge Isadore A. Horng in Montgomery, Ala. (Alabama Educational Television Commission et al.), noncommercial TV proceeding, granted motion by Broadcast Bureau to compel answers to interrogatories, and directed Alabama Educational Television Commission to respond to interrogatories of Bureau within 30 days of release date of order (Doc. 19423-30). Action Sept. 19.

**Rulemaking**

* Terre Haute, Ind.—FCC amended TV table of assignments to place ch. 38 in place of ch. 66 at Terre Haute. Change was proposed in rulemaking notice adopted July 6 in response to petition by Alpha Broadcasting Corp., holder of CP for ch. 66 (Doc. 19536). Action Sept. 27.

**Existing TV stations**

**Application**

* KLOR(TV) Springfield, Mo.—Seeks CP to change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aud. 39 kw; change location to state highway near Fordland, Mo.; change type of antenna to RCA TT-598H; change type ant. to RCA 150A10R; make changes in ант. structure, and change HAAT to 2,000 ft. (originally ann. by FCC on Sept. 11 as 710 ft.)

**Final actions**

* KOCV(TV) Huntington Beach, Calif.—FCC waived rules and granted modified application by board of trustees, Coast Community College district, licensees, proposing increase in maximum tubel vel. ERP to 2750 kw and different MAF with MAX to minimum radiation of approximately 40 kw. Action Sept. 27.

* KVFD-TV Fort Dodge, Iowa—Broadcast Bureau permitted remote control from 243 Avenue M, Fort Dodge. Action Sept. 20.

* WBBZ-TV, WNAC-TV and WSBK-TV, all Boston—FCC denied request by George D. Corey for action against stations for carrying children's program allegedly containing inappropriate amounts of violence. Commission said that Corey's charges applied to television industry as whole, and it would be inappropriate to make determination as to whether programing by one, two or three licensees might have detrimental effect on children, when industry-wide problems could be considered through rulemaking. Action Sept. 27.

* WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha—FCC denied petition by Albert J. Tretter to deny applications of Meredith Corp., licensees, for renewal of licenses. Tretter alleged that Meredith failed to complete properly renewal form by failing to mention libel suit he had by his wife, Laura; son, Emilio Jr., executive VP of Telesistema Mexicano, and two daughters.
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brought against company; failed to conduct adequate air surveys; and failed to file legal aspirations by slanted news coverage of its campaign for re-election.

**WXTV (TV)** Paterson, N.J.—Broadcast Bureau received control request from 641 Main Street, Paterson, N.J. (restricted).

**WSWP-TV** Grandview, W.Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted permission to change type of station, and to install new antenna at main trans. and loc. site.

**WXOW-TV** La Crosse, Wis.—Broadcast Bureau granted permission to change loc. of trans., effective Oct. 24, and to apply for renewal of license under consideration request filed by City to 5223 West 25, west of LaCrescent, Minn. Action Sept. 26.

**Actions on motions**

- Chief Administrative Law Judge Arthur A. Gladstone in Boston (KROK Co. Inc. (WNAC-TV, et al) in proceeding, denied request by Community Broadcasting of Boston Inc. that certain of exhibits exchanged in proceeding be deemed inadmissible (Dots. 1965 Aug. 7-19)). Action Sept. 19.
- Chief Administrative Law Judge Herbert Sharman in matter of applications for renewal of licence of WABW Broadcasting Co. in Portland, Maine, granted request by Commissioner for refusal of time to file reply to motion, and to issue decision released May 26, 1971, granting petition to show cause. Action Sept. 22.
- Chief Administrative Law Judge John F. Burns, Thomas Rieke, and Raymond Voegeli in Washington, D.C., Decision released May 26, 1971, granting petition to show cause, as modified, by WBTB -TV. Action Sept. 27.
in matter of renewal of licenses of WOTW-AM-FM, denied petition by Eastminster for extension of publication dates until ruling on motion for summary decision, and ordered Eastminster to commence publication in accordance with rules (Docs. 1956-4). Action Sept. 25.

Other actions
Review board in Huntsville, Ala., and Warner Robinson, Ga., AM proceeding, scheduled for oral argument for Oct. 17 before a panel of review board on initial objections to renewal applications involving mutually exclusive applications of Garrett Broadcasting Co. (MBM) and WBNR Inc. (WBNR), Warner Robinson for changes in facilities. In initial decision, administrative law judge referred this matter to chief of WBNR Inc. for determination and denial of that of Garrett Broadcasting (Docs. 19529-9). Action Sept. 23.

Review board in Norristown, Pa., AM proceeding, granted petition by WNAR Inc. licensee of WNAR Norristown for application to reflect option to purchase (Doc. 19492). Proceeding involves application of WNAR to increase power of D station. Action Sept. 29.

New FM stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>License on air via STA</th>
<th>CP's</th>
<th>Total on air</th>
<th>Not on air via STA</th>
<th>Total authorized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>3,453</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4,374</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-VHF</td>
<td>2,313</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,374</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-HHF</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-UFH</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total commercial TV</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-UFH</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-UFH</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total educational TV</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Special Temporary Authorization.
* Includes 25 educational AM's on nonchannelized.
* Includes 15 educational stations.
* Indicates four educational stations on nonchannelized.

## Fines

- **KLAK Lake City, Colo.**—— FCC ordered Lake City Broadcasting Service Inc., licensee, to forfeit $1,000 for repeated violations of rules for failure to identify station with city letters immediately followed by name of community specified in license as station's location, and for use of improper announcements and other broadcast material that attempted to lead listeners to believe that station is licensed to Denver, not Lake City. Action Sept. 27.

- **KBUD Athens, Tex.**—— FCC ordered Henderson County Broadcasting Co., licensee, to forfeit $1,800 for repeated violations of terms of station authorization that was in operation for more than 90 days. Action Aug. 4.

- **WBSO Kansas City, Mo.**—— FCC ordered West Buddha Broadcasting Co., licensee, to forfeit $2,000 for violation of terms of station authorization that was in operation for more than 30 days. Action Aug. 4.

## Call letter actions

- **WKDD Aurora, Ill.**—— See WKFR.
- **WKCY Cleveland**—— Sees WWWE.
- **WTAP Parkeburg, W. Va.**—— Seeks WKVG.

## Call letter actions

- **WBCR Birmingham, Ala.**—— Granted WERC.
- **KCCO Chetwynd, Wyo.**—— Granted KCHY.

## New FM stations

### Applications

- **Conway, Ark.**—— Hendrix College, seeks 89.1 mhz, 8 kw, HAAT not applicable, P.O. address Washington and Independence, Conway 72032. Estimated construction cost $3,200; first-year operating cost $27,000; revenue none. Principals: Ralph L. Gray, president, and Robert B. Shilling Jr., president, et al. Action Sept. 15.

- **Santa Paula, Calif.**—— Jerry Lawrence, seeks 96.7 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 300 ft., P.O. address 4015 Fulton Ave., Santa Paula, Calif. 91040. Estimated construction cost $40,521; first-year operating cost $44,000; revenue $62,200. Principals: Mr. Lawrence is manager of KRO Television Representatives Inc. and Robert F. Martin is executive in sales for KJH-TV Los Angeles. Action Aug. 22.

- **South Lake Tahoe, Calif.**—— KOWL Inc. seeks 106.1 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 500 ft., P.O. address 44237 Fulton St., South Lake Tahoe 95705. Estimated construction cost $20,000; first-year operating cost $25,000; revenue $15,000. KOWL Inc. is licensee of KOWLAM South Lake Tahoe. Principals: C. Kennerle, president and general manager, Virginia H. Stalder (each 41%), et al. Action Sept. 15.

### Final actions

- **Grand Rapids, Minn.**—— Issac Broadcasting Co. seeks 89.5 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 125 ft., P.O. address 321 S. 1st Street, Grand Rapids 56401. Estimated construction cost $20,359; first-year operating cost $7,500; revenue $39,400. Principals: Robert F. and Wilma J. Isaac, owners. Action Aug. 2.

### Actions on motions

- **Chief, Broadcast Bureau, on request of Roy S. Hesse, extended from Sept. 22 to Oct. 6 time to file comment, and from Oct. 2 until Oct. 20 time to file a reply for filing of sound section of FM Table of assignments (Enterprise and Greenville, S.C., Dinuba, Calif., Penasco, all Florida). (Doc. 19561). Action Sept. 25.


- **Chief, Administrative Law Judge, for Dinuba, Calif. (Radio Dinuba Co. and Korus Corp.), FM proceeding, canceled hearing scheduled for Nov. 18; set certain procedural dates, scheduled hearings for Jan. 9, 1973 (Docs. 19566-7). Action Sept. 25.


- **Chief Administrative Law Judge Lenore G. Ehrlig in Sacramento, Calif. (California Stereo Inc. and Interward, Inc.) FM petition by intercat for leave to amend application to remove Kelly Broadcasting Co. from broadcasting area and for approval of new application in cooperation with Interward Inc. to include new application by California Stereo for leave to amend application to modify frequencies of application by form adding explanatory exhibits (Docs. 19515-6). Action Sept. 20.


- **Chief Administrative Law Judge David I. Krauthauser in Carlisle, Pa. (WITO Inc. et al.) FM proceeding, granted motion by Cumberland Broadcasting Co. and extended time for serving requests for admission of facts and genuineness of documents until 10 days after WITO Inc., documents ordered to be produced, provided, however, that Cumberland Broadcasting Co. has 30 days to file for production of documents, etc., within 10 business days of oral argument of this action (Docs. 19560). Chief Administrative Law Judge requested grant by Cumberland Broadcasting Co., for certain procedural dates, and rescheduled hearing for Dec. 5 (Docs. 19560). Action Sept. 19.


- **Chief Administrative Law Judge James F. Tierney in Bakersfield, Calif. (Ulysses Sherman Bartness, W. H. Hansen, FM proceeding, granted and granted by W. H. Hansen and dismissed application with prejudice (Doc. 19034); and hearing on motion to increase power of station and scheduled hearing to commence Nov. 1 (Docs. 19034-5). Action Sept. 26.

### Other actions

- **FCC waived mileage-separation rules and accepted for filing application of Carmen D. Trevitt for new FM on ch. 261 (101.1 mhz) at Forsyth. Proposed trans. site for station is 63.5 miles, instead of 65 miles required, from trans. site of WITA-FM Atlanta (ch. 259) (Docs. 19567). Action Sept. 27.


- **Review board in Lexington Park and Leonardtown, Md. (WBRE-LD-LM, Broadleaf Broadcasting Co.) FM proceeding, granted petitions for license in Leonardtown for station with location of its broadcast area at Leonardtown, Md. (Doc. 19464). Board concluded that rule does not apply to said location because of its representation of location of its WMBD-FM (now WKBK-FM), and whether it complied with rules by keeping commission informed of substantial broadcasting Oct 9 1972
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio & Television
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
(415) 342-5208
Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114

JULES COHEN
& ASSOCIATES
Suite 710, Associations Bldg.
1145 19th St., N.W. 559-2707
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CARL E. SMITH
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8200 Snowville Road
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VIR N. JAMES
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Member AFCCE

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
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ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS—CONTRACTORS
29 South Mall
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-1903

JOHN H. MULANEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
9616 Pinkney Court
Potomac, Maryland 20854
(301) 299-8272
Member AFCCE

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Watkins Street
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632-2821
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COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV
Monitors Repaired & Certified
102 S. Market St.
Lee’s Summit, Mo. 64063
Phone: (816) 524-2777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
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SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Phone: (617) 876-2810
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*1970 Readership Survey showing 3.2 readers per copy.

Contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
for availability
Phone: (202) 638-1022
changes in ownership interests of principals (Docs. 1941-11). Action Sept. 27.

• Review broad in Ogalalla, Neb., FM proceeding, granted motion by Ogalalla Broadcasting Co., applied March 22. Ogalalla Co. in extension of time through Oct. 3 to file reply to opposition to new application, granted in accordance with requests filed by Broadcast Bureau and Industrial Business Corporation, applicant (Docs. 19559-60). Action Sept. 27.

• Review board in Galion, Ohio, FM proceeding, denied application for license covering changes; granted motion for new FM on ch. 272A, Galion, for addition of site availability issue against Touchstone Broadcasting Co., applicant for facility at Galion (Docs. 19460-2). Action Sept. 29.

• Review board in Athens, Tenn., FM proceeding, granted new request by 3 J's Broadcasting Co., to enlarge issues in proceeding involving mutually exclusive applications for 3 F's (license of WXYI Athens) and of Athens Broadcasting Co. (license of WLAR Athens) for FM in Athens (Docs. 17617-18). Action Sept. 22.

Rulemaking actions

• FCC proposed amendment of FM table of assignments in which the Washington Community Broadcasting Corp., Washington, D.C., requested that the FCC set aside the community broadcasting assignments in the Washington, D.C., area for assignment to each station (Docs. 19508-9). Action Sept. 16.

• FCC tentatively proposed to make changes in Part 15, rulemaking proceeding involving mutually exclusive applications for 3 F's (license of WXYZ Detroit) and of WXYZ Detroit (license of WGLO Detroit) for FM in Detroit (Docs. 19543-4). Action Sept. 22.

Existing FM stations

Final actions

• KGLQ(FM) West Palm Beach, Fla.—Announced, granted license to new station; ERP 12 kw; height 300 ft. Action Sept. 22.


Modification of CP's, all stations


• WCVF Valley Falls, Wis.—Broadcast Bureau granted motion for CP for extension of completion date to March 15, 1973. Action Sept. 22.


Transmitter actions

• Bishop, Calif., James T. Downey—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to new FM station on ch. 221 (92.1 mhz) for rebroadcasting programs of KVIS(FM) (104.5 mhz) of Reno. Action Sept. 21.

• Bishop, Calif., James T. Downey—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to new FM station on ch. 68 for rebroadcasting programs of KIVE(FM) (97.5 mhz) of Sacramento, Calif. Action Sept. 21.

• K73DA, K73AA, K76B6, K79AT, all Bishop and Bishop Fine, both California, granted assignment of licenses for UHF transmitters to K73DA, Downey; consideration $7,500. Action Sept. 25.

• Ekakele, Mont., Ekakele Community TV Club—Broadcast Bureau granted motion for extension of completion date to Feb. 15, 1973, for FM station on ch. 13 by rebroadcasting programs of KHSB-TV Lead, S. D. Action Sept. 22.

• KNYT-MT Mont., Bowman—Broadcast Bureau granted CP for UHF transmitter to extend frequency to 166.666 mhz to ch. 4, 66-72 mhz; change of type of station; make changes in ant. system; change call letters to KNYHD. Action Sept. 25.

• KI2DI Shelby, Mont.—Broadcast Bureau granted motion for license covering change of primary TV station for VHIF translator to station on ch. 6 by rebroadcasting programs of KVET(WB) El Paso. Action Sept. 21.

• K94AJ Hood River, Ore., and Bingen and White Salmon, both Washington—Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of CP for UHF translator to state of Oregon acting on behalf of state board of higher education. Action Sept. 25.

• K0UW-Panguielt, Utah—Broadcast Bureau granted CP for UHF translator one approximately one mile west of Panguielt, and to make changes in ant. system for VHIF translator. Action Sept. 25.

Other actions, all services

• FCC denied request by CBS Inc. asking FCC to recognize changes by certain groups of discriminatory employment practices by 28 area broadcast stations be argued separately against each station. CBS is licensee of WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, three stations accused by Philadelphia Communications Coalition of violation of commission's equal employment opportunity rules. Collective bargaining agreement calls for time of Sept. 18 was granted. Action Sept. 13.

• FCC rejected proposal by The Value Line Special Investments Fund Inc. and other stockholders in broadcast licenses to eliminate problems ownership regulations create. Rules prohibit ownership of 3% or more of voting stock in stations that are also held by another company if such ownership results in violation of multiple-ownership rules. On July 19, FCC granted application of Communications Inc. to acquire KCRH(FM) St. Louis. Bartell Broadcasting Corp. of Missouri is owned by Bartell Media Inc., which in turn is controlled by Downe Communications Inc. Commission recognizes that 3.4% of Downe Communications stock and 5.51% of Pacific and Southern Broadcasting Co. to make necessary divestiture of stock holdings in licensees that would arise from those interest would be in compliance with multiple-ownership rules. Fund proposed as alternative. A contract with distribution agreements that licensees will extend outstanding voting shares, Downe would agree that in all situations in which fund is entitled to receive it will also extend."
count only votes representing a number of shares less than 1% of outstanding voting stock of Downe." FCC said "proposal in no way reduced ownership or increased permissible levels," and requested statement within 10 days of Fund's action regarding broadcast or minority divestiture of broadcast stock. Action Sept. 7.

Ownership changes

Applications

- **KWSR (AM)** Rife, Colo.—Seeks transfer of control of oil shale brokering Co. to James J. Coburn, 711 South 10th St., Longmont, Colo., to KWSR(AM). Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **WWAB (AM)** Lakeland, Fla.—Seeks assignment of license from WWAB Inc. to Radio Station WWAB Inc. for $230,000. Replies to Mr. Morris Hughes Inc., to Radio Station WWAB Inc., 215 E. Main St., Lakeland, Fla.Application filed, Aug. 19, 1953.


- **97.1%** FM Chillicothe, Ohio, to Mr. Halvorson (3311 Rugby Rd., Lafayette, Ind.), to WMV, 1600 W. 59th St., Chicago, Ill., for $40,263. Application filed, Aug. 25, 1953.

- **WCL (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KWXM (AM)** Brandon, Miss., and of Euguene, Ore.—Seeks assignment of license from KWXM Inc. to Radio Station KWXM Inc. for $20,000 and over. Application filed, Aug. 19, 1953.

- **KCCX (AM)** Sidney, Mont.—Seeks transfer of control of KCCX Inc. from E. C. Kressbach (100% owner, before, none after), to F. C. Haire, 1401 Haire, Sidney, Mont. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KCG (AM)** Brattleboro, Vt.—Seeks transfer of control of KCG Inc. from Arthur N. Miller to John F. Staub (before, none after), 75.1% owner. Staub is general manager and owns (33.9%) WMII-AM FM Brattleboro, Vt. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KGCX (AM)** Covington, Ky.—Seeks assignment of license from KGCX Inc. to Radio Station KGCX Inc. for $300,000. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.


- **KGSQ (FM)** Hammond and KWCL (AM) Oak Grove, all Louisiana. He also has interests in WRK (AM) Brandon, Miss., and owns (50%) JS 52 Pay Tire Store in Slidell, La. Mr. Hughes has interests in WMAG(AM) and WGST-FM, both Forest, Miss. Ann. Aug. 21.

- **KWBR (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KGSQ-FM** Hammond and KWCL (AM) Oak Grove, all Louisiana. He also has interests in WRK (AM) Brandon, Miss., and owns (50%) JS 52 Pay Tire Store in Slidell, La. Mr. Hughes has interests in WMAG(AM) and WGST-FM, both Forest, Miss. Ann. Aug. 21.

- **KWBR (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KWBR (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KWBR (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.

- **KWBR (AM)** Hagerstown, Md.—Seeks transfer of control of Hagerstown Broadcasting Co. from Grover A. Moser, 62 East Washington Ave., Hagerstown, Md., to John F. Staub (before, none after), 2215 West Main St., Hagerstown, Md. Application filed, Aug. 23, 1953.
Progamming, Producing, Others

Mid-day/PD combination, 5KW Contemporary plus 100 KW FM, Had it with the city? Tape and resume to WGWJ, Skoghegan, Maine 04789.

Situations Wanted, Management

Professional with top credentials. Take charge broad- caster to go with you, can do the ten apply experience & ability in return for growth opportunity. Box K-83, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Sales Manager at regional 5 KW seeks General Man- ager position with aggressive radio or television stna- tion. Has reached maximum profit and success- fully doubled billing in past 10 years. Wants to move up to station management overseeing sales. Box K-82, BROADCASTING.

You just can’t beat experience. Over 20 years in man- agement in medium market. If your station is in difficulties, I would welcome the challenge! Prefer Michigan or other. Box K-111, BROADCASTING.

Attention FM top 50 markets. 10 years success major market management. Employed, strong sales, consider AM. Box K-115, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Facts: only 20% of all radio salesman know how to sell radio the way it should be sold. This 20 per- cent is looking for an opportunity to work with top class management. If you have the opportunity, let’s talk. Prefer upper Midwest. Box K-199, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Manager needed for modern Cincinnati FM rock station. Must be able to maintain Collins 10 KW stereo FM transmitter and maintenance from stereo audio system. No air shift, Supervise all physical千年。写: Frank Wood, WEBN, 1650 Considine Ave., Cincinnati, OH.

Sales

Modulation station operation wants to increase Technical Department and is looking for staff engineer with po- tential for advancement. Should have experience in AM/FM transmitter and studio maintenance, construc- tion and trouble shooting. Salary commensurate with ability, Resume and requirements to NWB, WLHU/WSNH, Box 1400, Lowell, Mass. or call 617-343-3813.

1st Class: Engineer for 5,000 watt directional AM. Contact General Manager, WPWM, Port Huron, Michigan.

First class broadcast engineers needed for growing AM Directional and FM Steroe. Malloy Engineering currently Easy List 1st. phone, write or call for details. St. Louis area. Experience with dynamic Northern New Jersey area. Contact Betty Russell at 358-1350.

Transmitter Test & Service Co.-CCA Electronics has available positions for experienced AM and FM transmitter technical people who will devote one-third of their time to field work and the balance to testing AM and FM transmitters at CCA. Starting salary is $10,000 per year. Permanent residence re- quired in the Philadelphia area. Send resume, but would prefer visit in person, to Mr. Bernard Wise, CCA Electronics Corporation, 716 Avenue Jersey, Gloucester City, N.J. 08030.

Florida resort directional MOR wants CE-Combo-first ticket to settle on evening shift and oversee our gear forever. Box K-9, BROADCASTING.

News

Newsman to gather, write and air local news. Good small market experience. Send snapshot on tape, minimum acceptable salary. Excellent living condi- tions, fringe benefits. You must produce. Good starting rate. Phone: Eastern Journalism Graduate K-92, BROADCASTING.

Experienced news anchorman for AM drive shift. Major market Contemporary/MOR station in the South. Send tape, resume, picture to Box K-122, BROADCASTING.

Newsman who can seek out, write and report local news for good music station in city of 26,000. Will consideraman with experience. Send snapshot on tape, minimum acceptable salary. Excellent living condi- tions, fringe benefits. You must produce. Good starting rate. Phone: Eastern Journalism Graduate K-92, BROADCASTING.

Experienced news anchorman for AM drive shift. Major market Contemporary/MOR station in the South. Send tape, resume, picture to Box K-122, BROADCASTING.

Newsman who can seek out, write and report local news for good music station in city of 26,000. Will consider aaman with experience. Send snapshot on tape, minimum acceptable salary. Excellent living condi- tions, fringe benefits. You must produce. Good starting rate. Phone: Eastern Journalism Graduate K-92, BROADCASTING.

Assistant Engineer, 1st class, available immediately. Some board work if required, no recent experience. Air mail details, phone number. West/Southwest area. Graye oliday box. Walter Hoffman, Box 290, Las Vegas, Nevada 89101.

News

Northwestern J-school grad, ex-radio journalist, seeks high-medium market news position. Box K-52, BROADCASTING.


Nine-year radio journalist desires hard-working posi- tion. Adept in investigative reporting, actualities, local news, any area. Box K-98, BROADCASTING.

Experienced radio television newswoman wants radio news only. Currently experience. Box K-105, BROADCASTING.

Newsman/sportscaster. Young but good. Does TV or radio equally well. B.A. Broadcast-Journalism. Radio- TV experience. Resume, tape, VTR. Box K-130, BROADCASTING.

Highly talented sports caster, radio, some TV, with 3 years play-by-play experience of high school and college football, basketball, baseball, golf, auto racing and others. Great organizer, profit producer, highly energetic personality, precedent to move to major university market or better. Married with fam- ily. Box K-130, BROADCASTING.


Black newswoman wants to relocate to California or Washington, D.C. Fully prepared to broadcast journalism ex- perience, 7/2 television, 1/2 radio. Please contact Gerald at 216-681-6807.
**Programing, Production, Others**

| Fully qualified program director small or medium markets. Box G-279, BROADCASTING. |
| Red program director with major market experience wants small or medium market to settle down and raise a family. Good air show, production, copy, knowledge of programming. First phone. Box H-170, BROADCASTING. |
| Successful contemporary program director seeks challenging position in competitive market range. Documented track record, checkable references. Box K-14, BROADCASTING. |
| I'm a moderator of telephone talk shows who also interviews in considerable depth. Background includes announcing and 3 years in broadcasting sales. Consideration in position is appreciated. I've radioed a 1 1/2 hour show with selling program accounts and "problem solving" with new accounts. My politics moderate to conservative. Stable. Consider any ntl. market, including colder ones. Even mountains. Interview desirable. 813-922-0678 or 924-6983. Box K-30, BROADCASTING. |
| Winning major market pd needs new challenge. Interested in program promoting West Coast AM or FM-MOR or Rock. Box K-39, BROADCASTING. |
| Program operations director. MOR, Oldie, Contemporary formats. Excellent production, music knowledge, creativity, experience. Ten years successful track record. Box K-87, BROADCASTING. |

**TELEVISION**

**Help Wanted Sales**

| Florida VHF station seeks experienced local account executive for immediate opening. Base salary, excellent commission and account list plus fringe benefits. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to Box K-86, BROADCASTING. |
| New educational station serving metropolitan community just in time for Nation's Capital seeks TV broadcast technicians experienced with TR-70 and general maintenance. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Box K-94, BROADCASTING. |
| Engineer for operation and maintenance of color cameras and high band VTR's in new Midwest production facility. Excellent opportunity. Engineer wanted for tape and camera control. Experience FCC license required. Florida. Box K-124, BROADCASTING. |
| TV Chief Engineer wanted for 5000 watt AM with companion cable TV immediate opening. Call 303-236-2536, or write Box 890, Laram, Colo. 81052. |

**News**

| Experienced weatherman. Southwest market. Send VTR and resume to Box K-73, BROADCASTING. |
| Combination reporter/photographer with journalism degree or comparable experience for South Florida TV Station. Equal Opportunity Employer. Box K-74, BROADCASTING. |
| Special assignment reporter-photographer. Must have documentary and general assignment reporting experience. Box K-125, BROADCASTING. |
| Newsman, must be versatile, to do weather show plus back up sports. Radio newcomer to welcome to apply. Send tape, resume and picture to Ron Heiler. News Director, KYVL, 212 E. 2nd, Ottumwa, Iowa 52501. |

**News Continued**

| Sportscaster. Experienced sportscaster for an air force. Must be capable of shooting and editing film. Send resume to WJXT-TV, Box 5270, Jacksonville, Fla. 32207. |
| Production Manager--Ohio VHF. Seeking Production Manager with proven management experience or director or managing director or directing experience. Strong on supervision, administration and production aspects. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Letter and resume to Box K-91, BROADCASTING. |
| Artist for Southeast network VHF. Department handles air, art and scenic design, print ads, displays and sales promotions. See your style. Reply to Box K-107, BROADCASTING. |
| Producer/Director with heavy experience in commercial production for S.E. VHF net affiliate. Must be self starter with thorough knowledge of camera equipment and techniques. Will direct live shows in addition to commercials. Send resume, salary requirements in addition to Box K-118, BROADCASTING. |
| Young, creative producer-director needed for University owned PTV station in Midwest. 3 years production experience required. Master's degree preferred. Ron Gargase, Program Manager, WBGU-TV, Bowling Green, Ohio 43405, 419-372-2676. An Equal Opportunity Employer. |
| Eastern Carolina's top station needs an operations/program manager to fill vacant after 2 year internal promotion. Experienced in programming, promotion and program production. Opportunity available for advancement with station on the move. NBC affiliated station is growing, looking for a talented, progressive minded individual. Phone and background details to: WTIN-TV, Dept. P. O. Box 468, Washington, North Carolina 27889. |
| Publicity Manager. Aggressive, creative and experienced in all aspects of the promotion field. Seeking new Midwest position. Call 913-866-5929. |
| Situations Wanted, Management |

**Seasoned broadcasting executive, also experienced in facility construction and promotion, seeks opportunity in cable television industry. Box K-101, BROADCASTING. |
| Experienced and dependable. 8 years in broadcasting, 5 years in TV on camera background and producing ability. College. Write Box 67, Taneytown, Md. 21787. |
| Seasoned production engineer. Tennessee or? Box J-9, BROADCASTING. |
| Television weatherman. Not a venom splitting meteorologist. Well versed in sports. Good appearance, professional approach. Box K-9, BROADCASTING. |
| Female television reporter. Age 28. Five years experience in top 30 market. WA and BA in Journalism. VTR available. Prefer Southeast. Box K-50, BROADCASTING. |
| Promotion/continuity director available immediately. Now Midwest. Will relocate. Resume, Samples on request. Box K-49, BROADCASTING. |
| Artist. 3 years experience TV. Slides, sets, print. Production available. Will relocate. Box K-90, BROADCASTING. |
| Television producer-director with outstanding local and network credits is seeking management opportunity. Eighteen years of television background and experience. Box K-97, BROADCASTING. |

**WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT**

| Ampex 1299 VTR from owner. Reply to D. Zulli, 213-466-7757. |
| Ampex VR-1200/A, B or C, also color film island. Call S. Vollie, 408-298-5629. |

**News to Buy Equipment**

| Two RCA type TVM-1B or TVM-6 micro-wave units, 7 kw to handle both feed, RF mixers, and cables. Include price to WCCO-TV, Director of Engineering, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402. |
| We need used 250, 500, 1 kw, 5 kw & 10 kw AM and FM transmitters. Used antenna with 3 kw capacity, full width rear door. Ready for installation of your equipment. Includes 10 kw generators, two overhead 110 v air conditioners plus engine air conditioner, fluorescent lighting, wired for internal and external power. Many other extras. Reply Box K-108, BROADCASTING. |
| 1 Gates State Level in operating condition. Please call Ron at WAVE-FM, Box 123, Corpus Christi, Texas 78411-2337, BROADCASTING. |
| 10 KW GE FM XMT. Removed to replace 20 KW. Panama Canal for complete set of tube parts. Also, 6 baja Jant amo pedal, tuned to 92.7. Sell now at your offer. Both or separate. Have need at this non-commercial station to move this usable equipment. WFCJ-FM. 513-866-5929. |
| Mobile Unit, 24 ft. International custom van, 4 RCA TK-30 cameras, 2 RCA sync generators, RCA 75-20 switcher, 6 input audio mixers, intercom, adjustable power transformer. Chief Engineer, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, Wis. 414-332-9611. |
| Used test equipment: Large selection, low prices, General Radio RF bridges 916AL, proof of performance equipment, dummy Motes 2950, 2960, Daven video path, Motelot MRR-24 relay, wired for list. Frederic Chassay, Box 257, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. |
| Two RCA TK-42 color camera chains complete with auxiliary electronics and controls. $15,000.00 each. E. Nowell, 513-224-1374, BROADCASTING. |
| Of America, Price $-1120, Shawnee, Kansas 66203. |
| Self-contained audio recording console, including two Ampex AG-500 tape decks, Laxvilin AM5A mixer, AM50 and AM100 amplifiers, Thoron turntable, two Electrovoice Sentry noise suppressors and Bogen intercom. Also JANS1641 projector with pedestal. Contact Dave Reynolds, 312-645-8800. |
| Nortec PL 70, Super Fas', CBS Image Enhancement, Electric Lens Serv. Call 813-926-0193, R. Ey. CPE. |
| Gates MS559 Yard console, includes power supply and 10 wall power amplifiers. 900-236-2094, or write Box 1230, Bozeman, Montana 59715. |
INTERNATIONAL

Correspondence instruction leading to FCC license and electronics degree approved. Grantham University, 1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California 90027.


On the air announcer training at R.E.I. features individual, realistic preparation for your Radio/TV career. R.E.I.’s engineering course features intensive training for the FCC first phone. Complete either course in just five (5) weeks! Call 1-800-237-2251 toll free. For Brochures: R.E.I., 1336 Main Street, Sarasota, Florida 33577.

R.E.I., 3123 Gillham Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64109. (816) 931-5444. or toll free: 1-800-237-2251.


R.E.I., 1336 Main Street, Sarasota, Florida 33577. Call (813) 955-6922, or toll free: 1-800-237-2251.

Licensed by New York State, veteran approved for FCC 1st Class license and announcer-disc-jockey training. Contact A.A. Announcer Training Studios, 25 West 43 St., N.Y.C. (212) 0X 5-9245.

F.C.C. TYPE exams guaranteed to prepare you for the F.C.C. 3rd. $100.00 with broadcast endorsement) 1st. $220.00, and 1st. $220.00, phone exam only $25. Research Company, Dept. B, R. 2, Box 446, Calera, Alabama 35040.

World’s most unique! Home study zero to first phone. 18 weeks. $100 total cost. Guaranteed! for sample lesson write: Academy Radio Television, 1304 State, Bettendorf, Iowa 52722.


In Chicago, Omega Services has the best price for a First Class License, day or evening. Guaranteed results! Omega Services, 333 East Ontario. 312-649-0927.

See our display ad under instruction on page 64, Don Martin School of Radio & TV, 1653 N. Cherokee, Hollywood, California, 90028.

COMEDY MATERIAL


For a weekly topicality and humor service in magazine form, send $2.00 for a sample issue to: Altogether, Box 53354, New York, N.Y. 10015.

MISCELLANEOUS

Dea..jaysl 11,000 classified gag lines. $100.00. Unconditional guarantee. Comedy catalog free. Edmund Orrin, Mariposa, Calif. JAP. Prissel Prissel Prissel National brands for promotions, contests, programming. No barter, or trade better for fantastic deal, write or phone. Tele- vision & Radio Features, Inc., 166 E. Superior St., Chicago, Illinois 60611, call collect 3-1244-3700.

"Free" Catalog ... everything for the deejayl Comedy books, airchecks, wild tracks, old radio shows, FCC tests, and more! Write: Comedy, Box 28346, San Francisco 94126.

Henny Youngman personalized lead-ins attract, hold local radio advertisers! Details free, Simon, 1280 Sawmills, Yonkers, N.Y. 10710.

Personal loyalty with station call letters on miniature mike or TV camera. Stamp brings details, Roberson Co., Box 1344, Bangor, Me. 04401.

36 Minute pop-in tape! Hundreds comedy one-liners, includes sexy gal. $10. Tapes, 975 South Tuttle, Sarasota, Fl. 33579.

Help Wanted Management

RADIO

GENERAL MANAGER FOR MAJOR MARKET

Successful contemporary station wants to bring more successful by joining forces with a General Manager who above all other things thinks and operates like a top salesman and entrepreneur. Big compensation package. Send full details, confidentially.

Box K-75, Broadcasting

IMPORTANT OPENING

THE INSTITUTE OF BROADCASTING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. BROAD CONCEPT OF INTERRELATIONS OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF BROADCAST IN- DUSTRIES DESIRABLE. KNOWLEDGE OF GENERAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT HUGELY DESIRABLE. PREFERENCE GIVEN TO QUALIFIED BROADCASTING PERSONNEL. MAIL QUALIFIED RESUME, IN CONFIDENCE, TO:

IBFM — ROOM 602
18 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603

GARDENAL MANAGER RADIO

Acquisition two new stations creates General Manager opening in mid-sized Eastern market. Top possibility for proven GM to step up or experienced GM who wants new challenge. Resume and income requirements to our consultants:

Personnel Inc. 201 Insurance Exch. Bldg. Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Help Wanted Sales

NEW YORK CITY NEWS DIRECTOR

14 Years experience covering major national news—space shots, political conventions, etc. Station economic crisis forces separation. Ready to move anywhere for exceptional opportunity as reporter, anchorman or news executive. Radio or TV. National award-winner. Expensive and worth it.

Box K-1, Broadcasting

Help Wanted Announcer

PROFESSIONAL ANNOUNCER

Bright, creative professional announcer needed to hold down number one ratings in Top-Ten market. Top dollar for the top man!

Box K-99, Broadcasting

Equal Opportunity Employer

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC PROGRAMMER

We want an individual with total knowledge of all Beautiful Music published and the ability to blend it. Contact:

Don Wechs 1-212-839-1232


Situations Wanted Sales

12 Years Broadcast Sales Radio/Television

Interested in joining aggressive broadcasting station—national sales preferred. Experience includes 4 years local station sales, 6 years national spot sales with major station representative West Coast.

Box K-78, Broadcasting

Announcer

N.Y. has its "Imus in the Morning"! L.A. has Dick Whittington? Your station and market could have

Bob Ballard with Aunt Zaney: "The Zaney-Boo Show!"

Phone: 214-8-7756

News
OPERATIONS/PROGRAMMING/ MANAGEMENT
Major market ratings winner, 15 years operations/programming experience, currently consulting 5-station group, available next 30-60 days to produce results that produce dollars. Any format, takes creative administrator with strong track record and good references. Permanent affiliation preferred. Box K-194, Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Help Wanted Management

V.P./GENERAL MANAGER
MAJOR SOUTHEAST MARKET, TOP NETWORK AFFILIATE, $37,500 SALARY, PLUS 2% OF CASH FLOW. TOP OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIENCED GENERAL MANAGER OR SALES MANAGER READY TO MOVE UP. SEND RESUME TO BOX K-94, BROADCASTING CONFIDENTIAL

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
EXPANDING COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY WITH TELEVISION, RADIO, NEWSPAPER, AND CABLE TV INTERESTS IS SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR THIS NEWLY CREATED POSITION. QUALIFICATIONS INCLUDE COLLEGE DEGREE (MBA DEGREE DESIRABLE), AGE 25 TO 35 YEARS, AND SOME MEDIA SALES EXPERIENCE. UNDER MINIMUM SUPERVISION, MUST HAVE ABILITY TO FORMULATE AND EXECUTE CORPORATE POLICY WHILE MAINTAINING GOOD RELATIONSHIPS WITH COMPANY EXECUTIVES. SALARY TO $25,000. CALL FRED HARMS AT 312-803-6171 TO ARRANGE INTERVIEW.

SALES ENGINEER
Broadcast & CATV Markets

International Video Corporation is expanding its aggressive marketing effort in the Midwest region. We need an experienced sales representative to present our color cameras and video recorders to the broadcast and CATV market.

This position requires an individual with 2-3 years current broadcast and/or CATV experience plus the enthusiasm necessary to represent a new and outstanding product line. Compensation will include salary plus commission and the use of a company car.

For immediate consideration, please write, outlining your experience to IVC, 1920 Waukegan Road, Glenview, Ill. 60025. Or phone (312) 729-5160. We are an equal opportunity employer.

CATV
Experienced General Manager for potential 100,000 home franchise in Northeast. Excellent opportunity with major MSO. Salary history in complete history to Box K-85, Broadcasting

Help Wanted Sales
National Sales Manager
TV Equipment
Rocky Mountain

Location
The candidate we're seeking will report to our Vice President of Sales and will manage the equipment/systems sales of our national sales organization. To qualify you must have sales management experience in the CATV or broadcast industry. Excellent starting salary plus override. Please submit resume in confidence or call Fred Peterson, Telematon, Inc., P.O. Box 15006, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115. Phone (801) 487-5399. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Help Wanted Technical

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS

Ampex has an immediate opening in the Northeastern Region of the U.S.

Technical exposure to broadcast quality VTR's and television broadcast color cameras is required. Position involves some travel.

Please send your resume in confidence to Al Slater, 75 Commerce Way, Hackensack, New Jersey 07601, OR to H. Prouty, 401 Broadway, MS 2-20, Redwood City, California 94063. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others

TELEVISION PROGRAM MANAGER

NBC affiliate in California capital city has opening for outstanding young person who wants to assume immediately or work toward managing program department including operations, production, promotion, traffic, art, photographs and film buying and booking. This position requires appropriate academic background and sufficient television experience, including strong production-promotion background and understanding and inclination to creatively assist national and local sales development. Several press releases are also being considered for this position. Write about your personal goals and why you are interested in this position. Letters and concise resume should be sent to: KCRA-TV, Box 33, Sacramento, Calif. 95801. Attention Station Manager. No telephone calls please. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
MAXIMUM AD EXPOSURE
AT MINIMUM COST
YOU BELONG IN
Broadcasting®
The newsweekly of broadcasting and allied arts
1735 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Employment Service

527 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

BROADCAST PERSONNEL AGENCY
Sharon Barish, Director

Miscellaneous

"The nationally recognized audience survey company built on an HONEST reputation."
(Surveys from $2,000)
P.O. BOX 1071—CASA GRANDE, ARIZONA 85222
602-836-2792 COLLECT

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

INTERESTED IN GOING PUBLIC??

Broadcaster with profitable operation seeks interest of others, radio, and/or TV with view to eventual public offering. Only Top 100 markets, please. All queries in confidence. Plan will be outlined in reply. Address:
Box K-12, Broadcasting

FOR SALE Stations

TEXAS CLASS C
Top Texas growth market Class C Stereo FM. Only FM allocation in city ranking in top ten household retail sales in nation.
Box K-104, Broadcasting

FOR SALE Stations

CATV EXCHANGE

If FCC does not rescind rule against cross ownership, will exchange 24½% interest in one of best CATV operations in South for cash or stock in another first-class CATV operation located outside of conflict area. Cable now in front of 22,000 potential and actual subscribers including 13,500 already signed. Potential above 45,000 and growing. Current income approximately $67,383 monthly. Owner of 51% interest obligated to advance long term financing for completion of job at 7%. Probably another 24½% interest available to right people on acceptable terms.

Box K-81, Broadcasting

STATIONS FOR SALE

1. WEST COAST. Major market FM. $300,000. Terms to be agreed upon.
2. CALIFORNIA. Serves one of the fastest growing markets of the state. Excellent potential. $285,000. Excellent terms.
3. SOUTHWEST. Gross tops $70,000. Price at $100,000. 25% down.

Jack L. Stoll & Associates

6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1113
P.O. Box 590
Los Angeles, California 90028
Area Code 213-464-7299

LaRue & McGuaren

Media Brokers, Inc.
341 Bayside Dr. 116 Central Park South
Newport Beach, Ca. New York, N.Y.
(714) 679-4683 (212) 966-3430

Larson/Walker & Company
Brokers, Consultants, & Appraisers
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067
1101 Ave. of the Stars
Century City, Suite 501
(213) 577-1367

Wash., D.C. 20006
1736 Eye St., N.W.
Suite 714
202-223-1553

MW Small Fulltime $145M Terms
SE Small Daytime 90M 29%
FL Metro Daytime 550M 29%
E Metro Daytime 175M 50M
SE Suburban Fulltime 1MM Nego

E Small Fulltime $250M Terms
NE Medium AM/FM 365M Terms
E Medium Fulltime 240M Cash
MW Metro Daytime 550M Cash
W Metro FM 80M Terms

CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES* business brokerage service

* ATLANTA * CHICAGO * DETROIT * ELMIRA, NEW YORK *
Please write: 5 Dunwoody Park, Atlanta, Ga. 30341
Elmo Ellis is WSB radio; WSB radio is Elmo Ellis

"Man is a natural mountain climber, not because he likes to climb but because he needs ever so often to win a battle."—from "Happiness is Worth the Effort" by Elmo Ellis.

By 1956, when Cox Broadcasting moved into the so-very-Southern mansion it had built for itself on Atlanta's Peachtree Street, Elmo Ellis was well into his job of "removing the rust" from Cox's WSB (AM). His colleagues had thought he was just a little crazy when he accepted the task of putting that station back on its feet. After all, he had a fairly secure assignment with WSB-TV as production director; television was the coming thing, and the radio side of the business looked like a headache coming on.

But Mr. Ellis says he has always trusted the management of Cox, and when they asked him in 1952 to take over the programing of WSB radio, he accepted it without question. "Radio, by 1952, was really in the doldrums," Mr. Ellis says now. "It had lost virtually all of its major sponsors. Its big programs were dropping by the wayside. Almost every day there would be a defection of the big half-hour or hour programs. And radio had never really developed a local sales effort. Stations of our type never had to do it; it was strictly a network and national sales medium."

"If Moses had come down from the mountain with eleven commandments, I suspect the additional injunction would have read: 'Thou shalt accept change,'"—from "Happiness is Worth the Effort."

As the radio network began to drop time blocks out of its schedule—15 minutes here: a half-hour soaper there—Mr. Ellis began to substitute local programing. "The changes that took place here were, of necessity, evolutionary and gradual. There were two things that made it that way. First, we had WSB as a long-time entity in the community. And we also had the fact that traditionally this part of the country was more conservaive and slower to change. It was more provincial."

"So it was less painful to our listeners," he says, "since it was done gradually. And they took to the changes. In most cases they didn't even realize that the changes were taking place. As the years went by, WSB became a modern broadcasting outlet and the public was being served in a new way, but they didn't even know that these changes were happening."

"Above all, sensitivity is the best device we have for maintaining a proper balance between too much and too little. Some call this common sense. I consider sensitivity to be a nobler virtue. It is the ability to use your judgment in a compassionate manner, so that your decisions are not only logical, but often are inspiring."—From "Happiness is Worth the Effort."

Elmo Ellis began a series of daily broadcasts on WSB in 1958 that are still on today. The broadcasts began, Mr. Ellis recalled, as a book-review program. "(I didn't know of any radio station in America that was doing a daily book review. This was an area of service that ought to be filled. I also had a selfish motive. I thought I'd get some good books added to my library.)" Gradually, the small program evolved into a daily commentary—sometimes editorials, sometimes simple essays on life and times.

The response to his editorials and commentary can be viewed on the walls of Elmo Ellis's office. Among the awards and citations he has received are the Alfred P. Sloan Award (1965), the George Foster Peabody Award (1966), 12 Frederick Foundation Awards, and a letter of commendation from President Nixon for his campaign to save the federal public-school hot-lunch program.

His commentaries led to a book contract with Hewitt House publishers. Mr. Ellis adapted many of his radio essays for the book and wrote many more specifically for the book. Published in 1970, the book is called "Happiness is Worth the Effort." And, Mr. Ellis's performance with WSB and his journalistic training persuaded Leonard Reinsch, president of Cox, to enlist Mr. Ellis's aid in writing the second edition of Radio Station Management, still used as the backbone of many broadcast school curriculums. "I would have loved at some time in my life to have been a best-selling novelist," Mr. Ellis confesses.

"Elmo Ellis to make tall, lean man who walks in long, graceful strides. In 1972, he runs a radio station that first signed on the air in 1922. "The Voice of the South" it was called then—it was the first radio outlet in the region. But his story is not an historical one. It is a story of today, a story of a station that at one time might have been a relic for the Smithsonian Institution, but was turned into a modern facility that has dominated Atlanta and the Southeast for longer than the competition cares to remember.

In a day when general managers come from the ranks of salesmen, Elmo Ellis is a programmer. That's all he's ever done—write and produce for the broadcasting medium. He always figured that if one created a product that appealed to people, then someone would be willing to sponsor it.

He admits that he is an "establishmentarian." He believes in order, in faith and in achievement. He has written about, talked on the air about, spoken at seminars about and taught in universities about his beliefs.

But a man who has been able to move a massive institution like WSB into modern radio is a revolutionary in some ways too.

"In the dawning days of man's arrival on this planet, he became aware of the desirability of peace and the blessings of brotherly love. He has not ceased to yearn for both, although he has little control over his emotions. Nevertheless, man's highest inspirations have not changed. His hope is to be better than he is, and his dream is to make all the world a better place. The simple and basic guidelines for achieving these goals are at our fingertips. They will still be available a century or a millennium from now—as long as mankind exists."—From "Happiness is Worth the Effort."
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Editorials

Three days gone
Members of the FCC spent three days last week in a cove of the winds of their own digging. They had asked for freely structured panel discussions about children’s television programming. They got what they should have expected: guff.

Of all of the panelists, the one with the largest obligation to present a coherent case was Mrs. Evelyn Sarson, the earnest Boston mother who with her little band of followers got FCC Chairman Dean Burch to start this whole proceeding. As nearly as her commentaries of last Tuesday can be summarized, they added up to something like this:

Commercial broadcasters ought to be required to present 14 hours of children’s programming per week, without any commercials. Well, maybe some smaller-market stations with meager resources should be permitted to sell advertising if it were clustered at beginning and end and held to, say, six minutes an hour or, better yet, if it were confined to one-line credits to underwriters of the programs at the end.

As for the network and big-market stations, they could easily afford to carry noncommercial shows which, of course, would be of significantly higher quality than those now on the air. “They can find the money elsewhere,” Mrs. Sarson said with confidence. And how is it that system to produce more and better shows? If Mrs. Sarson had the answer to that, she must have presented it in private.

Two conclusions emerge from last week’s escapade. First, panel sessions of this kind are a frightful waste of commissioners’ time. If random comments are to be solicited, let them be objectively distilled into summaries of manageable length that commissioners can read expeditiously. Second, these sessions must have proved to the wooliest member of the FCC that the severest critics of children’s programming offer no sensible alternatives and are totally without positive suggestions to attain the improvements that they only vaguely describe.

Hasn’t the FCC more tangible and pressing problems?

Another time and place
Many of the influential people in radio today are too young to have been exposed to the American habit of listening to Amos ’n’ Andy five nights a week. They have missed something, a relic of a gentler age.

The death of Charles J. Correll (Broadcasting, Oct. 2) was a reminder of how long ago it was, in years and attitudes, that white men could play black roles in dialect for laughs. Andy died at 82. His act had predeceased him.

Stacked deck
The most fundamental questions about the purposes of noncommercial television have been raised in the recent dispute between the commercial Storer Broadcasting Co. and noncommercial Eastern Educational Network over rights to Canadian-Russian hockey games. As reported here last week, Storer’s WSBK-TV Boston, which had broadcast the first half of the Canadian-Russian series, played in Canada, was outbid by EEN for the Boston showing of the second half, originating in the USSR. It was a clearcut case of competitive negotiation, with the price of the rights the only issue.

Not only that, the Boston outlet of EEN, the “noncommercial” WGBH-TV, exploited the event with finesse any sales manager would envy. It sold its coverage to two underwriters, American Mutual Insurance Co., Wakefield, Mass., and North-east Merchants Bank of Boston, in exchange for air credit. It used commercial positions in the games to appeal for public contributions, which reportedly exceeded the costs of the programs. Nor would this description of the competition between the commercial WSBK-TV and noncommercial WGBH-TV be complete without the observation that the former is a UHF on channel 38, the latter a V on channel 2. And still more, a postscript: The interest of Northeast Merchants Bank in hockey broadcasts as an advertising vehicle had been well established through its regular participation in sponsorship of Boston Bruins games on, yes, WSBK-TV.

The Boston incident puts the commercial and noncommercial systems in a new relationship, though they have been moving toward it for some time. A competition for audience was always inherent between the two. A competition for advertiser support has been developing, though the noncommercial system insists on using the euphemism, “underwriter,” in lieu of “sponsor.” But a competition for programing in the open marketplace is something else. Is all this what the government had in mind when it reserved those valuable channels for “educational” use? Is this what government funding is intended to finance?

These are not querulous questions. If the role of noncommercial broadcasting has not been well defined, it has at least been understood to imply an alternative to the commercial system. The mission of the noncommercial system needs clarification now, if the Boston incident is not to grow into a precedent for operations everywhere.

Whose ox, etc.
In the past couple of weeks Senator George McGovern and his assistants have begun complaining about media coverage that they say favors Richard Nixon in the presidential campaign. Some switch: the Democratic candidate berating the media that the Nixon administration has accused of liberal tilt.

It is not, of course, a switch at all. It is merely an illustration of a truth that has been around since journalism was invented: As long as reporters go beyond the handout and the canned speech, they will be criticized. No matter how loudly they cry for it, objective journalism is not what politicians want. They want advocacy journalism, if, of course, it advocates them.
Area Five... too large to be just two cities.

Area 5 is more than just the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth. Area 5 covers an expanding area in North Central Texas composed of 36 counties.

Area 5 is all the news from the region, the state, the nation, even the world.

Area 5 is sports ... keeping 2½ million people posted on their favorite teams.

Area 5 is weather ... up to the minute reports on ever changing conditions—from rainstorms to drought.

Area 5 Texas News ... a concise report of the days' happenings, in only 30 minutes, at 6 and 10 p.m.

WBAP TV
Area Five Texas News
Still all the news in half the time.
If you lived in San Francisco...

...you'd be sold on KRON-TV